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INTRODUCTION

Bacindadnailtisstil

The conceptualization of vocational choice as a nrocess of on.going

development has been given increasing attentir in the literature &ring

the past 15 yearsi Yeti while vocational
_l ____N and career planning

are valid and inescapable concerns of education, contemporary principles

and concepts of vocational guidance have not been effectively incorpor..

ated within .the school curriculum. This neglect has been recognized by

the National Manpower Council (ftwAssiadmanot......L1) in various state.

ments. Thus;

some attempt has been made in the past ten years to bring voce.

tionil guidance services down to the level of the classorom through

courses in occupational information, community civics, group gui..

dance, student services orientationzedpsychology....Still, not

counting the high enrollment. in community civics, long a required

course inmost junior high schools, much remains to be done in

bringing guidance, and particualrly occupational information,

into the classroom in an organized and systematic way. (p. 215).

and:

The guidance profession should study and evaluate methods of pre.

senting occupational information more effectively in classroom

situations. (p. 216)

The intimate relationship between education and occupation has been

stressed repeatedly by the Educational Policies Commission (114ammlei

Education), the National Manpower Commission 44.1a4aSarSlan.

gamo, American Council on Education (W.I....Edueilogjegargek), National

Vocational. Guidance
AssociationAMADaajaWALWAW, the President's

Panel on Vocational Education, and by many authorities in the field,

notably Donald Super, Eli Ginsberg, Henry Borax, David Tiedeman, and

Edward Roober.

There are a number of reasons why schools have not engaged more

successfully in the process of helping youth find ways of investing their

i
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lives meaningfully through work. A principal reasor stems from the fact

that educational meehods in this area have not kept pace with growing

body of theoretical knowledge and research evidence related to vocational

devJlopment. Nor have the schools kept sufficiently abreast of economic

Or technolegieel (Ia.:gee Oeakihg Lite wwr.ixt vl mu-n. Jam 4wp.L.Luata.vac
A LL

for curriculum of the growing body of literature which constitutes t

subscience of occupational behavior, as well as the effect of technolog.

ico.1. and societal change on human work, remains to be studied. There is

need to consider the idplications of these developments with the view to

finding new directions for guidance procedures with in the classroom.

A growing interest in career development and its potential colet..i.

bution to the school program is very much in evidence today. Officers

of the National Vocational Guidance Association are being asked increas.

ingly to speak on the subject to school personnel..i.e., school counse

lore, vocational educators, and curriculum specialists. Programs

devoted to this topic at the December 1964, American Vocational Associa..

tion convention in Minneapolis drew an unusually heavy attendance. This

interest has been reflected also in recent vocational education publica.

tions. Career development is given prominent attention in a U.S. Office

of Education publication entitled, A Stud of Curriculum Deve7opment in

VarLichsa.Sosmaive Pro am, Vocational Disivison uil.etin No.

281. A series of articles related to the subject appeared in Bueiness

Esstaza/balstua, April, 1962. It is likely that much of this interest

has been stimulated by recent Federal legislation aimed at improving

the economic welfare of youth through programs of vocational counsel..

ing, training and placement.

Increased concern about problems of occupational planning and ad-

justment on the part of government and educators makes especially

ii
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timely an examination of the potential contributions which career develop_

merit concepte may hold for the school curriculum. A major problem seems

to be the lack of any concerted or systematic efforts to translate theory

and "esea-,-oh to practice. This preiesel reggeste a necessary first step

to stimulate efforts in this direction.

Deve3ts
In January, 1965, the National Vocational Guidance Association sub-.

mitted a proposal to the U.S. Commissioner of Education setting forth

our desire to hold a Conference to explore means and methcds for moving

Current Trends in Career Development Theory and Research into educational

Clrriculua throuht and planning.

The proposal was revised and re...submitted in September 1965. Under

date of November 24, 1965 Dr. David Tiedeman, president of the Associa_

tion was notified the project had been approved subject to final negotia..

ton of a mutually acceptable contract or grant iestrument.

The Association awed ahead by inviting key leaders in various other

grove:e to serve on the plarniing committee. These individuals or their

representatives met with the principal designates of NVGA on January 11th

in Columbus, Ohio to finalize the plans for the Conference, In the

inter= tentative arrangements were made with the Airlie Foundation for

1.1t e of their eogerence facilities,

Following the Columbus planning session those who had been identified

as being prominent innovators in the selected topic areas were contacted

relative to their participation by preparing e paper for reproduction

and distribution -prior to the Conference and then, making a presentation

.at the Conference. The quality of. the papers is *flay eviden in that

there have:been Blare' .requests for their publi.oation i yaripus profession.

al journals. Concurrently, certain gamine paper deemed important



background for the puticipentswre identified and permission to reprin t

thee WU3 obtained

The eight, backTmound papers Pild three oftbesubstanthre papers were

reproduced and mailed to the participants prior to the Conference. Dr.

1116Mxwom.mj Isava LA expar a4 the nOrruL.a.aag sayou.a.On ae hadbeen

Blrow had copies of Ids paper available for distribution at the tine

people arrived at Airlie House. Dr. Wilenskyls paper was reproduced

during the Conference. Each of the papers is incorporated as a part of

this report.

Following each presentation a participant reacted to the paper and

presentation. Dr. Semler prepared a paper on his reaction which has been

incorporated in this report. In turn the entire group broke into six

small discussion groups which had the derinitive assignment of developing

implementing procedures.

During the last morning, Dr. Bob G. Woods, Dr. Carl Eaaniels,

and Dr. David Tiedaman summarized. They covered Implications for Curricu..

loan, Implications for Counselor Education, and Implications for Research

respectivelY, Subsequently they prepared and submitted their papers which

are included this report.

Following the Conference Dr. Douglas Sjogren took the discussion

group recorder reports and summarises' them. This is the last paper in

the report.

altatUta

1. To expand the dialogue between occupational theorists and researchers,

counselors, vocational educators, and curriculum specialists by

mobilizing and sharing knowledge in career guidance, behavioral science,

labor market and manpower information, and curriculum development.

2. To identify concepts of occupational behavior and work in a changing



society which should be incorporated into curricular plactice.

3. To oonteptuar.ze vocational readiness and the related structure of

motives in youth at different age..grade levels.

4. To identi.4 areas or research which need attention and demonstration

projects by which new approaches to vocational gaidanne mizht be

systematically explored within the curriculum setting.

5. To identify vocational topics and types of competencies which might

augment and strengthen counselor education programs,

6. To disseminate the hoped -for insights and conclusions of the proposed

conference by making the prodeedings widely available to counselors

and counselor educators, vocational psychologists, vocational

educators, and curriculum specialists.

Results:

1. It was evident that those from each discipline had rather common

perceptions within their own group but that these perceptions were

quite divergent between the various disciplines represented in the

conference. There is need to improve our inter.disciplinary comet ca..

.1. dons particularly as relates to current career development theory

and research.

2. There seemed to be general agreement that the meaning of work is

deeply interw-ven with cur value system. As productivity in our

affluent society is increasingly achieved by machine performance, man

attains a sense of satisfaction more through service to his fellow

man. It is imperative that our educational system bring such changes

into the awareness of youth.

3. Dr. Tiedeman prepared a structual conceptualization relating age,

developmental stages, and counselor functions in a most definitive

Way,



4. It became evident we Lded much exploration of various curricular

patterns to ascertet its strengths and weaknesses of approaches

to vocational guidance. Why are some group programs effective in

one setting and relatively ineffective in another?

5. A number of tau couslutaw- weamaatugo wApxvoQue. for tho Aaval-

opment of more efficient ways of training counselors.to.be to

perceive the worker attitudes, his preceptions of his job and its

meaning to his way of life. Are these particular methods and

techniques whereby the transition from one occupation to another

is accomplished with less loss of prestige and sense of worthwhile.

ness? Are there certain iderlittes which facilitate adaptattvn

behavior in periods of exceedingly rapid social- economic change?

6. Plans have been adopted to publish the proceedings of the Conference

for wide distribution to counselors, counselor educators, vocational

psychologists, vocational educators, and curriculum specialists.

These priviledged to participate felt it was an exceedingly

stimulating and beneficial conference. }any ideas and insights were

gained and several have reported instances in which materials have been

utilized in working with other groups. There have been numerous re.

quests for copies of the papers.

vi
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Conference Administrator



STRATEGIES FOR CURRICULUiL CHANGE

Arthur W. Foshay

Teachers College, Columbia University

During the past ten to fifteen years it has become apparent to those

who would improve the curriculum that they must reconceive the components

of an educational system in order that changes may endure. The terms of

the topic I have been requested to speak about here are interesting, partly

because they would not have appeared in a similar request a generation

ago. Until recently, we have thought of curriculum development as a

process intended to improve learning. Only recently have we begun to

fa ©e the matter of strategy squarely. The problem of curriculum design.

that is, the question of how the curriculum as a whole is to function for

any one student and for the students as a whole . continues to defy ade.

quate formulation. Maybe the concept "strategy" will help.

We deal herewith two terms that are highly contemporary: "change"

and "strategy." What shall be the strategy for curriculum change?

I shall adopt the position here that to change the curriculum is to

change the school system, taken as a whole, and that any consideration

of strategies for curriculum change must be based on an analysis of the

nature of the system to be changed. If we are to develop an orderly

approach to change in a school system, we must first consider how the

school 'system itself maybe conceived of.

Several metaphors have been available to us, and we have used them

from time to time. Let me state them as questions:

..Is a school system a logically ordered array of processes,

like a factory?

.Is a school system a pc,_itical unit, responsive to its

1
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environment like a city government?

--Is a school system a highly organized, single purpose unit,

like a surgical team?

--Is a school system an organism, with self-maintaining sub-

wwcfnma and power to rAtiair itself lika an animal?r- -r- ;

--Is a school system like a physical system, which is organized

mainly to attain and maintain a steady state?

All metaphors are in some sense misleading, of course. Perhaps it

is because of their sleading character that these metaphors have been

the subject of passionate, doctrinaire utterances from time to time. To

think of a school system as if it were like a factory with an input, a

processing arrangement, and an output, invites the schoolman to join

Callahan's "cult of efficiency." There are places in the United States

where the school system is, indeed, like a small governmental unit, with

patronage, selective granting of privilege, the response to immediate

crises, and the attempt to appear absolutely fair in the sense that every-

one is treated as if he were the same person - all of which characterizes

city governments. To organize a school like an infantry team presumes

that there is an enemy. Since the real enemy of the educator is ignor-

ance, which is impalpable, too often the "enemy." of the education tears

turns out to be the student. The metaphor of the organism is less simpl-

istic than the others, but it still connotes that the sy....tem is essentially

reactive, not intelligent, and that we must provoke the reaction we want

of it, not in any real sense interact with it, or consult it.

We do not have an adequate model of a school system, although some

attempts are being made to construct one. Lacking a model, we are driven

to continue to think in metaphors. As I say, we have to recognize the

risks that go with metaphors--chiefly the risk of being carried away by

2



the metaphor until one forgets that it is a metaphor, not a model.

Nevertheless, I would lice to suggest yet another metaphor for us

to use in thinking about the school as a social system. The metaphor is

an ecology.

Most of us learned about ecologies as natural environments: a forest

ecology, a fishpond ecology, a desert, a mountaintopithe abyssal depths

of the sea.

Proceeding, I hope, with care, let us consider the possibility that

the metaphor of the ecology will enlighten the question of strategies

for change. Let us consider the bureaucratic social organization, which

is a school systems from an ecological point of view.

To describe any ecology, one would seek to indicate the components

of it which function interdependently in such a way as. to give the

overall system its character and its shape. leaf are the principal

components of a school system? The following, I think:

1) The school system proper consists of its employed personnel.

Its clientele.. ..the students--function not as a determining component

in the system, but rather as a necessary condition for its existence.

Its community environment functions as a source of nourishment, producing

stability or change within it, but not as a functioning part of it.

That is, a school system could exist, briefly, without students or a

=nanny, just as I could without water. The water I need tomorrow is

not part of my bodily system, and will, not be until I have consumed it.

In saying this, I do not wish to seem immoral, but only (like anyone

who has said something a bit cynical) realistic. When one seeks to

change a school system, I mean to imply that one seeks to change the

employed personnel in the system, thus changing what is offered to

students, and what is drawn from the surrounding environment. Mind you

3



students can exist without schools, but not schools without students.

The community can exist without a school, but not a school without a

community of some kind. So the first thing we say about a school sys..

tem is that it consists of the employed professionals, and is nourished

by its clientele.

How may we characterize a school system, so viewed? First, a school

system is hierarchical. The power within it goes from the top down. The

most powerful individual in any school system is the superintendent of

schools. In any school system, there is a limited number of people..

commonly not more than one in fifty- ..who, in fact, constitute the power

system of the school. The most successful schools are therefore those

with high charisma in the superintendent's office, or, as we like to say,

"strong leadership." Or, to put it another way, the quality of the cur.

riculum cannot long be better than the quality of the superintendent's

mind.

Second, the personnel in the school system is constantly changing.

The typical tenure of a school superintendent in the limited States is

less than five years. For example, the turnover of teachers in the

schools in New Jersey, statewide, is approximately 20..11,000 out of

55,000, "This is about double what the profession was experiencing and

expecting-five years ago."1

It follows, third, that continuity in school systems is more nearly

a property of the structure, the materials, and the environment than it

is of the perSeili:1:-
..,..

at is, in personnel matters, the hierarchy con.

(40.

times, but net thld iridividials. In instructional policy, the evaluation

and testing praCti86;°,1dn the materials of instruction are the continuity,

1. NJEA Review, April 1966, pp. 474.5.

L.
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not the teachers. Physically, the school buildings represent far more

continuity than do instructional policies or even the organizational

structure. Perhaps those" who look at a school building and call it a

school- -which has always seemed tome like confusing a house with a

family.heft been right all along.

I have asked that we consider the school system from an ecological

point of view. Let us consider how one might seek to change any ecology.

First, one would change an ecology by changing those crucial parts

at which it is articulated..-the Joints of its structure, so to speak.

These are the points at which the interdependence of its components is

evident. If you wanted to change a school system, therefore, you would

change the personnel in the powerful positions within it, or you would

change their working relationships.

Second, one might change an ecology by altering the dynamics basic

to its continuance. It is easy to imagine the change in a forest ecology

that is brought about by a change in the climate--the rainfal, the num,

her of days of sunshine in a year, and so on. If our metaphor isn't

misleading us, it follows that if one changed the sources of money, the

clientele, the personnel policies operation g, ar the pedagogical beliefs

brought by teachers to the school system, then the school system would

change.

Third, one can change a natural ecology by introducing an element

into it that alters the interdependence in the system. Kill the insects,

as Rachel Carson pointed out, and the birds vanish, whereupon the seeds

aren't carried, and so on. In a school system, one could expect a system,
3

wide chino to 4,'esult frOm a gross alteration in the testing program, or

perhaps (as has been illustrated in the case of Manhasset, Lmg Island)
-)

the introduction of programmed instructian.2
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The sketch I have offered above is not intended to be exhaustive,

but to present the main elements present in a school system, taken as an

ecological system. What kind of strategy for alteration of the system

would make sense under these circumstances?

It runt be nlaAr that T ntraa with All those mixparieneed aohodl people

who say that the school system is a complex affair. Any strategy intended

to change any part of it would have to take the whole of it into account.

The strategy would have to be comprehensive.

I should like to describe here the specifications for a comprehen

sive strategy set forth by my colleague, Professor Matthew Miles, of

Teachers College.3 Miles suggests there are four identifiable stages

in the strategy for change, prior to its adoption by a system:

--Design of the Innovation

--Local Awareness and Interest

...Local Evaluation

--Local Trial

For a strategy to be comprehensive, all four of the stages identi-

fled by Miles have to be taken into account. That is, the design of the

innovation must be adequate, local awareness must in fact be aroused,

local evaluation must be adequate enough so that changes in the design

to fit local conditions will in fact be made, and the local trial must

be under realistic circumstances so that the innovation has a good chance

of spreading through the system. The particular strategy undertaken

2. John Herbert and Arthur W. Foshay, "Programmed Instruction in the
Manhasset Junior High School" in four case studies of programmed, ,

instruction, The Fund for the Advancement of Education, June, 1964.

3. Miles, Matthew B. (ed.), Innovation in Education, New York,Ireaohers

College Press, 1964, chapter 1.

6



varies enormously. From Miles's point of view, the use of curriculum

councils and committees to prepare and install curriculum guides is a

strategy, the development of regional research and development centers

for the design of innovations, followed by a "county agent" eteo will

work with the leeal system, redesigning as necessary, is another strategy;

the development of conflict within the system, along more or less Machia.

vellian lines, is yet another strategy, and !there are many others, The

important thing about ibis concept is that if all of the elements in the

strategy are not taken into account successfully, the innovation (change)

will not take place.

For example, the Council for Basic Education has concentrated its

efforts primarily on the development of local awareness and interest,

with little attention either to design or local evaluation. The effect

of this has been to produce very little change, although the Council has

successfully generated a.great deal of local anXiety. The Core Curricu-

lum, an innovation in the thirties, was characterized by a half..developed

design, much attention to local awareness and interest, some attention

to local evaluation, and a great deal of attention to local trial-.and

the innovation did not withstand the pressures sUbsequestly brought

against it, nor was it ever widely used. The Physical Sciences Study

Committee curriculum in high school physics appears to have been a

successful comprehensive strategy, in that the design was quite thoroughly

developed, a considerable attention was given through the mass.media to

the development of local awareness .and interest,.and teachers were trained

so that loofa trial could be undertaken.. In this case, insufficient atten.

tion has :been given to local etaluatiou, with the apparel result-that

some school systems are now dropping-NBC physics because of local ovalua.

tions which reameyouau say are inadequatelydesigned.

7



Not to make anymore of our ecological metaphor than we ought to, it

is perhaps of interest to recognize that Niles's comprehensive strategy

allows for attention to the entire system simultaneously, provides for

alterations within the system that do not necessarily threaten its exis..

tense. and at the same time permitm the nangEirir of Any of the npprnanhas

to the change of an ecology I have suggested earlier. Milests notion of

a comprehensive strategy is the most advanced of the feasible approaches

to thinking about the problem that I have come across. I should like to

compare his notion of how to bring about change with thoas that have been

the most widely accepted during the short history of thought about curricu

lum development.

Perhaps the most widely accepted approach to curriculum change is

represented by Alice Miel's book of 1945, Curriculum Changeljtjhaleakc

Process, and certain subsequent developments in this field. Generally

speaking, this approach, which I shall call the "democratic" way asserts

that those who are to be affected by an innovation should design it. It

emphasizes the generation of improvement at the grass roots that is to

say, among the teachers themselves. Ideas so generated are to be subjected

to cooperative experimentation, perhaps supplemented, by relevant special

training, and in general the creation of a research and development scheme

within a system. The general idea is that if one will attend to the per.

captions and feelings of the school staff, with a certain amount of gui..

dance and encouragement, good ideas will be developed and brought to the

point of action. This approach is basically evolutionary in concept.

I an not one to denigrate the "democratic" approach to curriculum

improvement. Neither my experience nor my affiliations with it would

permit me to do so. One of the interesting outcomes of this approach

was the movement called cooperative action research, which, had it not

8
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been hounded out of existence, would have resulted in a considerably

greater snout of internally induced change than has been true during the

decade just ending.4 Perhaps the greatest advantage of the democratic

approach to curriculum change use its reliance on the idea that curriculum

change rested on a change in the pedagogical beliefs held by the 80100i

staff. Its greatest limitation was, of course, its failure to proWA* for

drastic change. When one relies entirely on a school staff for curriculum

change ideas., one may expect proposals concerning how to make the exist..

ing system work, not how to replace it with another system, or how to

change it fundamenta13$.

Another serious limitation, in these times, of course, is that the

approach presumes continuity in the school staff.a, condition that no

longer exists.

A second mode of curriculum development, also intended to change the

beliefs of the school staff, thus changing the way they act, I will call

the "political" way. As a method, it has been used more or less con.,

sciously at various times by the Progressive Education Association, The

Fund for the Advancement of Education of the Ford Foundation, the Council

for Basic Education, and in some cases by the Association for Supervision

and Curriculum Development.

Briefly, the "political" approach 'seeks to make use of the need for

external approval that almost any school system has, at the same time

seeking to work with what I called earlier the points of articulation of

the system.

To-use the -political approach to ourriculum change involves three

4. See Coreye Stephen 14:, Aotion ajolAtchAtatiEntakegalgiCttoest
Teachers College Prese,W , .



kinds of activity, which may go on in any order.

One may bring pressure on the man at the top of the hierarchy through

influential local people, through the local press, or through pressure

from external agencies such as the State Department of Education or the

lq 0 A4,41.1«« VA«««4.4«« «4.1.
ut. &Jo goi.m.wway.s.vass uvula

AA Abm 116 A « 1.4.«
ILD V' 44.4.11M. \OA.%1 WAL.A.V11 ALMVV ,14.1..1.%7V00 VW441.0.3.V.A.i0

certain limited kinds.

One may also introduce "change agents" at key points in the school

system. The curriculum director is by definition such a change agent.

The superintendent may be; so may the department chairman in a high school,

or (as recent experience has shown) teacher organizations may function as

change agents.

Perhaps +-he most widely recognized examples of the political approach

are the campaigns in the mass media, in which publicity is intended to

function as a reward..punishment system. There has been one case after

another during the past ten years of local school systems undertaking

changes primarily to gain a good press. Some thought has been given to

the politics of curriculum change, notably by Gordon )ackenzie.5 Maakeno

de" s view is that since .a school system responds to its environment, to

induce a change and to make it last it is necessary to get the forces

in the environment operating in the same direction.

A third widely recognized approach to curriculum change I will call

the "county agent" way. Based on the U. S. Department of Agriculture's

experienced of fifty years, its educational form involves the development

of regional research and development centers, with assodiated local deaon.

stration centers, the provision of a consultant (hence the "county agent"

5. See!, exioxplo, Gordokigi Raokenspac
Pow-. and Process e" in _Innovation in
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analogy) who will work with local school systems to develop and install

the innovation. The assumption here is that local competition between

school systems will lead other neighboring systems to emulate the one

that has changed. Perhaps the most widely known example of the "county

agent" approach is that described by Henry N. Hrickell in his pamphlet

on educational innovation in New York State.

It should be apparent that none of these ways of bringing about cure

riculum change is of itself sufficient, and that none of them is wholly

ineffective. The reason that I am impressed with Milests comprehensive

strategy is that it permits all of these approaches to be used, while not

relying on any one of them exclusively.

So far, we have talked about school systems and their behavior. Let

us consider one element of the process as a whole in some detail. 11e

have, it should be remembered, so far talked entirely about change pro..

cesses. We have not talked about the content of any particular change.

Let us consider what criteria are to be used in considering the in-

clusion of any given body of knowledge within the curriculum. I shall

not presume here to try to illustrate from the field of vocational educe.

tion or vocational guidance, since this paper is addressed to those who

know this field much better than I. PersUtete, therefore, to speak in

principle, and to rely on you to supply the illustrations.

There are three major criteria that are inevitably applied to pro.

posals for adding or dropping school subjects, or other organized eurricun

lum activities.

The first of these is the criterion of transfer. The more generative,

or generalizable, or transferrable, a given body of knowledge is, the

more desirable it is in the curriculum. The more specialised, temporary,

or esoteric the knowledge, the less likely it is to be included in the
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curriculum on any permanent basis. That's how it is perhaps, that

c3assical languages have by and large disappeared from the secondary

curriculum of mast students, both in the United States and in Europe.

They were taught, not as bodies of knowledge that we,a generalizable, but

as specific, somewhat narrowly conceived skills. If one takes a skill

approach to the learning of a foreign language, it obviously makes more

sense to learn a modern language than an ancient one.

Second, any given body of knowledge has a greater chance of being

accepted in the curriculum if it can be seen as a part of somebody's

theory of general education. low, of course, we have no adequate theory

of general education. However, there are certain rather loose terms that

are widely used in this connection: terms like civilizing and civiliza

tion (perhaps referring to that knowledge which deepens one's knowledge

of human society and of the human condition); intellectually invigorating

(the kind of knowledge that deepens one's sense of the possibility and

nature of inquiry and of logical thought); personally enhancing (that

knowledge which has the effect of broadening one's awareness and sense

of competence in the world), and the like. If the general purpose of

education 41 to help a man become himself, and if a man is to be viewed

as an intellectual, emotional, spiritual, esthetic, biological, social

creature, then one asks of any proposed subject matter what it promises to

contribute to each of these kinds of human development. In the degree that

any proposed subject matter can be shown to contribute to many of these,

it has a better chance of surviving through time.

Third, the proposed new knowledge must be pedagogically feasible.

Teachers have to exist who know how to handle the new material (part of

the downfall of the core curriculum was its dependence on teachers who

didn't understand it); the time and facilities necessary for the new

12



1
material to be taught have to/bejavailable. Some of us, for example, make

a quick judgment about the academic validity of a high school by compar-

ing the size of its library and laboratories with the size of its gym.

nasium. If such a juduent is a bit coarse, so are the products of some

such schools.

All of these criteria I see as relevant to the design of an innova.

tion. It has seemed to me that most frequently the transfer value of

the newer fields has not been argued satisfactorily, as is the case for

certain of the old, well- established, academic subjects. Notice what

subjects, once widely accepted, have disappeared from the curriculum.

Manual training, or "sloyd", vanished during the late Thirties, probably

because it was seen as the development of hand skills, not as an art.

Astronomy disappeared during the late Teens as a direct result of the

sport of the Commission on the Economy of Time..it took more time than

its transfer value was thought to be worth. The classical languages have

virtually disappeared, because they have not been taught as an introduc..

tion to civilization, but as a way of learning English, of all things.

Concernin:_ vocational education, it seems likely that hr. Conant's charac-

terization of the field as "marketable skills" has to be overcome if the

criteria I've mentioned are to be met adequately.

It should be evident that curriculum development is not yet a science....

though there are some lawful elements in it. Sc` far, I have endeavored

to describe the state of the art as it is now. Let me) try to state what

implied by the comments I've made.

To-bring abort curriculum change,

1. Think of a school system as a hierarchical, transitory set of

employed people, who function like an ecological system. One may enter

the system at several points; effective curriculum development strategies

13



seek to enter at as many as posSible. The points are:

a. through the hierarchy, by gaining the confidence and com.

mitment of the de facto leadership

b. through the supporting community, by seeking to alter what

wi 11 nuppnrt

c. through the materials of instruction, including the examination

system

d. through the teachers, by altering their beliefs about what

should be taught, to which students, and how

e. through the students (the cli.mts) by altering the kind of

student served by a school --or a given school program

2. Adopt a comprehensive innovation strategy, with thorough develop.

went of the design, the arousing of local awareness and interest, careful

attention to the means for local evaluation and redesign, and the arrange.°

menus for local trial.

3. In order that any proposed curriculum innovation be sound and ac..

cep gable, bring to a maximum its transferability, its feasibility, and

Its contribution to all aspects of human development.

I wish to make one more comment on the question of the beliefs teach.

ers have about teaching, subject matter, and studeats..a consideration

cricial to any successful curriculum change. If I were in the position

to try to bring about a given curriculum change, it seems to me that

right now I would focus my efforts on teacher education. I have become

very much impressed with the transitory nature of the teaching force.

While a generation ago the corps of teachers was relatively stable, it

has become progressively more and more unstable, especially in the elemen.

tary grades. One need no longer wait for twenty years for a new teaching



force to appear in the schools; in a great many elementary schools,

more than half of the teaching force is replaced every five years. As

long as we continue to employ young women, we may expect them to marry,

to bear children, and to leave town when the careers of their young and

mobile hilshaptim revivbis Here wieh to "Igo 44.e be14-4's af "e

teaching force, we had better do it in the colleges where they are educe

ated. Most of they hear whatever they are going to hear about education

at that time. Their beliefs about education are set in education courses

which, despite the many faults that afflict them, nevertheless have great

influence. The next time you hear a young elementary school teacher de-

claring as a matter of natural law that a given subject matter is not

suitable for third-graders, you can be sure that she is quoting some

professor in her college, from whom she heard that dogma not more than

five years ago.

If the elementary school teaching staff is the most unstable part

of the teaching force, the college education staff is probably the most

stable. We would do well, if we wish to bring about any orderly change

in education, to focus our efforts on that change in the ecology which

has to do with who is admitted to teaching, and on who teaches him about

education. If we want to change young' teachers, we would do well to ex..

amine what they are being taught in college.

If it were up to me, therefore, I would put all of the effort I had

available into bringing about change in the professional preparation of

teachers. I suggested earlier that the beliefs of those who are in the

school system have a substantial effect on the way the Opt= acts. The

key to these beliefs is to be found in courses in which teachers are

taught to believe that children have a. limited ability to learn, that a

school subject is really a set of procedures, not-a set of concepts. I
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cannot stress strongly enough the importance of such a focus on teacher

education. We are in a- time when some of the most important new develop..

ments in education, such as the job, corps, have been taken out of the

hands of the educationists altogether; One reason for this is that the

educationists.-.by this I mean all of us, but especially the young, new

teacher --have shown themselves too rigid and doctrinaire to discard ap..

proaches that fail and to invent new ones. It is possible that national

interest would best be served by two differently conceived school systems.-

the one official and academic, the other emergent and practical; the one

conducted by tax- supported official agencies, the other by private organ.

izations working under contract. Even if this were the case, however,

our hopes for a better scho ©l system would tuna, it seems to me, on the

training of those who enter it.. -the teachers.. - especially given their tran-

sitory nature.

I have said that it seems tome most helpful to view a school system

from an ecological point of view. Such a view suggests that the most

effective ways to bring about change in the system consist of changing the

nature of the nourishment it draws from its environment, introducing

change agents into it, and changing the character of the interdependence

system of which it is composed. I have explained how it is that a =pre.

pensive change strategy seems more adequate to the problems we face than

a less than comprehensive strategy, and have implied that the strategies

most widely discussed now are in general less than comprehensive. With

respect to the content of new changes, I have suggested that the broader

their application to the nature of man, the more likely they are to be

accepted in the long run, and to survive. And finally, I have suggested

that the one most crucial element in the ecology, as it seams to me, is

to be found at the point where teachers are trained.
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CONJUNCTION OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND CURRICULUM?

PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALS

Henry Borow
University of Minnesota

LaziL.ae.91.111d2a

One of the venerable intramural games invented and played with zest

by academicians starts by positing a fundamental incompatibility between

the intellectual and liberating aims of schooling on the one hand and

the economic and vocational aims on the other. The rules generally

require the advocates of the former position, which Shoben once charac.

terized as the champions of the "sheer stocking intellect," to assume the

offensive. They initiate the game by asserting that (a) liberal and voca.

tional educatiovare mutaually exclusive, (b) the pressures exerted by a

vapid and Philistine culture, a culture increasingly dominated by economic

and material values, have spawned creeping vocationalism and subverted

the original lofty ideals of liberal education, and (c) something ought

to be done about it. Rather than extend the description of the game,

the elements of which must surely be known to most participants in this

conference, and without aligning myself with either St. George or the

dragon, I want instead to observe, first, that there have always been

those who have advanced a vocational raison d'etre for our schools and

colleges and, secondly, irrespective of what civilized aims of the teach.

ing.learning enterprise we may advertise in our institutional catalogues,

our students have consistently and emphatically assigned a high premium

to the vocational outcomes of schooling.

Andrew White, the celebrated confounder and first president ar Cornell

University, was concerned that both students and parents appreciate the

17
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potential contributions of collegiate education to the effective ocaupa.

tional functioning of graduates, prepared a modest volume in 1884 titled

What Profession Shall I Choose Hawn I Fit Myself for It?. Its un.

abashed purpose was to give Cornell students assistance on courses of

041.1,4e. nvIA "Ark nUninn p' aiti44eAn+o w4,14.4, 11.mor r.mesnsvr.A +.h ram fro., .141a

diverse occupations generally entered by college men. We may remind our

selves that our early denominational institutions of higher learning, now

retrospectively regarded as strong bastions of the liberal arts tradition,

offered not only the classics, languages, and moral philosophy but additional

elements in the deliberate preparation of young men for such professions

as the ministry, law, and medicine. And surely, our land grant colleges,

created by Congressional enactment more than one hundred years ago to

equip youth for work in agriculture, the industrial arts, and the tech.

nologies, have from the beginning had a clear and unnistdicable vocational

training mission to fulfill. It is, as of fact, startling as well as

instructive to examine the curricula of the land grant college of the later

part of the nineteenth century and observe how vividly specific, workaday,

and practical were their courses of study.

Historically, with the exception of the farmers' high schools, the

early secondary schools displayed a far slighter vocational emphasis in

their curriculum than did the colleges. Inasmuch as their students were

predominantly children of the socially and economically privileged, and

typically college bound, the appellation "preparatory schools" was validly

descriptive of 'heir purpose and function. Gradually, of course, the

democratic bare of formal education broadened, especially in the public

secondary schools, so that increasing proportions of students were drawn

from the middle and lower socia.ecomomicstrata. Far more commonly than

their selmet preoursors, the new masses sought additional education as an
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avenue of entry into the labor force rather than into college. Their

aspirations and new w re Teflected in the changing curriculum. Thus,

the American high school found itself with the necessity of balancing off

its college preparatory and vocational objectives, a problem with which the

comprehensive, multiple track high school of today still wrestles.

What of vocational guidance? John Brewer and Carroll' Miller, among

others, have located the early history of the movement not within the

schools and colleges but within the field of social work. The period

around the turn of the twentieth century witnessed the transmigration

of large numbers of rural youth to the teeming centers of manufacturing

and the influx of European emigrants who needed to be socialized into

American culture. What this eant in practical terms was that the up..

rooted and transplanted needed basic literacy education, preparation

for citizenship (in the case of aliens), assistance in acquiring the

social amenities and proprieties prerequisite to employment and, finally,

help in locating employment itself. These tasks the settlement houses and

allied social service agencies of the day sssumed for themselves. With a

few exceptions, such as Jesse B. Davis' work on the career problems of

students at Central. High School in Detroit and that of Eli Weaver at Boys

High School in Brooklyn, New York, the secondary schools provided career

assistance through vocational training rather than by means of the parti.

cularized techniques of vocational guidance.

As Carroll Miller has recorced, responsibility for vocational guidance

services began to shift from the social work agencies to the schools about

the time of World War I. Influences upon the growth and shape of school

vocational guidance owe from three comparatively independentlneVantats,

the social work activities identified with Frank Parsons, Mayer Bloomfield,

and others, the .testing and personnel screening prograt of World War I army
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psychologists, and the training aniplacement activities of the expand.

ing field of vocational education. Z shall not take time here to trace

the contributions of these source fields or to aspens their strengths

and deficiencies. I wish instead to move directly to the impact (skeptics

would say incursion) of vocational guidance thought upon the formal

curriculum of the schools. Under the impress of a flourishing doctrine

of instrumentalism, numerous educators in the period between the two great

wars articulated, their concern over the alleged gulf between the experi..

ences attendant upon school life and the demands of the world of practical

affairs. Same noted the aimlessness and discouragement of many youth and

called for infusion of the values and objectives of guidance in the curri.

culum. (Counseling and pupil personnel services as a distinct profession..

al specialty within the schools was only then beginning to take form.)

In the train of this sentiment there began to appear in many high

schools an instructional unit or course variously called "Occupations,"

"Careers," "Vocational Guidance," and the like. Uhile there is risk in

ascribing a sameness to these units, they conformed in general to the

following description: (a) they were two.to.six.week units placed within

a social stadieL class, typically at the seventh or ninth grade; in a

smaller number of cases, the units occupied eight weeks or even an entire

semester; (b) in some instances they were incorporated as part of a cam.

prehensive course called " Guidance: or "Orientation," which also contained

units on study habits and human relations; (c) the occupations unite were

usually taughtt7 social studies teachers,, occasionally by Englieh teach-

ers, assistant principles, or. ,school counselors; (d) they typically

adhered ,to the Parsonian rational model of assisting the st' with an

overview of the world of work and an appraisal of the etUkzint'srele.

vent ,personal assets and liabilities toward the end -that.he might make
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an appropriate match of self to occupation; (e) such units occasionally

involved field trips and visits to the class by employers and other occ-

upational authorities but they rarely integrated the groap experience with

opportunity for individual counseling.

The generic course unit I have here described is an example of the sort

of curricular experience which later drew heavy fire from educational funda-

mentalists such as the Arthur Bestors (The Restoration of Learning) and the

Admiral Rickovers, both before, but especially after Sputnik I. It qualified

as a superb foil for those who inveighed against the alleged anti-intellect-

ualism of so-called "life adjustment education," a term implying utmost con-

tempt and invoked as an anathema by the advocates of the hard-core curriculum.

For their part, counselors and vocational psychologists generally showed

little disposition to defend such guidance units, since they regarded them as

(a) having been founded upon intuitive and impressionistic conceptions of

youth as potential workers, (b) taught by unqualified persons, and(c) divor-

ced from counseling procedures.

The occupations course has been indeed guilty, as I have recently noted

elsewhere, of ignoring the students "as a purposive, goal-seeking learning

organism." Rarely has it drawn in an informed manner upon the insights of

motivational, learning, and perceptual theory. Moreover, the zeal of those

who espouse the cause of the occupations course has been too rarely buttressed

by empirical tests of its efficacy. The literature is awash with flattering

descriptive reports of such courses and course units, but evidence that they

make a difference in the vocationally relevant behavior of school youth and

post-school youth rests largely on rating scale testimonials by students and

instructo,-s. Boppook, Cnony, and their associates have published some results

to the effect Obt students exposed to occupations courses earn more at their

first post-school jobs, but I believe that the troublesome problems of sem-
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plirg and control of entraneous variables have not been satisfactorily

handled in such studies.

A notable exception to this complaint is the study involving materials

development and evaluation which was funded by the Rockefeller Brothers'

Fund and conducted by the Educational Testing Service Guidance Inquiry

under the principal direction of Martin Katz and Benjamin Shimberg. Dr.

Katz, who prepared the combination tortand-workbook, Islu:TodazliL..._IdTomor.

174, and the accompanying TPaepqrLGulde, reported encouraging results with

the materials as used in a number of otchth and ninth grade class settings,

but he cautions that the positive outcomes speak for the potential virtue

of the group guidance experience chiefly as an adjunct to individual coup.

soling, not as a substitute for it. At the recent University of Pittsburg

conference on "Occupational Information and Vocational Guidance," Dr.

Katz enumerated some of the problems and pratfalls of evaluation in this

curricular domain.

Work in Fluxigi...jg921.......ic_...._ationsCI:Charianizins

It is superfluous to report that a burgeoning technology has trans..

formed the occupational structure. New jobs are emerging, older ones

disappearing or undergoing change at a more rapid rate than any time in

the nation's history. A comparison of the 1949 edition of.. the Dictia*m

oLpsimatizALLII121 with the newly issued third edition abundantly

dramatizes the pervasive character of the changed and changing world of

work. Extracting sage social meanings and prophecies from this ocaupa.

tional metamorphosis has taken on some of the marks of a popular pastime-

among those who interpret the contemporary scene, but I have no inten..

tion here of running through the full catalog of their pronouncements.

I. wish morely to identify a few of the coneomitants and consequences of

change which, as I see them, cannot be ignored by educators whammy
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about the contributions of curriculum to career development. In the

interest of brevity, I shall risk charges of oversimplification and

dogmatism by noting in each instance a doedmant trend without eaten-

live qualifications or elaboration.

(1) Formal education as a prerequisite for entrance into many

occupations has assumed new prominence. By 1959, the =employ-

ment rate of school dropouts had risen to about double that for

holders of the high school diploma. and more than three times the

rate for those with some college training. In the same year, Amer-

icans employed in the clerical and sales occupational category

were already averaging a little beyond a high school degree. Pro-

fessional and technical employees were averaging a little more than

a baccalaureate degree.

(21 Societal barriers increasingly wall youth off from early,

full-time labor force participation. The principal restric..

tive mechanism is the demand for more education, but the related

qualifications of age and previous work experience are also in..

volved. Thus early and direct experience with work is open to

fewer youth. In the earlier decades of the century, it was

the practice to use age fourteen as the basal age for labor

market participation. The average age at which today's youth enters

the labor force is estivated at about twenty.

(3) Increasing numbers of jobs are either more intricate and com-

plex than higherto or they have become fragments of larger work

operations. Moreover, large-scale organisations having an inscru-

tability and impersonality not found in the small, intimate setting

of work tend to Account for increasing proportions of employees.

The net effect of these trends has been to wake the work
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parents less visible to their children. There are fewer oppor-

tunities than formerly for children to witness parents first hand

at work or to talk with them comprehendingly about their work, much

less the opportunity to work alongside them as, for example, in the

case of the farm youth or the son of a small shopkeeper. (4) Accam,

paving the growing complexity of the occupational world and the

rising divondement of youth from work is the broadened freedom

available to youth for personal decision- making, including deci-

sions about curriculum and vocational plans. The phenomenon of

occupational inheritance is now a minor factor in occupational

choice in America. In a 1963 study of 1,000 Chicago male subjects,

Duncan and Hodge found only a 10 per cent incidence of sons enter.

ing their fathers' occupations. I believe we can, with some con.

fidence, surmise that many if not most of the 10 per cent group

represent examples of "forced inheritance" by which conditions of

restricted opportunity and cultural deprivation ensnare the child

and make it difficult for him to avoid entering the parents' low

status occupation. But paradoxically, for the majority, there is

increased responsibility for personal choice.making concerning voea.

tional plans at a time when the options have become more numerous

and puzzling and when youth probably has less acquaintance than

did his forebearers with some of the essential elements of choice.

Knowing this, we are better prepared for results such as those

yielded bye recent American Institute on Research Study revealing

that better than one..third of the graduates of a superior suburban

school expressed the wish, five years following graeation, that

their school had provided more career guidance.

(5) An onrushing technology appears not only to be altering the
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ocopational structure, the place and conditions or work, and,

for many employees, the length of the work week, but beyond that,

to be changing the meanings and values attached to work. Georges

Friedmann, Adriano Tilger, Riesman, Weiss, Wilensky, Wrenn, and

others have essayed analyses of historical and contemporary work

meanings and of the dependence of work meanings on the morality

of the cultures with which they are associated.

It is beyond the scope of my presentation here to treat the issue

in detail. Yet, at this particular conference, it is appropriate to

observe that in an age of affluence, one in which the real gross nat.

tonal product per capita is more than three times its turn.of.the.

century level, the concept of work as a way of sheerbiological survival

against the menacing and grudging forces of nature can surely have

little significance for most American youth. But for a select few who

regutd themselves as having been called to "vocation" in the literal

sense, the divine significance of work appears to have been largely

supplanted by a secularized, mundane interpretation, namely, bartering

one's efforts and skills for the tokens of consumption. Ascetic notions

of work, man's sweated toil as a self.purification rite. -these drives

toward work seem largely passe, if indeed they ever actually existed

for most people as more than a caricature, an idealized representation

of noble but mortal men set against nature.

The ascendant function of work as a means of increasing one's

power to consume the goods and services arafabulously abundant society

is sharply mirrored, paradoxically, in social concern about those who

do not or cannot work. tie speak of a guaranteed minimum family income

as a way of providing at least a modest capacity for consumption for

all citizens. The public welfare programs which were initiated in the
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Alien also to career development thinking is the notion that

equated educational and vocational guidance with planned manpower

distribution. Thus, Conant's idea of the counselor as someone resem.

bling an occupational traffic officer who directs his apunselees hither

and yon along suitable career highways and byways is rejected in favor

of the set of notions that vocational development is a (a) psychological

potential which can be bette.' understood through research, (b) process

which can be cultivated in youth by the interposition of hygienic

conditions of psychosocial experience, and (c) personal resource to be

employed by the individual in rational decision.making and in the

effective management of his own life.

Career development theory assumes that vocationally relevant behavior

begins in early childhood; that it can most profitably be studied as a

progressive, ongoing process; that its subprocesses can be meaningfully

ordered according to psychological life stages; that each of these stages

involves meeting and learning to cope with crutical developmental tasks;

that many of these developmental tasks center on the acquisition of

coping mechanisms and mastery behavior which subsume career related'

choices and adjustments; and that the choices which the individual makes

and the manner in which he enacts the resultant roles form a research_

able life sequence known as his career pattern.

Throughout the career development process, but particularly in the

exploratory stages, the individual's encounter with vocational develop-

mental tasks may be viewed as instances of reality testing in which

he takes a variety of social roles, tests them for consonance with self,

often unconsciously, and develops a progressively differentiated and

stable self'- image. Thus, in motivational terms, his striving to arrive

at an appropriate vocational goal way be interpreted as a search for a
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work role that is harmonious with the need structure resulting from the

gratifications and frustrations of early lifel--(Roe). as a search for the

new ego identity that marks the adolescent stage (Kvikson), or as an attempt

to implement an already emerging self-concept (Super). Obviously, there

are stricking similarities between these interpretations of the quest for

an occupational role--only in the life stage which each chooses to focus

upon do they differ somewhat, and even here they shade into one another.

In the main, the foregoing assertions are to be best regarded

neither as a priori truths nor as strainghtforward, empirical proposi-

tions confirmable through direct, controlled observations. They are

rather heuristic statements which allow us to arrange ideas about voca.

tionally relevant acts in a serviceable network from which seminal in-

quiries may be extracted and put to +est through both the laboratory and

action research modes.

Research Speaks to the Curriculum: A Monologue

Scholarly publications which conceptualize occupational behavior

in career development terms occupy a time span of u.Ider twenty years.

Yet the yield in innovative theoretical contributions and, more recently,

in research contributions has been impressive, particularly in contrast

to the spate of simple-minded and repetitive correlation studies pro-

duced for more than half a century within the framework of the traditional

+rait.w.measurement model of vocational choice. It is only rarely, however,

that career development research is expressly designed as 4A aid to curri-

culum construction. Those who search for improved empirical foundations

for the redesign of that segment of the curriculum which touches guidance

will have to turn a discerning ear to those who report research findings

have equal relevance for curriculum.

What follows below iQ one attempt at discernment--a filtered review
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of rt ent research which I believe has something of significance to

say to curriculum. It will remain for those who experiment with guidance

aspects of curriculum to bring these findings to bear upon the contents

and methods of classroom instruction.

i. The enormous complexity of modern industrial society, coupled with

the virtual elimination of children's supportive role in work, result in

young children in a sense of utter naivete, bewilderment, and estrangement

vis.a.vis the occupational world. In a detailed and ingenious projective

study of the social perceptions of first -grade and sixth -grade children,

Estvan and. Estvan found the pictured environment of the factory to be one

of the most difficult life situations for their subjects to interpret.

Few of the subjects were able to form an identification with concepts of

work. Work was something that adults did. The interview protocols of

these children showed a paucity of imaginative self-references regarding

work,

2. While contemporary American youth is frequently walled off from

direct confrontation with work, he nonetheless acquires from the culture

rather powerful sets of attitudes and biases about work through .the mech.

anism of unconscious social imitation. Such attitudes, which begin to

take form quite early in life, apparently serve to establish in the child's

behavior perceptual defenses against many categories of occupations. I

have elsewhere referred to this phenomenon as "subjective occuaptional

foloclosure," and evidence has been accumulating to support the validity

of this construct. A revealing study of the views of work held by children

in the Palo Alto area, for example, showed that the uniformly favc rable

attitudes associated with a wide range of occupations among primary school

children converted to negative dispositions as the children grew older.

By the time they were tenth graders, the social awareness gained through
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incidental learning had given them the ability to rank occupations essenti.

ally as adults do, that is, according to the perceived power of an occupa.

tion to confer prestige. Their explanations for their rankings of jobs

below the highest levels of the hierarchy were chiefly in terms of reject..

4^10,
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found that negative response sets toward occuaptdonal stimuli are discern.

iblo as early as the third grade and that the proportion of reactions of

relection to such stimuli (occupational titles) increases with age. Con_

Crary to the widely shared belief that the progressive differentiation of

vocational interests in youth reflect the crystallization of a set of

positive attitudes or preferences, Tyler's work with ten.year.old subjects

suggests rather that such differentiation is more correctly interpreted

as the acquisition of a set of dislikes. Caplaw's classical work on the

sociology of occupations contains similar intimations about the phenomenon

of subjective occupational foreclosure. Nelson's concern PI that the

biases that children assimilate about work are internalized and accomt

for a premature narrowing of the domain of potential career choice. The

condition, Nelson feels, is especially grave since the school typically

makes few systematic and effective efforts to combat the negative stereo..

types by means of realistic exposure to the world of work.

3. In general, children's knowledge of occupations and their attained

level of vocational developaent tend to rise as socioeconomic status, in.

telligence, and school grade level rise. Occupational sophistication is

Blown also to be related to urban as against both farm and non4arm rural

background. Yet these same personal and environmental variables are nega.

tively related to attitudes toward occupations. Subjects who respond most

favorably to occupational stimuli ere generally younger, intellectually

duller, of lower social class origin, and from rural backgrounds. Being



bright, mature, and culturally advantaged evidently allows one to learn

contempt for a large number of occupational categories mere successfully.

One learns the system, that is to say, how the game is played.

It is not so surprising, then,when Super and others find that their

slibjects know more about the requiremento for entering their preferred

occupations than they do about the formal duties of work. OtDawd and

Beardslests work shows convincingly, at least for bright, upwardly mobile

liberel arts college students, that youth is more acutely aware of the

social status of an occupation, of its potential power to provide access

to a preferred way of life, than of the Dictionary mmakarlaalle

description of that occupation. Nor can there be much doubt about which

of these has greater influence upon his choice of career. Yet the preoccu..

pation of classroom group guidance units with the formally assigned duties

of an occupation and with the cognitive aspects of vocational choice

betrays an ignorance of, or at least an indifference to, the value.laden

dynamics of occupational commitment.

k. Specificetion of career choice, surveys of both British and American

students indicate, often follows benign experience with an outside job.

This is especially true when the student is fortunate enough to locate

part..time employment in a field of work related to the occupation for

which he has previously expressed a preference. Some studies of Amer.

ican rural youth have suggested that many of them regard their outside

work experience as more influential in the selection of a career field

than the human agents with whom they have had contact.

5. Until recently, parents and teachers were most prominently mentioned

among individuals who influenced youth in the choice of occupation. With

the professional nation and rapid extension of school counseling pro

grams, students are now naming counselors with greater frequency than
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formerly. In a 1961 survey of 400 high.aohieving students enrolled in a

urdversity.sponsiored national high school institute, fully one.third of the

respondents cited their school counselor as the individual from whom they

had received most help in the naking of educational and vocational plans.

Krbilibpltzls recent work on -the systematic use of operant learning tech.

agues with students seeking help with educational and vocational planning

suggests the potential utility of the counselor and the trained group

guidance instructor as social reinforaers of vocationally mature behavior.



THE PIAUS1BLE FUTURE:

SOME TRENDS, SOME QUESTIONS, AND SOME AMERS

Donald N. Michael
Institute for Policy Studies

We tie 1.1 explore here aspects of what seems to be the direction of

the next two decades in the United States, especially as these pertain

to preparing youth for their future careers: that is, preparing them

for the environment which they will work in--and which will give mean

ing to their work--as well as preparing them for what they will work at.

Given our national inability to arrive at concensus on what is our

present state of affairs and what has contributed to it in what specific

ways, one would conclude that either humility or arrogance is needed to

try to delineate the next two decades and the nature of the factors

which might contribute to their form. I claim the former state of mind.*

Regardless of style or state of mind, seriously and consistently

specultatiggabeut the next twenty years or so is an increasingly manda.

tory exercise for those who are concerned with career planning, vocational

guidance, and youth development programs of all sorts. To counsel those

who w!..11 live in the world of the next two decades and to prepare those

who will have the spec' al role of geiding the young, will take all, we can

accomplish byway of advance planning and action based on long range

assesmments of that world. We have no rational choice but to try to

imagine what the trends of the next two decades might be so that we can

* (But humility will not relieve me .of an awkward stylistic impasse: to

precede' every speculation with "might" or "Perhaps" or "may" makes for dull,

reading; to precede these speculations with "will" gives them a magisterial

note theY'do. not variant. Yet, more often thanfrAitl:trin. use . .

simplvfor,its stylistic advantage, Please understand that, at best,

intend-0will" to mean no more than a particularly good bet.)



prepare tomorrow's adults and tomorrow's youth to deal with them.recogn.

izing that while we cannot predict with certainty, we can anticipate that

which we ought to be prepared to deal with. Just as we prepare our

national defenses.-not for what will happen, but for a number of eventu.

'21tt4"1414^/1 might .happen--so, too, we must pro-ara our resources for

social growth.

Twenty years is a more or less arbitrary figure. In the first place,

such is the pace of both technological ard social change that to speculate

beyond that time period quickly becomes fantasy. Indeed, two decades

may be too long a time to speculate about with any reliability. On the

other hand, barring unique confluences of history and genius, the popula-

tion that is going to influence the world over the next two decades is

alive today: today's youth will be in their 30's and 40's twenty years

from now, and today's infants will be entering adulthood. Thus, in impor-

tant degree, we will at least be familiar with most of the various value

systems which are likely to be generally operative or marginally signifi.

cant. Since values specify what is right and wrong, what is worth aspir-

ing to and worth preserving, familiarity with the prevailing patterns is

necessary for our task. If we go much beyond this period, it may well be

that the accumulated consequences of various technological and social

trends here and abroad will result in such different prevailing values

that it becomes virtually impossible to anticipate what that world would

be like.

During this twenty ..year period various trends will be evolving and

interacting, and we will explore some of them. Their rate of evolution

is moot, however: some may occur sooner than now anticipated, others

later. The rate of development and the significance of a particular

trend will depend on its interactions with other trends; the consequences

f?'"."1"."7777777171!'71
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of a development will seldom be cawed chicly by the aevelopment itself.

These interactions will also depend on the extent to which we recognise

what is or is not happening and are milling to do something about it.

Poverty and discrimination against the Negro have been with us all

alnimm
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our world will never be the same again. Futhermore, the significance

of the government as the stimulus for particular developments will

increase and the timing of social change then takes on political con.

siderations as weal..

What is clear, even if the dates are not, is that the trawls and

developments we shall explore will not occur evenly throughout the society

and not all trends will evolve at the same rate. Many social challenges..

many career opportunities and career frustrations..will grow out of just

those circumstances produced by the differential rate of development and

diffusion of social and technological trends. In particular, many

problems and opportunities during this period will arise from the ways

in which the persistence or resolution of substantial differences in

perspectives and life styles are expressed. These differences in per.

spective will be particularly evident between the new group of adults

phasing out of power. The distinguished British public servant and

theorist on organization and social change, Sir Geoffrey Vickers, des..

cribes the coming processes of transition this way:

...political and social life is bound, I think, to become
much more collectivist or much more anarchic or.-almost

certainly... -both. Communities, national, subnational and
even supranational, will become more closely knit insofar

as they can handle the political, social, and psychological
problems involved and more violent in their rejections
insofar as they cannot. The loyalties we accept will im..

pose wider obligations and more comprehRntive acceptance.

The loyalties we reject, will separate us by wider gulfs
from those who accept,then and will involve us in fiercer .

and more unqualified struggles. (The End of Free Fall.; p. 21)



Obviously, there is noway to cover meaninsfulil here the full range

of likely significant trends these twenty years may encompass....even if

they were known. In particular, I will not explore what very well night

be more important for our futrue than anything that actually happens in

the United States: that is, what happens in the rest of the world. part.

icularly in the emerging nations. What I will do is try to provide a

sense of where we seem to be going by reviewing a few demographic statis-

tics and then with these as background, T will use our chief mode of both

economic growth and creative expression, technological innovation and

elaboration, to sketch important outlines of the next two decades. From

this perspective we will explore aspects of the future of work, leisure,

and democratic participation which seem pertinent for planning careers

appropriate to that period. Much of what Z will draw to your attention

will have a familiar echo to it, for much of what we will examine it

already under way, either in practice or inherent in laboratory models

or legislative and operational plans.*

Let us turn now to the developing demographic characteristics of this

country which will profoundly affect the eocial context and hence the

implications of the new technologies in the decades ahead. We expect

around 230 million people in the United States by 1975, about 250 million

by 1980 - ..and a world population of 4 billion by 1977, By 1970 young

people will make up about half of our population, and by 1980 those

over age 65 will have increased by almost 30--unless the toll from

smoking, DDT, etc., is unexpectedly high. By that time, too, approxi.

* The discussion herein derives from a much more systematic and detailed
examination of the trends likely to characterize the next twenty years
found in my book, The Next Generation: Prospects Ahead for the Youth of
Today and TomorrowNevk,Random House hardcover and Vintage
paperback #273, 19 5)
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standing the predicting human behavior. Now he can, using the immense

capacities of the computer. And then he can test these models against

conditions representing "real life," For, on the other hand, the cam-

purer provides capabity for collecting and processing enormous

amounts of data about the state of individuals and society today. The

behavioral scientist not only can know the state of society now as re-

presented by these data, but thereby he can use them to test and refine

his theoretical models intended to describe society. Of course, not all

that is significant about man and his society can be expressed numerically.

But certainly important aspects can be so expressed and our understanding

thereby increased. What's more, the stimuli for attaining and applying

such knowledge now exist through vastly increased governmental interest

in such nation-wide social. welfare activities as the poverty program

and the extended education legislation, and-..while we don't talk about it--

counterinsurgency.

Already behavioral scientists, using the computer, have significantly

improved our ability to describe the way men think about and solve cer-

tain types of problems. And together they have substantially increased

our ability to predict how various populations with specific background

characteristics will deal with conflicting information on political issues.

The computer is critical for much of the management technology eorlier

described. And it also provides the technology for teaching four and

five-year-olds to read. (Note, however, it does not provide parents with

the moral and ethical wisdom to interpret to these youngsters the signi-

ficance of what they read, say, on the front page of the newspaper.)

This powerful technology for predicting and influencing behavior may come

Justin time to rejuvenate the democratic processes--or, irresponsibly

applied, it may totally destroy them.



technology is especially dependent on systems analysis, long-range planning,

operations research, and other sophisticated methods for attaining and

evaluating efficiency. It integrates thinktm,laboratory and industrial

operations, and organization, so that the pace and application of intell-

ectual activity are regulated much as assembly lines regulated human

physical activity. First applied to the development of strategic weapons,

then to space exploration, the technology may next be used in undersea

exploration. And it could as well be applied to reorganizing our trans-

portation interns or to "developing" an underdeveloped nation, to city

rebuilding and new city building, or to planning and operating an educa-

tional system. This set of highly rationalized techniques provides the

means for sufficient control over the physical and human environment to

harness human and material resources on such an immense scale as to in-

fluence the educational, economic, and political balance of major sectors

of the nation. One partial but powerful expression of this approach is

found in the program budgeting and planning methods first used in the

Pentagon and now, at Presidential insistence, being hesitantly and falter-

ingly applied to activities throughout gcvernment agencies, including the

Departments of Labor and HIV. Because it purports to--and sometimes does- -

provide a basis for demonstrating the costs compared to the benefits of

alternative packages of projects aimed at particular programatic goals,

it permits in principle much tighter ani efficirnt implementation, con-

trol and evaluation of large-scale social innovations.

The second technology I want to mention is cybernation, that is, the

use of automation and computers. These cybernetic devides have been

steadily displacing the unskilled; they are now beginning to disrupt the

job security and job content c,f the engineer, the white- collar worker,

the auditor, the machinist, and the middle-level manager. As Dr. B5rje
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Iarcfore, a S..:sclic.1 ceTere in thic area, wrote in -ne February 1964

issue or InternatIonel TechLiolorr:

Computers have eevolopod designs that range frcm eirplaues
to architectle2e, L.:m electrical circuits to clothins,
from nips! hulls to highways. The results leave exhhib ited
thn constrain .to of an expeienced human dcelcnorts feel
for form and esthetics and his canny knowledge of the
porsibi2ttios alld limitations o: the production fecal-
ties,

ALI he goes on to cey that in 4....ae future, "the designers will design

,.13 dceigning systems whica d3s:.g1e tho actual object."

To me, thic quotation ix:ens:se larsql more about the future than

simply the reduced economic value of the orcinery "brain-user." Tn the

first place, all those whose work is not fundamentally creative, then,

are the potential victims of cybernation. So conpelling are the cam-

petitve and operational reasons for its use that only a major social

disaster will slow its implacable usurpation of the routine economic

activities which most people equate with self respect and livelihood.

In the second place, the use of the computers to simulate and model

social and physical processes so complex that, working without the

computer, no mind could conceive of or understand them, means that new

and highly abstract concepts of "I-ality" will be developed and applied

by the scientists and technicians. These concepts, by their very

nature, will not be sharable with the average man anymore than quantum

mechanics or relativistic cosmology are today. Thus, cybernation will

make possible high policy choices, based on theories about social and

material reality, which will not be understood by those who will be

directly affected and who thereby will not be able to judge either the

validity of the policy or its implications for them. (We already

know this is the case with the arguments pro and con the development

and deployment of exotic weapons systemswhich are in large part
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based on such computer analyses.) C. P. Snow, now the Joint Parliamentary

Secretary of the British Einistry of Teeanology, has summed up the

challemge this way: ...one can't help brooding over the cybernetic

revolution which is now breaking over us--the revolution which is being

caused by the new sources of information and control, the computers

whose effect (and whose putative nature) we are only partially beginning

to understand.

One thing stands out as a warning and as a hope. This is going to be

the biggest technological revolution men have known, far more intimately.

effecting men's daily lives, and, of course, far quicker, than either

the agricultural transformation in Neolithic times or the early industrial

revolution which made the present shape of the United States. To under-

stand the actual technique of this cybernetic jump, we shall need deep

and original conceptual minds...This means that mathematicians--or, more

exactly, any men and women of mathematical insight--are going to take on

a new relevance in all advanced societies. Liuch of our future--not the

far future, but 15 years ahead--depends upon the talent of children not

yet in their teens. (,Government, Science, and Public Policy." Science,

Vol 151, 2/11/66, pp 652-653)

A direct product of the computer becomes the third technology which

confronts us: social engineering, the systematic application of know-

ledge in economics, the behavioral sciences, and so on, to the design,

planning, and manipulation of the society and its parts in order to

efficiently attain specified goals. Cn the one hand, the computer pro-

vides the behavioral scientist with the means for combining in complex

models as many variables as he wants in order to simulate the behavior

of men and institutions. In the pmt, the behavioral scientist could

not deal with as many variables as he thought were important for under-
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standing the predicting human behavior. Now he can, using the immense

capacities of the computer. And then he can test these models against

conditions representing "real life," For, on the other hand, the cam-

miter provides wunique capadity for collecting and processing enormous

amounts of data about the state of individuals and society today. The

behavioral scientist not only can know the state of society now as re-

presented by these data, but thereby he can use them to test and refine

his theoretical models intended to describe society. Of course, not all

that is significant about man and his society can be expressed numerically.

But certainly important aspects can be so expressed and our understanding

thereby increased. What's more, the stimuli for attaining and applying

such knowledge now exist through vastly increased governmental interest

in such nation-wide social welfare activities as the poverty program

and the extended education legislation, and--while we don't talk about it--

counterinsurgency.

Already behavioral scientists, using the computer, have significantly

improved our ability to describe the way men think about and solve cer-

tain types of problems. And together they have substantially increased

our ability to predict how various populations with specific background

characteristics will deal with conflicting information on political issues.

The computer is critical for much of the management technology earlier

described. And it also provides the technology for teaching four and

five-year-olds to read. (Note, however, it does not provide parents with

the moral and ethical wisdom to interpret to these youngsters the signi-

ficance of what they read, say, on the front page of the newspaper.)

This powerful technology for predicting and influencing behavior may come

Justin time to rejuvenate the democratic processes--or, irresponsibly

applied, it may totally destroy them.
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The fourth technology is biological engineering: the sophisticated

manipulation of organisms, directly and by modifying the organism's bio..

logical envirorumnt. This technology will continue to be used to produce

bacterial, viral, and chemical agents for special forms of warfare both to

kill and to pacify. In future years biological engineering will begin to

be used to alter the genetic code which transfers to the next generation

the directions for its nature and form. Sooner than that, there will be

an increasing capacity to manipulate the organism once it is born, to in.

crease the size of the brain or the heart, etc., by the selective use of

chemicals before and after birth, to transplant organs from human to humam,

and to replace human organs with electromechanical substitutes. And we

shall also see biological engineering used to modify emotional states and

mental abilities. Recent work in facilitating and inhibiting memory

through chemical agents doubtless presages a new ethical challenge and op-

erational consideration for educational practice. Telemetering and com-

puter techniques already in use for monitoring, diagnosing, and treating

biological malfunctions will be greatly refined with stress even to the

point of death, will teach us much about the extraordinary but unexplained

resources the mind and body can marshal under such circumstances. This

knowledge will doubtless have its applications in more mundane situations.

Increased understanding of biological growth and organization will produce

important improvements in the prevention and control of disease. The

resulting increase in the numbers of healthier elderly people will expand

the group for whom leisure will have to take on a new role if life is to

be meaningful. Iiynton Caldwell, writing in the October 1964 Yale Review

poses the challenge of biological engineering this way:

The coincident and related explosions of human population and
of biological knowledge may conceivably represent the most
critical stage in human evolution since the last great ice
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age. The ability and necessity to control the numbers and
hence (in some respects) the genetic characteristics or
future populations could create a situation without pre-

cedent in human existence. And, in addition, the availa-

bility and refinement; of chemopsychiatric drugs suggests
both honed-for and frightening possibilities for the
manipulation and control of human behavior. Never before

have the necessity and the possibility of control over
man occurred at so decisive a conjunction.

In the light of such technological and demographic circumstances,

let us consider some plausible characteristics of work, leisure, educate.

ion, values and viewpoints, and decision making. First..rate professionals,

including managers, will be in short supply...probably in increasingly

short supply --.in the years ahead. Population growth, social complexity,

higher social aspirations (as represented by the antipoverty program,

`Medicare, Headstart, etc.) will require more highly skilled people. But

our educational system right now is not designed to produce the numbers

and qualities needed in the next two decades. At the same time, great

numbers of the unskilled, and many skilled blue-collar workers and middle..

level engineers will find their jobs disrupted and often usurped by

technological change.

It could very well be tragic if wr were to premise our career plan-

ning on the sanguine assumption that the present low rate of unemployment

will continue as the norm. As the Wall Streer Journal comments, in

reviewing the President's fourth annual manpower report to Congress:

Uncertainties and imponderables abound, of course. It's

worth noting, for one thing, that the current employment

boom (with jobholders increasing at a 4.41illion annual

rate during the past two months) is largely fueled by
hiring in the goods-producing industries, in turn stim-

ulated by consumer buying and the Vietnam buildup in

Government spending. This hiring has bitten notably

into the ranks of the unemployed marginal workers.

In any case, other questions must be considered: Ithat

will be the t.mplayment impact of a tax increase if the

President decides one is needed? What will be the effect
when current high investment in plant and equipment
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brings modern facilities and cost-cutting machinery on line?

In the latter case, the likely answer is that the present
marginal hirees will be speedily shucked. (John Grimes,

"Labor Letter," 3/15/66).

And while the report of the National Commission on Technology,

Automation, and Economic Progress argues that it is feasible for this

society to meet the work force challenge of new technologies, particu-

larly cybernation, the requirements it sets out for doing so are little

short of revolutionary, or at least so different in degree from what we

have done in this area as to be different in kind.

As for middle management and middle-level engineers, the routine

decision-making, information-organizing, and design activities which now

occupy them will be--already are being--taken over by computers, and

personnel supervisory tasks will decrease as cybernation reduces the

number of personnel to be supervised.

There is already a growing awareness that, except among some profess-

ionals, one may have to change his type of job two or three times in a

working career. Conventional expectations about settling down to a life-

time job, or of doing the same thing all of one's working life, will more

and more evolve into expectations that what one does, and when one will

need to learn another job, will depend on a rapidly changing technology

over which the individual has little or no control.

Under such circumstances, new questions of self-identity, when the

job disappears or is fundamentally transformed, what happens to the defi-

nition of who one is? 'fork in our society has meant more than income;

it has provided psychological meaning for generations of people who

have defined themselves and have been defined by their work, whether or

not one liked one's work. And it is the basis for the Protestant Ethic

regarding the sinfulness of nonwork, This holds 19oth for young people
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and for their teachers, particularly those loweriaiddle-class teachers

who, as such, express traditional values about work and who constitute

the bulk of the teaching cadre in primary and secondary schools. To

the extent work changes its meaning in the years ahead, deep questions

will arise about the "right" education needed in order to provide a

redefinition of the relation of self to work. This is already a pro-

blem for older people forced :or "encouraged" to retire before they are

ready to. It does not follow, of course, that the approach appropriate

for giving theological, ethical, and psychological self-definition to

the ear:, retired will be applicable to the young.

Of extraordinary importance, home of the most intt.resting jobs will

increasingly be jobs that depend ultimately for their effectiveness on

the relationship between individuals. Not sales job, but rather, the kind

that involve real rather than pseudo rapport between people; jobs that

because of the critical role of human relatedness we either cannot do by

machine or do not want to do by machine, such as teachers' aides, clergy-

men's aides, welfare aides, Mothers' aides, and many which have not yet

been invented. Just how numerous such jobs might be, with how much sta-

tus and pay, will depend on the resolution of many questions still moot.

First, our society must come to recognize the need for such roles and

express this recognition through the bestowal of status. We are be-

ginning to do so as evidenced by the Peace Corps volunteer, the teacher's

aide, the neighborhood worker in the poverty program, and so on. But

the society as a whole has not recognized the need with a sense propor-

tionate to the actual need foreseen by those looking ahead. In parti.

cular, many professions persist in maintaining ail ogregrous possessive-

ness about every aspect of their activities and a most unbecoming sup-

eriority about the prerequisites for competence which make it exceedingly
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difficult, often impossible, to establish the needed occupational roles.

An extraordinarily important consequence of what we have been saying

about work in the future is that work and education will be intertwined

throughout life. For most young people, even today, this is a radical

concept. Traditionally.and most parents and teachers still convey this

doctrine--a youth hurried up to finish his education as soon as possible

so he could get on to the career ladder, or treadmill. Education might

end in high school, graduate school, or business school--but itsended and

and one was then set for life, usually in a career. What I have tried to

convey here is that for more and more people, including those in school

now, there will be no more "being set for life," either in one career or

without fuither career-oriented education. Thus, a major change in pers.

pective will be required of youth preparing for careers, for career

will have came to mean "work and education," and, for many, career

will in fact mean several different careers. This situation will also

require basic changes in the educational system. For school administra-

tors and teachers will themselves need further education, in order to be

retrained to cope with new substance, new methods, and new administrative

procedures. (On this last point, one might dwell on the implications for

teaching and school administration of increasingly less age-boundedness

in the classroom. Skill level will not be correlated with age, though

experience in living may be. Though, young people going on, say in polit-

ical science, may be far wiser and experienced than their older classmates

if they have spent time organizing voters in the South or migrant workers

in the California vinyards. Certainly, the classroom and the administra-

tive offices will be more exciting places and more complex and exhausting

ones for the teacher and the admalistrator.)

Of course, the aspiration to and conduct of a career happens in a
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larger context of activities and values than just those associated with

work. Indeed, that context may critically affect one's attitudes toward

and choice of work. Here I want to mention two other contextual factors

which I believe will play an increasingly important role in defining the

environment that one works in: the first is leisure; the second is a sense

of political potency, i.e., a sense of being able, potentially at least,

to influence the governmental system in the direction of one's interests

and for one's interests and for one's protection (at any level from getting

a budget appropriation for new curtains in the public library to influencing

national policy on, say, Vietnam or environmental pollution.)

By the 1970ts, it is likely that the increased productivity from the

new technologies; the number of people at all levels being reeducated or

updated; the growing tendency toward the more efficient round-the-clock

operation of cybernated systems; and the increasing number of older people;

will have led to a general trend toward earlier retirement and longer

vacations or sabbaticals, with little diminution in the actual number of

hours wolked per week. Tftei.etv, there will be dyer grea,tev numbers of

people with large chunks of free time, brought about alther by unemploy-

ment or by changes in the work schedule.

Leisure--a way of life for which no past experience seems appropriate

for our 200 million people plus society--will ever more fall to the medi-

ocre, the partially trained, the partially educated. The very highly ed-

ucated, the highly skilled, because the demand for them will be ever

greater, may have even less free time than they do now. The anomaly is

that, for the most part, leisure will come to those who are least pre-

pared to take advantage of it. As of now we simply have no really good

ideas for transforming our free time into an occasion for social and

personal growth for such a large number of people. What's more, the
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ideas we do have for leisure use often emphasize volunteer or do -it-

yourself activities. And these types of activities might well increase

the amount of enforced leisure, i. e., unemployment, for those who

otherwise would supply such services for a fee.

Let me make this clear: I am not taking the position that leisure

has to be "good for you." I don't hold that just slopping around is

inherently bad. But the point is, our present attitude seems to be

that leisure ought to be creative and productive--simply another form

of output. Yet we don't know how to make it that way for a very large,

very urbanized, population. Nor do we know how to reduce the anxiety

about free time which is so painfully evident in the compulsive consump-

tion of things and places which typifies so much leisure activity today.

In other words, we don't know how to weave work and leisure together

so that leisure is, in whatever form, a means of cultivating and cherish-

ing the self.

When I say "we", I am not including everyone, of course, and in

terms of the purposes of this conference I am not including that portion

of youth who have succeeded in or are actively trying to learn how to

cultivate self. They do it through loving, through working endlessly

on their hot rods, through political and social agitation, taking

hallucinogens and smoking pot, along with other more conventional

career preparation activities. And in doing so, some of them are pre-

paring themselves--educating themselves--to have attitudes and aspira-

tions toward careers which will weave together work and leiSure. But

it is a rare teacher or administrator--or parent--who recognizes that

this is what they are doing. On the contrary, these are seen as extra-

educative, extracareer activities which keep them from "settling down"

to the "serious" aspects of education. I would suggest that these not
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always happy few maybe more in tune with the requirements for career

development than most of their peers and ad.ilt guides. How then can we

learn to arrange the educative environment--including educators--so as

to incorporate into the total career preparation experience exercises in

self-cultivation for leisUre? This will be a major challenge for adminis-

trators and legislators who think in terms of "efficiency," and for teachers

who distrust in themselves and their students experimentation with a flex-

ible, tentative, and open world.

These remarks lead to my last set of observations about our future

comp.,.. society with its enormously powerful technologies which will be

applied to the transformation of that society. .1dang; with the societal

problems we will face, and exploiting the competing opportunities which

technologies and social growth afford, will require that priorities be as

signed. Compared to the potential demands, our skilled resources are very

limited: we can't take on everything at once. At the same time that we

assign priorities to deal with society's problems and opportunities, more

and more long-range planning will be required. And more highly organized

action programs extending over many years will be needed to complement

the plans. We recognize that we won't get to the moon by 1970 by ad-

libbing the space program from day to day. We won't solve our growing air

pollution problem or educate for a cybernated world or eliminate poverty

or build a sane urban environment by ad-libbing these programs either.

Once national program priorities are assigned and the physical,

manpower, and psychological resources are committed, the success or failure

of the program may take years to determine. As of now it is quite unci-ar

through what political format this capability to carry out long-range

programs will be implemented. Given the complexity of the issues and the

long time spans involved, it w'uld seem to require, as Sir Geoffrey
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Vickers points out, "either an immensely trustful or an immensely

knowledgeable electorate "..neither of which we now possess. What's

more, as institutions become larger and their problems more complex,

the public relations shield behind which they work will become broader

and stronger. Partly because of the vested interests dispensing the

information; partly because the technical knowledge possessed by any

citizen is miniscule on most matters; and partly because of the ethical

and technical complexity of most major issues, what will be communi-

cated to citizens, ostensibly so they can judge their self-interest,

will be less and less a representation of all the factors which ought

to go into their assessment.

This inadequate access is clearly the case already with defense

policy, space policy, and economic policy, for even the intelligent

and conscientious citizen does nothave or cannot decipher the esoteric

information needed to make informed judgments, for example, on the

current controversies about the development of new weapons, manned

or nonmanned space programs, or the real impact of automation. It will

increasingly be so with other policies. In part, the information

just won't be provided. In part, there will be no way to judge the

validity and sufficiency of the information which is available. More

often than in the past one will not know what one should be looking

for. 'Whatever the situation "inside," it will always be possible to

obscure it "outside" with a public information program masluerading

as unimpeachable information, or a program which claims that there is

more to the situation than is understood or can be revealed. This

latter claim may be true. But it will be more difficult to find out

if it is true, and if it is true, what it means in ,view of other

unknown or unsdmitted information. The political scientist and dis.
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tinguished Washington columnist, Joseph, Kraft, makes this observation

about the general situation today.

To apply common sense to what is visible on the surface is
to be almost always wrong; it produces about as good an idea
of how the world goes round as that afforded by the Ptolmaic
system. A true grasp of even 4.he s4-ples4. transaction re.
quires special knowledge and the ability to use abstractions
which, like the Copernican system, are at odds with common..
sense impressions. Without this kind of knowledge, it is
difficult to know what to think about even such prominent
matters as the United Nations financing problem, or the bomb-
ing of North Vietnam, or the farm program, or the federal
budget.mhich is one reason that most people don't know what
they think about these questions. The simple fact is that the
stuff of public life eludes the grasp z the ordinary man.
Events have become professionalized. ("Politics of the Wash.
intVin Press Corps;" laakiersine, June 1965, pp. 101.102)

How, then, do we educate run.of-the-mill citizens for membership in a

democratic society, given the enormous complexity of social issues and

the increasing abstruseness of the techniques for dealing with them? What,

indeed, are the appropriate political roles for citizens in such a society?

How does one educate to make people comfortable with, sensitive to,

and aware of complellties? Haw do we teach people to understand their

relationship to long -range planning? (Our tradition has always been

short-range or no-range planning.) And how do we teach people to be

comfortable with, indeed, to embrace, change and the process of change?

This challenge of preserving the democratic processes will have to be

met at the leadership level as well. In response to the complexity

and scale of social welfare demands, the inexorable expansion of the federal

government as the dominant device for social control will be the major

factor. New relations between big government and big business will further

blur the distinction between'te two-wand further increase the opportunities

for rationalizing social welfare programs. The demand will increase

for people in government and advising it who can deal with complex

Vsmes scientifically and technologically. Thus, we can expect an
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increasing portion of people who influence the direction and style

of decisions and policies in government, federal and local (whatever

"locale comes to mean), to be professionals, technicians. And given

the nature of their career.oriented education, most of them will have

had at best little more than ritual exposure to those recorded experi.

ences of mankind and to their interpreters which help to make men wise,

humble, and sensitive.

In this atmosphere, increasingly, the proposed solutions to social

problems will be statistical solutions. Partly because the needs of such

large numbers of people lend themselves to socially good statistical

solutions, and partly because the techniques for defining as well as

solving those problems will depend so much on the "world views" of the

social technicians. This is very important..more of the people who will

be turned to for advice in defining what the problem is, as well as

how it can be solved, will be those who will define the problem

(because of their techniques) as a statistical problem. Already some

planners are tending to place undue emphasis on those aspects of reality

which the computer can deal with just because the computer can do so.

The individual.. -the point off the curve -- becomes an annoyance.

Yet, we are going to need more planners who are able to use these

technologies and can grasp larger social issues and work with them in a

brcader context. The question is how to provide the education for this

kind of career. It is going to take more than knowledge of computer

techniques and the behavioral sciences to do this job both efficiently

and humanely. For increased ratiohlklization also means there will be

increased "guidance" or "manipulation" of various segments of society.

If the technology for doing so exists, it will be used, given the per..

sistence of power-seeking motives. And what's more we will need to use
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it, since the necessary social changes-will not come about if the people

who are to be affected do not understand and desire them. Thus, the

pressures, the good moral and, ethical reasons, for using population in..

fluencing techniques will increase, and the potency of the technology for

doing no will Almn increase ThivAlry,. there vJZd.J Also bo a mounting

danger to the democratic tradition and the Jmito.Christian tradition-_

unless we learn how to educate to protect them.

For both the leaders and the led, what do we-do, then, about incorpora..

ting such considerations into curricula? Do. we turn our backs on the

kind of career.ueducation which includes clarification of the ethical

setting for. any career and concentrate instead on training for work and

play, thereby encouraging the student to ignore the meaning of a career

beyond private gain and.private satisfaction? This is much easier and

safer than putting up with and encouraging political experience and

other modes of education for social responsibility, which must carry

the.classroom out into the community and the community into the class..

room. But we'do take this path, Z think it can only lead to the destruct..

ion of the very goals inherent in the motives that have convened this

conference.

Let me summarize. The headlong pace of our world and the enormous

potency of our technologies mean that the years ahead will be full of

exciting opportunities and terrifying threats. Self.images, preferred

life styles, status, and security, will all be subject to change. What

we will need as much as skilled people will be wise people, humane people.

Under these circumstances, if career planning and the techniques for

accomplishing career development, such as curriculum change, are in fact

effective, it will mean that not only will youth be transformed in the

process, but so, too, will those adults directly and indirectly involved
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in the process. Unless we are prepared to change our selves and our

institutions, unless we are prepared to risk status and preferred

perspectives in order to prepare'youth to embrace tomorrow's new oppor.

tunities and cope with its threats, we will fail. If we try to change

them, to ask them to prepare themselves for a risky world and don't

make the-changes in ourselves which are necessary to back them up,

the sensitive among them will become cynical and' the unperceptive

will grow into" fat and hap objects of manipulation, and the very

vision we seek to' make real through such efforts as this conference

will twist into a nightmare. If we risk along with the young.,

partially by inviting them to risk along with us-enough of theM, not

all, to be sure, but perhaps enough will grow into careers infused

with enough self-respect and-social reeponsibility to make a sufficient

reality of our vision. Perhaps then, they will. be inspired to take

the next rauhUof risks to prepare their children for...who knows

what?
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WOW( AND ITS MEANING IN AN AGE OF AFFLUENCE

Aaron Levenstein
City College of New York

Sigmund Freud has said that work is man's link to reality. What

happens to that link in an age of affluencd when old incentives cease

to be adequate? What happens when the nature of work itself is revo-

lutionized by the new technology of automation which has untold conse-

quences? If the application of cybernetics lives up to its highest

potential--namely, the production of a cornucopia of products with a

minimum expenditure of human labor-...we shall witness a new day of

affluence undreamed of in human history.

In this paper I would like to examine two elements that seem to

me significant in the current scene. I am suggesting first, that tra-

ditional incentives towards work are being rendered obsolete by our

technology of abundance and, secondly, that a reorientation towards

reality is made necessary by the new conditions.

Most employers are already aware that the work attitudes of the
,/

latter half of the Twentieth Century are far different from those that

prevailed at the beginning of the century. The flow of goods made

possible in the United 6Cates by technology has ended the incentive

power of hunger--the original propulsion towards work. The Biblical

mandate, "By the sweat of your brow shall you earn your bread," is

no longer true. The First Industrial Revolution is finishing that

process and making it unnecessary for man to push pencils and shuffle

papers in routine jobs. In the face of plenty society could not allow

men to go hungry, even though it tolerates poverty, a state of affairs

in which men are permitted to be wretched but not to starve. The
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welfare stater. -with its relief, its governmental social security, its min.

imam wage regulations, its privately established health, welfare and

pension gaining- -has blunted the cutting edge of hunger as a weapon to

force men to work.
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come, has already led serious - minded economists to speak of a national

guarantee of at least a minimum standard e living. Even conservative

ecomonists are talking about a "reverse income tax" under which those of

us who file returns showing less than a given incame..say, $3,000 a year..

will be entitled to a subsidy from the federal government. It is a

measure of the revolutionary sweep of our times that a conservative

economist like Dr. Milton Friedman, one of Barry Goldwater's advisors

in the 1964 campaign, advances this idea, while a liberal economist

like Leon Keyserling opposes it on the ground that it will impair the

incentives needed to maintain full production. Technology will decide

the question. But however it comes out -- whatever the economic devices

we use - ..the prospect of abundance seems reasonable enough.

If I put aside the question of how society can guarantee to all its

citizens equal access to that abundance, it is not because I consider the

question unimportant or incapable of solution. I concentrate rather on

the question of what happens to man, his attitudes, his understanding

of and relationship to work, because that question will remain with us

regardless of what the economists propose. For some time now, man's out..

look has shifted in a uniquely twentieth.century direction. Our way of

life is oriented towards leisure; life is no longer centered on work.

Once the function of leisure time was to refresh the individua7.....hense

the origin of the term recreation... -so that man could recreate the re.

sources needed to return to his tasks; today, the major function of
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work is to make possible leisure time. The nature of tasks has changed

as a result of the division of labor, and goods and services are more

the product of the machine than of human effart. Pride in craftsman..

ship, emotional involvement in the task itself, the proprietary feel.

ing of the artisan- -these are rapidly fading away and will disappear

entirely for millions of lorkers as automation advances. Man's need for

achievement may be satisfied less and less by his work; it may be fed

increasingly by his leisure-time activities.

Once religion provided an urgent motivation to work. Men, be-

lieved that in their daily occupations they fulfilled the ultimate

meaning of their lives.. Whether they symbolized it by a hagiology

which identified the craftsman with a specific saint, or whether they

expressed it by ,the concept of ga stewardship of talents" as did the

Puritans, or linked their work and worship. as did the Hebrews, by

using the same term avodah to represent both, they did indeed find in

their economic activities an identification with life's basic meaning.

But this has changed. Among the:first to recognize it was the

young Karl Marx (to be. distinguished from the older, materialist Karl

Marx), who perceived,as, one of the principal products of the First

Industrial Revolution man's "alienation from his work." Eric Fromm

has elaborated on this aspect of Marx's early thinking, namely, that

"the place of all physical and mental senses has been taken by the

self-alienation of all these senses, by the sense of having. Private

property has made us so stupid and impotent that things become ours

only if we hawthorn, that is, if they exist for was oapital, and are

owned- by us, eaten by us, drunk by us. We are poor in spite of all our

wealth because we have much, but we are little." Fromm himself, while

still urging an increase in the production and availability of material
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things, notes that as man becomes alienated from his work he yet enjoys its

benefits, "Indeed," says Fromm, "it seems that for the first time in

history, the vast majority--and soon all men.. -in the Western world will be

primarily concerned with living, rather than with the struggle to secure

the naterial nrolai.binns of liv4prt. as en no longer finds it neces-

sary to struggle for material things, the central focus of his life must

shift from work towards other ends."

This is not to suggest that the phenomenon of work will disappear.

Nothing that has happened yet in automation indicates that the time will

come when perpetual motion machines will make it unnecessary for men to

concern themselves withthe problem of production. Nature will still

require of man that he earn his keep, but it will no longer snap the whip

like Pharaoh's overseers supervising the pyramid builders. The Twentieth

century view of work, in an automated society, will be as different from the

Nineteenth Centlry's attitude as the latter was different from the slave's

attitude in Pharaoh's day. Since work, however reconstituted, wil/ not

disappear froi human history even in an age of automation, it follows that

we must still be concerned about the existence of incentives, But in the

presence of affluence the old incentives will no longer work, or will work

less effectively. Substitutes will have to be found for those that

disappear; those that survive will have to be supplemented or will have to

receive a new infusion of vitality.

At this juncture it is difficult for us to see what those new incen-

tives will be- -as diffic ult as it was for early Nineteenth Century man to

anticipate the kind of economic incentives that would eventually emerge

from the industrial revolution and that today can be read in any standard

union contract, with all its so- called "fringes". Yet it should,be possible

to discern the general direction in which such incentives will be found,
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As personal economic incentives diminish in intensity, psychic needs

will come to the fore. As individual material needs are met with in

creasing ease, social,respooklajlzwill have to become a more per

suasive motivating factor. The growth of population which required

the increased AffiniAnny in our producton methods that only automation

could achieve has multiplied the complexity of .social organization.

The new incentives will have to derive from man's realization that he

stands in a new relationship to society.

I am afraid that this awareness can come only out of a deepening

social crisis. The function of crisis in history is not only to end the

old, but to begin the new. Crisis is both the undertaker of the past

and the midwife of the future. Without it, there would be no incentive

to erase the evil in our manmade institutions or to extend the good. A

social crisis is merely a situation in which the accumulated verors

of the past and the advent of new conditions compel us to alter out

established ways.

Specifically, the current crisis involves the problems of transi..

tion as we move from the First into the Second Industrial Revolution.

The transition, of course, will be made. The more lasting problem is

what will happen to man when he has found his new place in the automated

structure. Will the time he spends on the job be filled with more or

with less meaningful act4vit7? The processes of the First Industrial

Revolution brought about the phenomenon of alienation from one's work,

as the individual found himself making only a part of a product and not

the product itself. Where once he was the master of the process, he

came to be only a step in'the process. The removal of the human being

from the end result of his work, his involvement only with a fragment,

was brought about by the application to prodUction of the principle of
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interchangeable parts. It made for efficiency, but it reduced the signi-

ficance of the individual in the eyes of those around him and in his own

eyes.

With the advent of arthmtion, this alienation is bound to increase.

More and more, the production worker whose hand produced the goods, whose

craftsmanship created the product, is being replaced--in production as

well as in the office--by the white-collar worker, who does not handle

materials but pieces of paper. The distance between the worker and his

product is therefore widened, and the sense of personal contribution to

the product is further undermined. Machine-intelligence is substituted

for human skill. The greater portion of those employed share none of the

glory of the programmer; even the highly-skilled among the employees serve

as maintenance men rather than direct producers. Under these circumstances,

if the vessel of working time is to be filled with something of value to

the individual, new concepts of meaningfulness will have to be evolved.

The problem, of course, is not new, but the circumstances in which it

must be solved are new and therefore difficult. Nor is the problem con-

fined to working time; it is found in all the processes of our time utili-

zation, whether we are concerned with earning a living or functioning in

a political framework. It can be resolved only in terms that go deep into

the character of human individuality and that define the structure of our

whole human value system. The most significant aspect of the technological

revolution o: the past two or three decades is not what technology has

done to the production apd distribution of goods and services but what it

is doing, and what it is capable of doing, to the human being himself.

What is required now is a restoration of the individual's personal

involvement in the tasks he performs but with a new understanding of their

nature. For a man no longer works only for himself. Indeed, the primitive
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needs of the individ in an industrial society can so easily be satisfied

that no appeal on tha level can call forth his effort or excite his dedi..

cation. More sophi ticated needs are operative, and they go. beyond the

individual. They telate to the survival of society, without which ultimately

the individual is/ lost. In our American society, the only reason that can

justify greater individual exertion is the need of society itself. Just as

the family...a larger unit than the individual- -could spur men to greater

individual effort, so now the awareness of the larger community will have to

motivate men and women in their shops and offices. The knowledge that our

participation in economic life produces results that, ripple out to the far

corners of the globe should provide the new 'incentives needed to compensate

for those that have been weakened or rendered obsolete.

So far there has been a reluctance to spell this out. Steeped in a

tradition of so- called' individualism, we have insisted that economic

activity must be inspired by individual- ..that is to say, narrowly selfish....

interest. We do not acknowledge that individual fulfillment comes primarily

,cam pity, and we do not yet believe that the larger the ocmunity the

greater the opportunity for fulfillment. We have not known how to contend

with the problem of sig.() because we have permitted it to bring about de..

personalisation. The challenge is to enlarge individuality by learning to

live in a larger sphere of activity.

Even in the world of automation, the lumen being is still.present..to

provide the programming, to supervise the machine when necessary, to

provide maintenance, or simply to push theebuttons: And SQ long, as the

human being is on the scene, he must' be taken into account. The machines

may be able to operate for quite a while even if the employee goes out on

strike, as some unions, like the Ccesunications Workers, have discovered, and

the strike as a labor technique may titimatelrbecoete obsolete. But our
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who spend their working time in a state of alienation and who marry it

over into their leisure time.

cannot afford a frustrated, devitalized population, consisting of people

situation is made more serious when the worker has no recourse. Society

Moreover, far from being diminished, the individual still plays

a part in our time because of the very complexity and interdependence

created by our increased numbers and the technology'of affluence that

has accompanied size. Now all can suffer at the hands of one. The

mind stumbles in the presence of the awful fact that one individual

tn a plane can push the button that will release the nuclear holocaust.

One man in an automated oil refinery can, by malice or by simple neglect,

bring the whole process to a halt; fantastically expensive controls

are needed so that other men, and subtly fashioned equipments and

processes, may guard against such an event. A few thousand workers in

a metropolis of 8 million can stop the transportation system from oper..

ating today; tomorrow, another few thousand can with equal efficiemoy

shut down the office buildings and bring commerce to a halt by refusing

to deliver heating fuel; the day after, the sanitation employees can

refuse to work and suffocate the city in its own garbage.

The more. of us there are, the more we are dependent on each other.

We survive as a society only because, in at least this compcAment of

their minds, men understand that the polity depends on each man exer-

cising responsibility. William James, long before this interdependence

had became as tight as it is now;wrote: "A social organism is what it

is because each member prOceedi to his'own duty with a trust that other

members 1aill simultaneousV.do'theirs. A government, an army, a commer-

cial :sYstanf a ship, a'oollege; an athletic team, all exist on this con..

dition4ithotit'whidh not only is nottiing'achieied,-but,nothing is even
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attempted."

Today, the changing nature of work calla for a redefinition of our

relationship to society and its instrument, the state. The outstanding

characteristic of the way work is performed in our day is the require.

went of organization. In the Stone Age; man was close +4, his rat- *us tee a 3

and could survive without complex rules and regulations. As we moved

into the ages of metal commerce had to be developed to-bring the raw mat.

erials across great distances; specialization began because skills that

were not universal had to be brought into play...the skill of the smith and

the art of the designer. A new relationship was born among men, resulting

from the interdependence that specialization created. Isaiah dsscribed

this hard economic fact in prophetic terms when he said: "They helped

every one his neighbor; and every one said to his brother, Be of good

courage. So the carpenter encouraged the goldsmith, and he that smootheth

with the ham ar his that sotto the anvil, saying, It is ready for the

soldering: and he fastened it with nails, that it should not be moved."

Specialization had taken place. Each would not only have to do his own

task, but help his neighbor carry out his.

pants alienation from himself, & reflection of his alienation from

the society in which his self must exist, is furthered today by 'the

ideology* of a business system which clings to the individualism of a

picneer ccesaunity long defined to reconnize the importance to our selfhood

of the encouragement that the goldsmith must receive from the carpenter,

hor3ver remote each "craft may seem from the other.

The challenge now is to find a substitute .for the incentive power

once exercised by hunger. There is still a desire, of tours*. to move

higher on the economic Scale, to receive a bigger i1100110 year by year, to

enjoy more and better goods and services, to move up from *.Chevrolet.to



a Buick, and with no great frustration because you're not likely ever to

reach the Cadillac.

The annual rise in our standard of living, however, is almost auto-

matic; it derives not from the increased expenditure of energy by the

individual in the course of his working time, nor from hard..won gains

in persona skill; it comes from the increased yield that technology

creates. The merit increase has been supplanted" by the length-of-ser-

vice increase, to use the language of the personnel administratmr. Or

to use another personnel term, we are reaping the benefits of an

automatic progression policy in the nation's system of wage and salary

administration. The annual increment is no longer confined to civil

service and to education; it is generally accepted in industry. Every

employer goes to the bargaining table today with the foreknowledge that

he must give his employees some improvement over the terms in the pre.

ceding contract, without regard to whether the individual employee will

give improved performance in return.

Our social policy is.basel on the premise that both management and

labor are entitled to share the benefits of our rapidly advancing techno..

logy. This policy was first formally articulated in the "annual improve..

ment factor" which Alfred P. Sloan wrote into the General Motors con-

tract of 1903: "The annual improvement factor provided herein recognizes

that a continuing improvement in the standard of living of employees

depends upon technologdcal progress, better tools, methods, processes

and equipment, and a cooperative attitude on the part of all parties in

such progress. It further recognizes that to produce more with the same

amount of human-effort is a sound economic ands social objective."

Of course it is a& sound,economic and social- objective. But it

introduces a 'startling new element in .the . problem of motivating men in
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their jobs. Once increasedtreward depended on personal effo,,t..perhaps

harder work, perhaps up- grading one's skill, perhaps ingratiating one's

self with the .supervisor, perhaps. playing office politics -..but neverthe.

less personal effort; today increased reward depends primarily on impersonal

factors ..the increased efficiency and output made possible by technology,

by better marketing methods, or by the growth of the company due to the

general .national prosperity., All the employee is asked to do is not to

rock the boat.

Now though it may be economically rewarding, this can hardly be a

psychologically rewarding experience for the worker. The ancient seers

warned that man cemnot live by bread, alone, and their modern counterparts,

the omniscient psychologists, tell us that in addition to bread man -must

have self-esteem and status, a sense of worth, a feeling of 'purposeful.

ness in what he is doing. Once the targets of personal purpose were well..

defined: for the Puritan in early America, purpose and meaning were found

in clearing a patch of land in the forest; thus one mede a home foe himself

and his family, and at the same Uwe carried out that !'stewardship of

talents!' which was the religiou's obligation of all men. . The close link

between religion and the 'industrialising process has been carefully ax..

plored by ouch studies as R. H. Tamer's .fliteligion and the Mae of Capital.

But the religious link has long since been broken by the secular

society which industrialisation has created. And now this new secular

society must find an ethos if personal effort and human involvement are

still to function as instruments for satisfying psychological needs and

profiding mental --and if you will, spiritual....health. For regardless of

what automated production can do for sent s physical well bring...indeed

because of what automation achieves for him in material affluence..aan faces

more keenly than ever the problem of purposeful effort. Hoer shell he
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now fill the vessel of his allotted hours on earth? that meaning can

he find in the new world around hits?

The answer, I suggest, will be found only if our education and

culture are capable of persuading men that they are not isolated islands
.VL..

ki 1.* vim m kmcv was:, mausuAtuu wa filuus84, r2-014 ght up to believe

that work is primarily an instrument for protection against personal

deprivation or a me. ns of self.aggrandisement, our generation and the

generations immediately ahead must come to look upon work as the link

between ourselves and the most important fact of our realiti.nrunely,

the larger social group, that is to say the nation and indeed the. world.

In the -swirling process of social change, society is responsible for

economic and psyohologioal stability. The most persuasive force that

can make the individual accept this reality is the very worldwide

stockpile of abundance, unless we can harness technology to the needs

of the spirit, the lights of civilisation will go out. A nor balance

must be struck between the insular interests of the individual and his

ties with the mainland of society. He can never return to the days of

the artisan who started a task and found satiefaction in the completed

work of his hand. He is destined henceforth to make onky a part, but

he himself can -belong to the whole.
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WORK AND THE PRODUCTIVE PERSONAL/Tr

Gardner Murphy
Henninger Foundation

The newborn child does much more than respond reflexly to fresh

stimulation. To be awake means to be active, seeking and holding the

things that act upon eyes, ears, and skin, resisting, grasping, and push-

ing against the environment. With the package which we call life there

is act_iy.xit ; and changes ensue in the perpetual pull and push of child

and environment.

Potentialities for activity become rapidly differentiated. Many a

philosopher has undertaken to define the difference between work and

play. But in the beginnings, the reaching, the manipulation, the drawing

of objects to the mouth, and soon the protesting cry or joyful smile or

laugh, can be conceived either as work or as play. It is out of this

matrix of continuous activity that learning begins, learning as growth

goes on and as new potentialities become evident. Some of these activi-

ties are valued by the grown-up world as leading to good results, and if

there is much effort and a considerable productivity in consequence, we

call this work and are proud of it. We make it indeed a major part of

life.

There is, for Freud, a fundamental question of personal adequacy

conceived in terms of adequacy in love and in work. Work fulfills .onets

identity, as Erikson has taught ua. Carlyle tells us : "Blessed is the

man who has found, his work." Work is a Urge part of life, an aspect of

lifts which_ 0141 bring fulfillment as deeply as can the joy in love or

esthetic appreciation, or the delight in use of any and all of the equip..

sent that sakes us human beings. Work cannot be separated off as a
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tougher or more difficult part of life, a part that has no intrinsic value

of its own, but has to be paid or rewarded to take on meaning. On the

contrary, I shall begin by defining work as the exercise of potentialt.

ties, and shall regard the effortful, the laborious, aspects of work as

merely those which catch the eye of those who are sorry for the worker,

or of those who with to punish or reward him. Work ie basic biology.

It becomes structured insofar as Buell activity of an ordered and dis..

ciplined sort not only gets more done, but is intrinsically more fulfill.

in. It is not the punishment aspect, but the fulfilling aspect that I

would wish to stress.

In contrast to this biological view of play and work there is a legit.

imate sodo-cultural view of work, and of work potentials. At diffetent

times and places r.irn applaud or abhor physical labor. They may give

honorablz status to all work, or on the contrary, they may make some

types of work degrading and others noble, or they may even regard all

work as below human dignity and leisure to enjoy the arts or to think

philosophically as a fulfillment towardri which a working class cannot

aspire.

An especially brilliant analysis of the varying sociocultural modes

of evaluation of work appears in the contributions of Max Weber and R. H.

Tawney. Weber, in "The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism,"

pointed out that since the Protestant Reformation there has been a clear,

well.defined tendency of Protestantism to emphasize the importance of

work as a device for assuaging the guilt which we miserable sinners exper..

ience through our intrinsic worthlessness; as we work we may be prospered

by God, and the fact tfiat ie are prospering removes the fact that we might

be among the eternally damned, for it is through the 'success of ciiir works

that we apprehend our status asiong 'GodIs Tawney developed the
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theme that it was among a special group of workers, the midlle-class

shopkeepers and merchants, that Protestantism arose, rather than among the

land owners and the warriors. The rise of capitalism depended, in part,

upon the Er.--,..;) 047 sort+. it tho act of working. One was everywhere re-

mfnded of the parable of the talents: He who hid his talent in the

ground had no worth; he who could multiply what his Lore had given him

found favor in his lord's eyes.

Already we begin to see a paradox in the Protestant ethic, for we

know that in unskilled and poorly rewarded work, as in the labor of

the small farmer, fisherman or mariner, there. was no such worth as in

the work of the:mii.chant; and on the other hand, that somehow the concept-

ion of work in gTzeral was achieving a certain nobility. The very era

in which individual competition was elevating the successful merchant

among his fellows was the era in which Robert Burns was writing: "A

man's a man for all a' that." There are multiple and conflicting levels

of worth assigned `to work in our Western tradition, and the plot thickens

as very complex systems of ideals about the worth of various kinds of

work get built into our American tradition.

Much, of course, has remained of the older tradition which declared

that work was inherently symbolic of a low level of human value. The

classical expression of this gentle, cynical, and subtle analysis is

Val:lents "Theory of the Leisure Class." Bistoricallyminded as it is,

Veblents work reminds us that in the age of the warrior some members of

the warring classes may not maybe free of all ordinary work, but may

settle into complacency as those worthy to enjoy leisure. Those who have

grubby work to do are without honor; those who have won the means of sub-

sistence through their own or their ancestors' predatory activity have

been able to'order society in such a fashion as to look down; pityingly
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or scornfully, at those that work. There is still a very considerable

touch of the Veblen motikin oux life today, especially whcn it takes

the form of ostentatious demonstration that we OJ not need to work. Cone

may remember the tapering fingernails of the ancient Chinese which showed

plainly that one could not work, or the bound feet that one could not even
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really work no matter how much one might aspire to do so.)

In the Athenian democracy free workers had a status expressing their

skill, but it was to tho warrior that the main glory went. host of the

population were slaves, infrequently able to buy their way, through their

work, to the category of the free. Men of superior power and position

regarded work as beneath them. As James Harvey Robinson pointed out,

there was no possibility that science would be discovered at such a time

and place, since puttering around with things, shaping and remaking them,

and even devising instruments to look more closely at them, was beneath

the thought of a free man. It was only after the decline of the great

city states that the Greek spirit of itiquiry, throwing off this fear of

labor, settled down to the works of Archimedes and the Alexandrian astron.

omers.

In Rome, too, and in much of the Western history that followed Rome,

work was of low status. But it must be remembered that in the monasteries

medicine, astronomy, architecture, and many of the nobler crafts were

developed, the monks often being the leaders and the peasants the followers

in the prosecution of these labors. The guide who took us through Mont

St. 1ichel explained, as his eyes swept the land beyond the schoals and

beaches, "The monks were the architects, the peasants the workers; without

this kind of slavery the work could not have been done." The guild system

was, of course, a cultivation, even a glorification of skilled work. The
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commercial revolution turned many land owners and many artisans into mer-

chant capitalists, the big rewards going to the shrewd entrepreneur; and

4-he accelerated pace of the industrial revolution in the Nineteenth Cen_

tury enabled thousands of hizh.level craftsmen to become entrepreneurs, as

did for example the Josiah Wedgewood, the potter, father-ii.law of Charles

Darwin, to whom we owe the preservation of many of the magnificent Greek

ceramic models.

From each change in the definition of work came, of course, a new

kind of personality, spepifically a new ego, a new definition of what it

takes to work well, what it takes to make a vallable product. Superior

skill means superior status, and in a money economy, superior income and

economic power. With increasing sensitivity on the part of the maker of

fine things comes also increasing appreciation on the part of the consumer.

The guildsman appreciates and buys the superior work of another guildsman

in a related field. Spiraling values of increasing respect for certain

kinds of work therefore appear, until a mass production era, again by

destroying skill and the worth of skill, debases both the handicraft and

him who makes it.

This trend reinforces the feeling, already noted, that productive work

has ethical and even religious value. The Puritans, having tended at first

to be afraid of beauty as of the work of the devil, found beauty coming

in, so to speak, at the back door, in the form of beautiful works, as in

the new translations of the Bible, and the new poems and hymns of the

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries; but also coming in through an

appreciation of textiles and jewelry as fine self adornment becam" legiti.

mate; and the little white Protestant Church, repudiating the grandeurs of

Gothic architecture, became in time, as you know .....if you know your New

Etagland.well..exquisite representations of simple, sound, good taste
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which it took good builders, good carpenters; and later on, good brick-

layers, good iron..mongers to carry to success. The ego of the builder and

of a worshiper strives to become worthy of the presence of God. Just as

you wear your SUnday best, your "Sunday-go-to-meeting" clothes because

anything less wcald be an indignity to God, so labor expressive of good

taste, sense of proportion, and even charm and refined and delicate express-

ion begin to ennoble all but the crudest and least skilled aspects of work.

Wherever the barriers to movement from one class to another are firm,

as was the ease for example in the rural South for Whites as well as for

Negro slaves, work could be debasing; but wherever such barriers were soft...

ened, as in the commercial and industrial development of East and iiidwest,

a kind of work could 'often be found which lifted status and self respect

almost instantly. In one lifetime a man could pass from a very humble to

a very respected position sometimes indeed through buying and selling, but

often thrOugh the skills of the higher handicraft levels and especially

through the skills which are representative of the professions. The ego

dynamics (Ian such men were structured in terms' of the worth of productive

work, not simply in terms of family or landed possessions; and with our..

selves as David Rieman and others have shown, to be without work is often

equivalent to being without honor.

But look at these paradoxes to which we seem to have been committng

ourselves! Work proof , one may suppose , that one has no great possessions,

no great power, no great tradition behind, one, One .works because ;one must.

"In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread." The harder, dirtier, and

longer the work, the more 'it tends to mean .dishonor, At the very same time,

and in the very same human community, work. has been a symbol of successful

discovery of aiway of being.productive, success in training for the task,

success in carrying it out, and success in the recognized worth of the .
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product in the eyes of other men for whom it has use. The conflict is

inherent, not accidental; and the children who grow up in our society are

touched by these varied aspects of work. lie are a ,part of all that we

have met. The Greek and Roman, the Medieval, Renaissance, the commercial

and industrial eras all have left their residues, their d.linite sedi..

mentary deposits in our minds and hearts.

The conflict is worse for boys then for girls because, although

the girls are touched by all these same forces, much of the work of girls

and women is not called work, but is described in very mixed and compli-

cated language having to do with homemaking, care and protection of the

young, participation in community activities, e specially religious and

educational activities. The descriptive units of work are hard to define.

One finds it difficult to measure home.making and the protection and

guidance of children in terms of the dollars and cents fcr the hours and

minutes which are characteristically assigned to masculine labors, and

of course, the comparisons between women in terms of their success in

these responsibilities-are very much more difficult to work throlgh. Pride

and shame with respect to fulfillment, or failure to fulfill onel.s task

as a woman depend to a large degree upon involuntwy matters like good

looks, health, oharm, patience, subtlety or intuitition iri.perception.

The very language of work seems inappropriate, It is likely that conflict

over the possession of attributes such as these, can be as painful as cr.a.

Mot about failure to obtain what a man regards as honorable and reward..

ing work.

To stick to :current English; usage, and .our ordinary ideas, about

work, there: is no Aonl)t that these particular,letresses are acute as masa.

culinity beams defined. That is to say,. the differentiation of tasks, .

duties, and modes of self fulfillment in terms-of sex will mean that during
73
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those years wren children are learning sex identity, learning what it is

that boys appropriately do; and that girls appropriately do, one develops

an ego that is oriented around quite different conceptions of one's rela-

tion to work, and consequently quite different conflicts and stresses

s'tccess in work, pride or humiliation in the kind of work that

one's father does, and eagerness or apathy regarding the work patterns

for which one finds oneself being prepared. The studies of the attitudes

of middle-class and working-class children towards their own future voca..

Lions reminds us that the conception that there is a real choice among

types and grades of work, and the real possibility of preparing, through

patience and devotion,. for an expecially high level of work is character-

istic of middle-class children who see these ideas and ideals in their own

parents. It is not simply that the working-class child is less likely to

have a model at home or across the street which he can emulate with delight;

but also that he simply'does not value life primarily in terms of work

status. He reveres men who are strong, skilled, qUick, courageous. He is

sensitive to past and present heroes with whom a tough or even violent

capacity for a rugged solution of a threatening situation means far more

than the steady .Iocomotion towards a remote and honored goal. In other

words it is not just that the. working-class child has less chance to make

an ideal center for adult life, He is not likely to organise his values

in such a way that work prominently faces him day-In and day out, year in'

and year out, as he moves ixitO an adult role. In Lois Murphy's studies

of children in Kansas--children who have been studied from their early

years to their Oresent age of ;sixteenthere has been abundant confirnva-

tory evidence Of the point made teetintlead tikes before, namely that tme.ny

verr-sible children taMply do not think a going to college or think *of

hol ding and patiition.higher than' that of their fathers at a demi-skilled
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or unskilled level even when the opportunities exist, and an occasional

persistent and energetic parent may encourage such an effort. I am

agreeing that often the lack of plard'ulness on the part of the working.

class child is due to the lack of models, but even when the models are

conspicuously and constantly held up they do not necessarily work; and the

reason, if I may put it crudely and simply, is that the ego often is not

there. The conception of life as built around successful work is one

that has to be built in by steady indoctrination over a long period, and

if this indoctrination is not available, it will ordinarily fail to

appear.

lie have stressed the role of conflict in attfittdes toward work,

particularly the mixed pattern .of. ideas in the middle -class world in

which work is soktimes ennobling, soMetimes debasing

Let us look more closely at the word productive, and at the concept..

ion of productive work. What is it really that makes one kind of work

productive, and another merely sbmetting to be gotten through, a sort

of fifty cents .an hour babysitting or minding the store when neither the

children nor the store have any great meaning for us. Productivity lies,

I think, in three things: '1) the intrinsic value of the thing produced;

2) its enduring quality, the length of time the product will continue

to have meaning for Us; and 3) the originality, newness, pioneering -value

of the product as something which is not found growing on every tree,

but contributes'a new idea of a model for the commity or the race.

Ina new society such as ours, there has been. enormous emphasis

upon 'productive work as contrait1/44Vith just work in general. To split

rails was good if it meant new arable* farmland; to fly a- kite was good

if it breUtht down electricity for new industrial tasks. A ntmtber of

studies have been Azad. of the attitudes of Children'and youth towards work
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physical operations can do better than bone, muscle, and dame operations.

It has, of course, often been pleaded that the "service occupations"

can keep pace, and more than keep pace with the outmoded manual operations;

that there will be more hostesses, receptionists, and entertainers as

there are fewer dishwashers, bolt sorters, or textile operatives. This

would be a very large point to try to prove by extrapolating from known

trends. In the mean time automation is particularly damaging to the

work aspirations of the lowest economic levels including most of the

Negro population of this level. These are the groups among wham clear

and steady work ideals have been least clear and meaningful. The self

image for them is just not a work image. It is an image organized

around many other things in life than work itself, and though work may

be hard, it is not regular, and thOugh its economic reward when present

may seem considerable, its prestige and status reward tends to prevent

its getting into the center of the self image where it can control

the activities during the time when one is preparing oneself for work.

/
I think the profound impact being made by two recent titudis of

work can be viewed in these terms. I refer to John Gerdner's studies

of "excellence" and Robertiftte's studies of "competence:" These are

vivid and compelling descriptions of the joys and values of effecti4e

effort towards personally and socially valued goals. It is possible,

Gardner argues, to achieve excellence in a democratic society. Though

the word excel may mean to be preeMinent, it is possible.to derive delight

from the quality of workdOne, and derive honor from competittve suCcesi

without humiliating others and without limiting the opportunity of others,
t

on other occasions, to achieve their own form and style of excellence.

Uhite develops the theme that there is an intrinsic need to use the equip.

ment, the potentials that welieve, almost as in the "instinct of work..
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unship" of Thorsten Veblen, Hartmann's "conflict-free ego spheres," and

the epistolic ctiriosity of D. E. Berlyne. There is an intrinsic human

delight in using higher order equireent, just as there is in using the

simple anatomy and physiology with which we are born. We love to think,

We love to work with our heads. After several decades of experimentation

with animals on the assumption that they had to be motivated through their

visceral needs, given a pellet or a dish of bran mush for each "right"

response, we have discovered wit, a great bang in recent years that they

will solve problems for the fun of it, and of ten leave the food dish

piled high to one side while they outwit this baffling problem that must

be solved. We did not look much for this in man until it had been shown

in monkeys and even in rats, but the automazous delight in using one's

brain has become respectable again as a research problem.

This could even be related to the technological revolution that we

have been considering; it might even prove to be possible to get sus.

tabled research done on the curiosity motive, the motive of thinking

for the fun of thinking. Now that thought has become so fundamental,

so central among the industrial needs, as various raw materials shrink

in vole, end various baffling problems of getting along together

on this planet bewilder and stagger us, we may find. that brains rathei

than ble+cd represent fundamental motives, for example, motives in relation

to the act of working. I sympathize with Karl Buhlerf s ideas on

function pleasure, and believe that this new excitement the love of in.

tellectuel work is a variant upon the basic function pleasure idea, the

id,a that whatever we have, just by being human, is in itself intrinsi..

°ally a source of 'motivation, and that instead of extrinsic rewards for

what we do.. .pellets of food or the nod of social approval...we shall find

it possible to make work itself 4intrinsie,ally rewarding, and that this is
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where most of the solutions to our problems lie.

In our kind of society work at a dignified level can become an

ego center, and in fact it usually does; and intrinsic satisfactions as

well as extrinsic rewards for thiliking as such can 'come fearer to the top

of the periurehy Yam net saving that they should, or th0,. must neceeisar.

ily become the center, but I am saying that to upgrade the value of

intellectual work is one of the' great central problems of eduCation.. 1 t

is not'very much like *the ideas held up to disdain in Aldous Huxley's

Brave New World, or the ideas set up in Plates Republic in 'which people

are born to and trained to different 'levels, with vast gulfs separating

one level from another. I am not pleading. for an eternal disjunctive

relation between types of work, On the contrary, I ari'pleading for a

general recognition of the dignity of work, 'the frank recognition that

intellectual' work is worth More. and definitely need's more compensations

than have been given to it, and the implied conclusion that everyone

needs to be rewarded for whatever- intellectual competence he has, so that

he gets both the intrinsic and the extrinsic satisfactions that go with

rewarding work.

I believe thit the ideal, "to teach according to his needs; from each

according to his ability," though not absolutely fulfillable, id still a,

working possibility from which it would'follew directly that social re-

wards would be.arr tinged in terms of the productivity 'Of the 'individUal..'

relative to his capacity, and that variations in his iirodUitiVity, from'

year to or fresi'phaie'iO phase 'in his' growth, 630,412e given various

degreolii of other wards; the.indiviaual iinild-paes from

a latraci'ta si.'highte level Of..Productivity 'hy'''Virtue 'of the retards 'given r

oceanensurate"with ''prodiaii6t4 vicUldr'ratian to sone.--degineluessurinea

person aisotirditig pitting the'veak,againist
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the strong, to inevitable relative defeat all along the line.

This would push us in the direction of the concept of "working to cap.

acity", and that would inevitably follow if external rewards are the only

ones involved. Fortunately the balance is corrected, as there are also the

intrinsic satisfactions from tiork, to which I have given so much attention.

What may be underachieving from the teacher's or community's point of view

may be a period or finding one's way, groping in the dark releasing inner

potentials, or the sheer need to wait until a growth spurt chimes in with

the externa:. pressures of the time.

But how can productivity of these many types be evaluated on one scale,

one common dimension? It is not only that society has been making many

measuring scales in terms. of prestige, power, imoney, special privileges,

exemption from threats and difficulties; it is also that the inner ego

organisation itself, is manifold and complex. I may, at the same time,

respect myself for the fine work I am doing, and be aware that it it not

really as fine as it appears, for my standards are flea4ble and..that2.

the Lord.capable of changing.

All that we have said so far implies the achievement of static stand.

ards which become a straight-.jacket if they are rigidly constructed. Ideals

like excellence, .cemplacency, good work well done, are marvelous when they

are flexible and leave growing room for new kinds of values.. There will

certainly be conflict between different norms, and there will, certainly

be multi.level styles of evaluation. There will certainly be not only

different social classes,.and different cultural, groups,, .but, even within

the individual there 1i be after-out kinds of appeals to. good _work, dg.

ferent ways of agoeptAng, these appeals, and different kinds of _satisfaction

from. different kinds .of. work.. A person can be organized around his work,

and most people in, our society are likelyf to be organised in this way? I
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woad plead, however, for a certain diversity, or as William James said,

"pluralism" in work norms and work styles. Along with the disciplined

musicianship of a highly creative violinist can come his shy and furtive

efforts to learn the cello too, or even the flute, or to try his hand at
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as the 'hest violinist in' his liome city may prevent his eager response to

other challenges, his readiness" to do some things that he is not particu.

].ar].y good, at doing, his bapaCitY to do things because of their very

appeal and their intrinsic `promise, and not just because they represent

the highest level of skill which he has mastered.

This whole conceptiOn of work, as involving spontaneity and the ful..

filament of onel s functions, is ultimately in sharp contradiction to a

competitive definition of excellence or of competence. In the last analy..

sis productivity has nothing to do with competition, and to pit people

against one another in terms of their oompetitve powers is a way to do

grave injustive to the intrinsic delights which work can offer.

But what kinds of standards other than the competitive are possible?

There are functional standards which g-f., right to the heart'of the person.

There are the satisfactions from functioning as we are organized to work.:,

either through our intrinsic hereditary gifts, or through the elaborated

forms which there hereditary gifts make through the long and arduous and

disciplined learing proCess. Work fulfillment involves the progressive

capacity to be more and'more'released in' the utilization of our'potentials.

There is a constant atria of explicit and *31Jc:it messages. to the

little 01414:about work and its a value. Often he is told howhii 'parents

worked hard doing cheibis; doing meaningful tasks, and he gathers that there

is prestii- grid statetlizeig material. rewards from these tasks. But many ."

of the tasks which used' to be done, like mowing the lawn and caring for
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the furnace, maybe meaningless to the apartment.:house liver in an urban

industrial period in which the whole concept of chores to be done has

shrunk to the vanishing point. All the more burden then is shifted to the

work that is supposed to be done in school. Here on the one hand there

is a great deal about hard work and discipline, and on the other hand a

great deal about making things easy which is so represented as to sound

very good indeed. Not only are textbooks frequently represented as pin.

less sources of information, but the child becomes aware that the grown.

ups' world too is being shortcut all the time. He sees the advertisements

of thisf.or that "made easy," and big gains for little labor. No wonder

he is confused. The trouble is that work as an abstraction is represented

as good and also is represented as bad. OP course, there is no solution

until a more refined analysis of the concept is worked out.

Specifically work may mean almost anything fron senseless butting

one's head against a meaningless task to solving adelicate and beautiful

problem vith a delicate and beautiful solution. The concept of work it-

self as a bringer of prestige has to compete with the status around success..

ful aggression, skill whether involving work or not, intelligence and

charm which are often represented as falling from heaven whether they do

so or not.

Where does work come in as a source of gratification, and as a source

of reward? Would it be possible to teach very concretely in terms of the

satisfactions which parents, teachers, and big brothers have in their

work? Would Lt be possible, for example, to identify with a teacher who

really_ limns his or her work? Often the teacher (=Plains of thee. number

of hours of work in such a way as to suggest that intrinsically the more

work there is, the more of a burden it, is, This measurement of work in

crude physical terms, though often necessary, is going to make it extra..
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ordinarily difficult for tai's bay or girl to conceive of work as intrin..

8/m11y gratifying. Could we even go further and ask that we individu.

aline the conception of work, that is, work as suitable for oneself and

one's own gratification and fulfillment, something of which one maybe

proud if it is really one's own work? Even in the working.class child, as

we call him, there is nothing to make work personal. One "picks up" a

job. One does a "lick" of work. One gets paid for it. One passes on to

the real fun which is defined in nommork terms.

Questions then arise as to the school atmosphere, the attitude of the

individual teacher who means the most to the child, and the boys and .girls

in grades ahead, or older brothers and sisters in the family who can play

a very large part in dignifying work. I have attended several meetings

recently of curriculum builders who have been struggling with this pro-

blem of the way in which work attitudes, and more broadly all attitudes

of personal worth and achievement are represented by the curriculum. As

one conference was labeled, brilliantly guided by Robert Havighurst azid

Ralph Tyler, "ego strength and the curriculum." We had to extemporize

and to exchange with one another ideas about how the curriculum can

actually build strong ego, an ego adequate to life's demands. It was

universally recognized that it was not the subject matters, or even the

organization of the courses with reference to one another and their

place at various age levels, that made the major contribution to mental

health, but rather the way in which the curriculum was irdividualized to

give the maidmum. of satisfaCtion and the maximum of power to the growing

mental and emotional capacity of boy and girl. One may conceptualize

productivity in terms of steps taken towards an Ultimate goal; also in

terms of the new feelings which arise as coordinated and discipline' activ.

ity are carried out and given immediate and intrinsic satisfaction.
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One can push this concept quite far in an individualistic direction

but then must pause and consider, of course, the interdependence of the

satisfactions of all. Work fulfillment in a democracy can only come when

the work is for the good of the group, not just momentary personal gain,

but only if the work is done by a ass. It may be the relatively simple

task of all pulling together as in pulling a hawser or in a tug-of-war.

It may be at a slightly higher level as the oars are pulled together in

the boat race; higher still as coordinated interchanges occur in basket-

ball or baseball; higher still when individualized skills are articulated

into a complex symbolic sphere as in professional tasks involving, let us

say, the consultation of physicians or of educators, one with another,

for a complex total objective in which each can give what he or she has

to offer. This is work that is really fulfilling in our group life. It

has to be individually fulfilling, but then it branches over into a type

of which depends upon high level coordination, and this becomes

ego fulfilling in the deepest social sense. The curriculum builder has

to begin by dignifying each specific piece of work; and then the concept

of work in general; and then the conception of an ego to be fulfilled;

then the conception of. the mutual support of one another and ego building

process which articulated ar4 cooperative work can provide. This, in

turn, ii.ts to be seen in terms of a time dimension so that the school and

curriculum planner can see clearly the probable effect upon ego fulfill-
ment and not just upon units chalked up in supposed preparation for further

chalking ua of further records, giving credit supposedly towards life

itself. The urriculum builder can invest each work and each work plan

as a whole with a quality of joy in mastery and of individual ego fulfill-

ment, f4.11. ordered from the simple to complex level, as the nervous system

and the body as a whole become differentiated and integrated through the
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years.

But there is danger here of a real "make -work fallacy" no less

insidious than the make.mork fallacy of the economist. The work must

satisfy the boys and girls in terms of their standards. It must really

be work in a sense of the term which carries meaning and dignity. We

may differentiate between three ways of trying to fulfill the require..

ments that life should be rich in work.

(1) We may first have boys and girls carry out tasks involving,

as we say, discipline for its own sake alone. The inevitable result

will be that the boy and girl learn that concepts cehonor and dignity

are applied by us just as easily to things which have no worth in them.

selves as to things which have greaL worth, and dignity can become as

empty word. In a city equipped with efficient and inexpensive cleaning

devices of 7411 sorts we may try to instill respect for disciplined work

by having the child's elbow grease used in a period of "clean up" in

which he will inevitably learn that hard work and elbow grease are turn_

ing out a product not worthy of modern standards. I think of the nurses

in training in certain hospitals of yesteryear who spent six months as

hospital slaves, and made the hiring even of inexpensive labor unneces.

sary because this counted as six months towards their three years of

training to be graduate nurses. This hollow sham could fortunately be

seen through, but new variations of this still appear.

(2) A second example is getting boys and girls to do work in the

name of kindness, to prepare things for people for -whom the task done is

supposedly useful, but who in point of fact have quite different needs.

We all think here of the beautiful paper baskets made by kindergartners

and first graders to take as a gift to Aunt Susie across the street.

Affection and the generous impulse towards Aunt Susie might well begin by
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inquiring as to what Aunt Susie would really like to have and could really

use.

(3) The third level is to introduce the child to small editions of

the world of work to which the great adult world is devoted. There has

been quite a battle, for example, in Gandhi's modern India as to the issue

known there as "basic education," In villages remote from the cities it

has been possible for tiny children to learn about the spinning and carding

of cotton, and to carry out in order the various processes that lead to

making the adult and child clothing that is required. "What!" asks the

horrified sceptic, "Is this a rationalization for continued child labor?"

The point has been, however, that in the Indian village, where purchase of

industrially processed textiles comes hard, it is possible to help the

primitive economy of the village family, to introduo the child to the

reality of adult economic operations, and to give him a sense of dignified

participatim in the work world to which all belong. Here confusion can

arise the minute that this activity is continued blindly despite the

availability of modern textiles and the adequacy of a mode e distribution

from thi.eittes in which they are made. Basic education of Gandhian type

can be enormously supporting under certain conditions, but has proved to

be stultifying when applied without vision. Thepwoland the anti argu.

menu in the field of self sufficiency hive become a burden to the flesh.

Work that is really work in the broad sense of production for htman needs,

gratifications, and fulfillments can never be equated with unnecoessary

labor pursued on the conviction that it is good for people to have it

hard, and that working is just one of the hard things of life. We all

know of schools in our country, and there are similar schools in llestern

Europe and the Soviet Union, in which the child is early introduced to

real industrial operations which he begins to carry out with energy, and
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even with understanding articulated well with the symbolic skills which

give a social context and deeper understanding as to the meaning of such

work.

Another quagmire of confusion, I fear, has appeared in connection

with the idea of alternating between work study tre 4-heory and practice.

It is the alternation of work and rest, as I said a few minutes ago, that

has given a creative and even a prophetic quality, to some of the most

heroic workers, inventors, and creators of ancient and of modern societies.

In every case that I have been able to think of, the creative work has

really been work at the same time that it was creative, and the rest is

in itself a' kind of work, a rebuilding for the sake of higher order

creativity which is to follow. If the rest from vork is "boondoggling,"

or if it is pursuit of high level scholarly activities which are somehow

conceived to be not work, or of a basically different type from the "real

work" in an industrial or commercial or artistic or teaching situation,

we have perpetuated the rift between work intrinsically satisfying be.

cause it involves the whole person and work which is sheerly laborious,

effortful output of energy not clearly understood or articulated with

theoretical knowledge. Some kinds of work..study alternation I have seen

in young friends which semad to be effective; others I have seen in

which the rift was maintained, and a system of starts and stops, both in

the work sphere and in the study sphere, drove home to the student that

somehow the planners of his education achieved no real integration. We

have all seen, even in the ordinary lecture-laboratory combinations in

high school and college, the tragedy of fine comprehension of the lecture

combined with blind and stupid carrying out of laboratory exercises which

are conceived by the brighter student to be a sheer waste of time, and on

the other hand the boring lectures are felt unnecessary for those who
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have studied the textboods or who have grasped the principles evident in

the laboratory experiments: We can split the work schedule in terms of

,'vs and hours, or even content to be learned, but we cannot split the

mind of the learner, and he will see through the artificial character of

any separation we try to creates If work does not include work for the

mind, it is not fully human work.

In all this I have suggested that there is a certain amount of pres..

sure and effort involved all real work. This maybe a slow, smoldering

fire, or a series of conflagrations. There needs to be, for most of us, an

occasional real conflagration at least. There needs to be pressure either

supplied by the imaginative delight of the worker who is really parvici.

peting as a person in the work, or the momentary torch f3 1M3 carried from

a teacher or a co-working group which lights and relights the uneven flame.

Sometimes this is referred to as the value of pacing. Floyd Allport has

reminded us that it takes much more energy to keep ahead in a foot race or

a bicycle race than to follow at a constant distance, and that is maintain

the same speed as the leader because the leader must supply all his .own

fuel from inside while the eyes of the followers are drawing in mergies,

buds of stimulation, from watching the legs and ewaying forms of those who

move on ahead. We need to be paced.

This is related in turn to what we students of the arts bave called

the princip1.1 of "progressive mastery." Henry T. Z400re presented his sub-

jects with simple chords like major thirds and minor thirds over and over

again, but he also presented them with more complex relationships like dim..

inished sevenths... After a very large. amount of practice in listening it

turned out that for most oteserVers the good, old solid major thirds and minor

thirds had becoMe boring, whereas the more complex intertal relationships

like the diminished Sevenths had.becoMe more interesting and gratifying.
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There was work to do, and when the work of integrating the tones had been

very thoroughly carried out and the chords were self.evident wholes, there

was nothing more to do. Progressive mastery is a process by which listen..

ing to or carrying ante complex task makes it in time satisfying, and we

reach a point at which not the old complexities but new ones still more

complex are needed. As Helmholtz showed, the use of more and more complex

tonal relationships has been evident from Greek music right through the

Medieval and Baroque periods to the present. The "cacophonies" of the late

Nineteenth Century and the Twentieth Century are becoming satisfying and

indee;d necessary to him whose ear.. -that is, whose brain -..has become stretah_

ed by more and more experience in coping with the difficult. Work must

be ordered in terms of effort which means in turn that it must be ordered

in terms of levels of complexity, higher levels of integration. Children

and youth will differ hugely in respect to what is simple or complex at

any given level in their growth, and unless we have the budget and the

trained teachers to carry out a highly individualized type of individual

education in the arts and crafts we shall have to use a rich variety of

materials so that there will always be something relatively easy, but

much that is complex and difficult for each person in the group.

Children also differ from one another, as do adults, in the per.

sonal habit of making work challenging or making it easy. We may here use

the classical methods of Lewin's pupil, Hoppe, who gave people difficult

tasks, and asked them immediately upon the completion of each task "How

well will you do on the next one?" In simple, easily scored problems, many

people set an aspiration level far higher than they can actually achieve.

They keep the gap, like the gap of carrot and stick, so great that they

are always pushing toward the unattainable. Others set the aspiration

level low, and when they have just made a score, their prediction as to



what they will do on the next effort is scarcely higher than that which

they already know they can do. The individual habits of working and

of setting for oneself the standard to be met next are again among the

variables to be built into any ordered plan for a curriculum sequence.

It follows, however, from all of this that there is no natural "law of

least action" by which people spontaneously and "naturally" try to get

out of work. They try to get out of boring situations indeed, and they

try to get out of the kind of laborious stress which strains sense organs

and muscles and bewilders t'..e perceiving and thinking mind. There is,

as modern studies of activation level show, a middle region involving

plenty of opportunity for effort, but never involving breakdown types

of stress.

Here, I think, lies the answer to the question of the shortening of

the work day and the work week. Without a corresponding zestful activity

to be carried out during the leisure hours the work of a thirty..five hour

week in a rather highly paced, repetitive clerical position.such as I

have watched several individuals maintain for a number of years.requiree

absolutely for personal growth that challenge and an opportunity for

creative work of another sort be maintained during the leisure hours.

The contraction of work in terns of hours at the same time that it is

contracted in terms of interest can lead only to a spongy and eroded

personality unless something else takes up the slack.

It is generally assumed here that to combine the intrinsic interest,

zest, and challenge with the work itself rather than with the leisure .

hours is the better procedure, and to this I can only reply that we are

here fighting: the battle of automation, to which. I have already referred;

and that if we cannot get first best, namely joy in our primary work, we

had better try to get as much joy in secondary work as we can. .-Inciden..
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tally, if you take me literally, you will think here of moonlighting such

as we have, for example, in Topeka, Kansas, in which it is a matter of

course for hospital aides to take on secondary.jobs as taxi drivers, or

even a secondary- hospital job to augment the family income, There is

almost no relation at all here between personal growth ne6ds and personal

economic needs, and both the official.educational system and the planners

of mass media communication and adult education will have to think of the

need for real work rather than the need for potboilers that emerge under

these conditions.

I would add here that much the same issue has came up in glaring

form with regard to the problem of child labor. When I was in elementary

school and my father was battling for child labor laws which would at

least prevent ten and twelve hour days for small children in mines and

mills, he could little foresee the fact that we could in a half century

have fairly adequate and universal child labor laws, and face the paradox

of children leaving schools in droves in the middle teenage period not

to meet family economic needs, but largely through sheer boredom, and

finding themselves in a labor market which is particularly tough on yowls,

new, inexperienced workers, and particularly unresourceful in thinking of

ways to catch and hold their interest, intellectual or other high level

skilled activities for which nothing in the school system prepared them.

If they had had gratifying work experience at a beginner or appretice

level find could-41InklittOJW.find such abttvity at a gradually more chal.

Unging pace, there would be no need for them to compete for messenger'

and bowling alley jobs which, with automation, have become harder and

harder to find. Somebody, somewhere failed to make school work -Jtion

as real work in the sense in which I am using the term. Eayb, the per..

son who failed was all, of us.
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I suggest then a definition of personality fulfillment through work

which nuclei a place for multiple work satisfactions and work fulfill..

molts, with emphaais upon dignity in the very process of working and

satisfactions which arise' not onl,yfrom the products, but from the very

nature of the self fulfillment which the work entails. I believe we are

in desperate need of more adequate information as to the way in which the

work is conceived, imagined by child and adolescent, the kinds of self

images which are being developed in the school and community regarding

work of various sorts, the provision of opportunities for progressive

mastery in the evolution of work ideas and habits throughout the learning

years, and the endless flexible restatement of work goals and ego ideals,

level by level in each confrontation of a new work opportunity.



JOBS, CAREERS, AND LEISURE: IMPLICATIONS FOR

COUNSELING AND THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM*

Harold L. Wilensky
University of California, Berkeley

Among your conference speakers, I think I shall appear as the man who

looks backward, a stark reactionary. For many of the implications of your

discussion so far . -that our society is a leisure.oriented society, that

leisure must now take up the slack caused by the disruption of the labor

market in the new era of "Cybernation," or by the new alienation of modern

work; that we will have to break the once tight relationship between in.r

come and employment or rewards and type of work; that the typical man

once had a stable career; but now with greatly accelerated technological

change, he does not or will not; that we must revise our school curriculum

either by accenting the vocational, or by training for leisure.I think

that these themes are either exaggerated in the manner of science fiction

or are alarmist inferences from correct premises. I shall therefore make

some cautious assertions about hours and types of work, the quality of

leisure, and the connections between the two; and then draw same general

lessons for school curricula and couseling, i.e., for the type of man we

should try to create and for the type of machinery we need to bring occu.

ffleremsawsiewits~1M.

* Revision of paper presented at the "Invitational Conference on Imple-

menting Career Development Theory and Research Through the Curriculum,"

National Vac ational, Association and U.S. Office of Education,

Airlie House, Virginia, May 3, 1966. Based in part on H. L. Wilensky,

"The Problems and Prospects of the Welfare State," in H. L. Wilensky and

C. N. Lebeaux, Indus -andial Wolfs , paperback -edition,
New York: The 1965;, H. L. Wilensky, "The Uneven Dietzibution

of Leisure: The Impact ok Economic Growth on 'Free" Time' ," Social Problems,

9, Sinner 1961, pp. 32.54; L. Itilensky. "Varieties of Work Riper/once,"
in Henry Borow, ed., Han in a New York: Houghton Mifflin

Co., 1964, pp.. 125.154; and "Work as a Social. Problem," in H. Becker, ed.,

Social Problems, New York:' Wiley, 1966.
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pational information to the schools.

me the arguments of-tne students of the "triple revolution"1 merely

imply that for economic and humanitarian reasons, there should be a floor

below which no family should be allowed to fall, I enthusiastically agree.

If they imply that we are becoming a leisure-oriented society, quickly

moving toward the day where the average citizen has no useful work to do,

and we therefore must find substitutes for work, I doubt it. We need to

bend our abundance to great purposes, pay people for work that needs doing- -

create jobs, part-time and full, that will harness the energies and channel

the idn= sm and enthusiasm of millions of men, women, and young people:

Even for the long run of 2D years, it still makes sense to talk about

education, vocational training, and public policy as they relate to jobs,

labor markets, and careers.

Two related characteristics of modern economies provide leads for our

consideration of school curricula and counseling: first, the uneven

distribution of work; and second, continued technological change, which,

whether we call it automation or not, constantly changes job requirements.

Both tend to increase the natural indifference of hard-working adaptable

majorities to the fate of those who can neither work nor adapt. Both under.

score the idea that the best vocational education is education for life.

time learning.

115121r the Uneven Distribution of Work41.4..the New Leisure

When people hear that I am studying leisure styles they often say, "Oh,

yes. Isn't it awful: what will we do with all this leisure time?" And

1. The A4 Hoc Committee on the Triple Revolution, "The Triple Revolu-

tionMe44..B#4..bara, California, P,O. Box 4068, 1964. D. N. Michael,

The SiAlat..cmu.uest Santa Barbara, California: The Fund

for the Republic, 1962.
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then they are apt to mention the electricians in N. Y. C. who struck for

and won a 25.hour week. Or they mention "suburban neuroses "....the ills of

women with time on their hands.

Well, scratch the surface a bit and you will find that those elec.

tricians are actually on the job 45 or 50 hours a week (logging overtime

and those women, like women everywhere, are putting in as long a "work"

week as their ancestors of preindustrial times (logging time in child.

rearing, housekeeping, and the like).

Talk of the leisure- oriented society and the decline of the "Pro..

testant Ethic" has obscured the basic fact of the matter: modern popu.

lations on the average remain busy --with some groups becoming busier while

other groups are condemned to forced leisure,

The average man's gain in leisure has been exaggerated by selective

comparison of gross daily or weekly averages in working hours with those of

the "take off" period of rapid economic growth in England, France, and

America-.a time of bloodcurdling schedules and conditions. Estimates of

annual and lifetime leisure and comparisons with earlier times suggest a

different picture. The skilled urban worker has now achieved the position

of his 13th centry counterpart, whose long work day, seasonally varied,

was offset by many holidays, rest periods, and long vacations; annual hours

of worknow, as then, remain in the range 1,900-2,500.

Upper strata have in fact lost out. Even though their worklives are

shorter and vacations longer than those of lower strata, these men work

many hours, week after week, - sometimes reaching a truly startling lifetime

total, Top leaders in political and economic life, in the military estab..

lishment, education, welfare, aesthetics, and entertainment show a marked

preference for income over leisure. At less exalted levels, millions of

ambitious men adopt a similar way of life. Considering both moonlighting
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and all hours worked on the main job, data suggest that there is a slowly

growing minority of the male urban labor force in the United States who

usually work 55 hours a week or more; at least a third of the lawyers,

professors, small proprietors, and middle managers in our Detroit area

samples work that long.1

How about women..who, after, all, have the most apparent choice in

the matter? Economic growth everywhere brings more women into the non.

agricultural labor force; for women in all the rich countries both oppor.

tunity and motivation to work run high. This, of course, excludes the

"work" of home and family. It seems plain that emancipation, while it

has reieased women for the labor market, has not to an equal extent re.

leased them from houseWifery. Studies of the weekly round of women report

a range of averages of 50 to 80 hours a week in housework, ohild.care,

and paid labor. If a woman takes a job today, who has to figure on adding

her workweek to a 40 or 50.hour'"bomemaking" minimum.

On balance, the female "workweek" may be as long as it was a century

ago; while pace.setting elites, the main carriers of cultural traditions

and values, have likely increased their time at work. As for the decline

of the "Protestant Ethic," comparison across many countries and many

centuries suggests that wherever economic growth is sustained, values

which acquire a sacred cast and which say, "Hard work....rational, dil_

ciplined, regular, reliab;e..is a good thing" will appear, both reflec.

ting and reinforcing that growth. tie see this in the foreign counter..

part to the busy beavers in American samples: The Soviet managerial

elite...hard driving, Puritanical; or the Japanese..conscientious, full

of entrpreneurial vim aid vigor.

earaxerimfterveraisawaspar..

1 For an assessment of evidence, see H. L. Wilensky, "The Uneven

Distributitie-bf Leisure," sssg.
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The uneven distribution of nonwork time among those working, and

the incidence of involuntary retirement and unemployment suggest that men

who have gained most leisure need and want more work. The "leisure

stricken" are not replacing the "poverty stricken;" the two are becoming

one.

For an explanation of the uneven distribution of work, we must look

to technological change, and ask, "what does modern technology mean to

the less educated, the less skilled, and the aged?"

The Impact of Continued Technological Change

Some observers of automation suggest that the new technology will

involve a massive upgrading of skills, a few go so far as to say that

laborers will become professionalized, most everyone will be a quasi.

engineer. Others say that it will mean a proletarianization of white

collar strata as the middle class sinks in the Marxian manner, into the

working class and is exposed to its insecurities, and its oppressive

work routines (and I suppose its union organizers). Still others..

notably the Ad. Hoc Committee on the Triple Revolution (expecially Robert

Theobald).:believe that automation will wipe out so many jobs that we must

transform "the right to a job" into the "right to an income," that the

problem from now on for everyone is meaningful leisure not meaningful

work.

All three view..upgrading, downgrading, and a new leistated society....

contain truth but all also contain nonsense about automation; they hide

much of what is happening on the work front. Since no one knows the net

effect of all these changes in thousands of jobs, let me hazard three

guesses: (1) the likely changes inabilities required in the labor force

in the next decade will not mean a great net shift up or down; (2) the

social problems created by technological change are serious but not new;
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(3) the problem of poverty, also serious, has not been created by auto..

oration.

Automation Ab ities uired. Three implications of

the new technology are relevant for a consideration of school counseling

and ctuvicula. 1

1. Amon men .f the workin^ class automation means an increased de..

nand _for elrformance, an accent on mental clarity and

alertness more than physical strength or manual dexterity. That slogan

"upgrading" of "skill" will mislead us -..if whoa we say "skill" we evoke

the image of a skilled carpenter who does beautiful cabinet work with

great pride of craft.

Our new worker in an automated plant is not like that carpenter. In.o

stead he is a fellow who can sense connections between processes, remain

in some cases spot trouble when it is developing, in all cases

give close and regular attention to signals that tell him how well machines

are doing mane s work..-a worker who when the technical and organizational

system is changed by engineers, planners, and programmers in the head

office can quickly learn new signals and new trouble spots in new auto..

matic machines. The watchwords in these tightly integrated systems of

production are "discipline," "rja.ial21..litz," and nadat,11141" ..what

managers mean when they Day "good work habits."

2.Automation means both up din and domgradin j of skills in cleri-

cal, sales, su ervisory, and accounting jobs. The net effect may be a

slight shift downward. The insurance adjuster finds himself attending

1. Cf. i. Philipson, ed., Automation: Im cations for the Future, New
York: Vintage Books, 1962, espec the essays' by D. N. Michael, N. W. J.
Diebold, N. Wiener, and E. M. Kassalow. For a sober assessment of the
impact on top management and staff, see Herbert A. Simon, The New Science
of Mat.....us.maem t Decision, New York: Harper and Bros., 1960
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1
mechanization takes care

of the routine semi.clerical tasks which once burdened him. On the

other hand, the office manager with 30 subordinates in a payroll depart.

went confronts an electronic brain programmed and run by others and has

only two girls working under him.

The lesson of case studies of the changeover to EDP is that we have

grossly exaggerated both the indispensability and complexity of many

office jobs. Union men somewhat gleefully suggest that for the first

time white- collar workers are going to learn how it feels to be pushed

around.

A case study of a utility discovered that many managers and clerical

workers who were given credit for judgment and know..how were shocked

when their jobs could be programmed simply.1 An old office Joe reputed

to know everything may have known a good deal-.of organisational history,

of gossip..all of it unnecessary.

The white.collar pyramid is flattening out, with a heavy concen..

tration of workers at the low end of the salary scale..e.g. in key

punching jobs, which are themselves being automated.

3. Auto a ; 1.1 0)41..4

c...114st..,L....tlygtaanraob. If we combine the rapid handling of informa..

Lion by computers, the application of mathematics and statistics to

administrative problems (mathematical programming, simulation, and

operations research), and the recruitment and training of better.educa.

ted managers who are smart enough to use the staff to put these methods

to work, then we have a formula for revolution in the middle bureaucracy,

II.M1111110101111111117111.101011110

1. Floyd Mann and Lawrence K. Williams, "Observations on the Dynamics
of a Change to Electronic Data Processing Equipment," Adnistrative

Quarterly 5, (1960), pp. 217..256
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and perhaps ultimately in top management, too. It means greater centralie

elation of authority, clearer accountability of subordinates, a sharper

distinction between top management and staff and rest of the organisation,

and eventually a transforkation of the planning and innovating functions.

Automationnaoc. Obsolescence of sone skills and dig..

placement areas old as technological change, and they hit hardest the

mime types of populations they-have hit for decades, although there are

now some increases in their numbers: (1) Nonwhites; (2) elder workers;

and (3) youngsters out of work and out of school or young men with low

seniority.

To illustrate these problems, take a man with 20 years seniority and

specialized skill as a lathe operator, a skill no longer needed because

of automation. There is no use telling this man (or his union) that in the

long run there will be a great demand for electronics engineers, physicians,

teachers, scientists, and high grade maintenance technicians who know

mechanics amd electronics and hydraulics. He is not those men of the long

run. In the long Ifni he'll be dead.

The same m hold for our 55eyeareold bookkeeper who Linda himself made

obsolete by an .nelectronic beain.° If either the lathe operator or the

bookkeeper is displaced he faces the problem of getting another job. Mean.

while, he needs something to tide him over. If he: is put an one of the

new jobs with the same old company, he must be retrained.

The displacement effects at higher levels are not so serious. Mane.,

gerial and technical personnel typically have a base of skill and adapta.

bility, if not finances, to adjust to changing technology and changing proe

ducts with little pain. No ma jar problem of public policy is posed by the

engineer who has to shift from Boeing in Seattle to General Dynamics in

Texas and who meanwhile is forced to sell a couple of thousand dollars in
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stock to help finance the move and the search for a new home.

The problem is the man of high skill and limited resources being

made obsolete or facing dilution of skills; and mtre important, the man

who may not be capable of retraining or upgrading.

Vnless we want the poorly educated, and men who are "set in their

ways" to lose their semi.skilled foothold in industry (many are Negroes,

southern whites and other newcomers), a bold program of retraining and

relocation, private and public, must be worked out. We must be prepared,

too, to modernize our welfare state--to cushion the shocks of change; and to

t.
create new useful jobs.l

In current debate about unemployment and poverty, automation is

often invoked as the all..purpose cause. Much of what we attribute to

automation, however, is more a product of basic demographic changes (more

young and old people); discrimination against older workers, Negroes and

other minorities in hiring; and insufficient aggregate demand.

Automation did not cause poverty. You have only to list the categor.

ies. If we say that an annual income of less than $3,000 for a family of

four makes them poor, then we find that one in three of these low.income

families is headed by a person over 63. Many of the aged, as before, are

sick or disabled. But more are involuntarily retired-.replaced by middle

aged women, the young, and the educated of every age. We also find an

increase in families headed by a woman (now- one in four of poor families),

and in families headed by non-whites (one in five or six of poor families

are Negro; other minority groupd..e.g. Mexican.American newcomers to

1. See the paper by Gardner Murphy, this volume. Cf. H. L. Wilensky,
"The Problems and Prospects of the Welfare State," cat;..eg.
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like San Jome..are in the same boat).1

And, finally, with the' high fertility rates of the 19401s and 19501s

and with one in four youths dropping out of high school, we find an in-

crease in young men who have looked for a job and never landed one.

(They hang about on street corners, in pool rooms.)

Now tha labor force participation of old men has been decreasing in

every rich country since 1890..- .because of educational and occupational

obsolescence (compulsory retirement, and age discrimination in hiring),

and the decline in "old men' s" jobs (farmers, tailors, locomotive en..

gineers) in proportion to the number of eimen.2 Automation did not

start this trend; it will merely assure its -continuation.

Women not working and therefore unaffected by automation are the core

of that portion of the poor "women heading broken homes."

And Negroes have for decades experienced an unemployment rate double

that of more favored whites -.a product again not of automation but of

long-standing patterns of discrimination. Because of the growing propor..

tion of young nonwhites in the labor force and their educational and occu..

potions). disadvantages, we can be sire that this problem will intensify;

In fact, if trends in upgrading the jobs of nonwhites continue only at

the same rate as in recent years, the nonwhite unemployment rate in 1975

1. Half the heads of poor households, compared to a fifth of the general
population have one or more of these three charantiet Oicsivsgalci$ women

.

.hcr.ding. broken' homes, noiwhites: For recent 'data; eirCoirmittee 41%
Education and Labor, House of Representatives, 88t1 Congress, 2nd Session,
Econothic .t*Ortunity AttLar10.4.March,' 196, Pare is ptt: )5..311:,Y). ; and
.Lampman, Robert J., "Nhe Low.rincome Population and Economic Growth," Study
Paper Number 12;-*Foint EcOnamic aiunittiie' of, Congress, December 16, 1959.

2. H. L. Wilensky, "The Uneven Distribution, of Leisure: The Impact of Eco-
nomic Growth on 'Free Time,'" Social Problims, 9; Summer, 1961, pp. 32446,
Bobbs-Merrill Reprint #S.542, Bobbs.Merrill Repring Series in the Social
Sciences, The College Division, The Bobbs-Merrill Co. , Inc., 4300 West
62nd Street, Indianapolis, 6, Indiana.
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will still be about two and one-half times that for the labor force as a

whole.1

Attacks on Ponertr_y,an; ihnemp etEA. Each of the two main ideas

in current debate about the jobless contains truth--there 12,a problem

of nisstwiljaser (man employers will not do that has to be done

unless they are short of help), and there is a problem of "structural

unemployment" (even with sharply increased demand, millions of the un.

employed will not fit job requirements in an age of automation). Both

problems yield to intelligent public policy.

.The first line of attack is federal action to maintain full Aegam.

m.......rbentamlahi3mL4Ljmaogcjzceal. When the demand for labor is

high employers try harder to locate and train people for existing jobs

and, in fact, they often remake the jobs to fit the limitations, of the

human beings on hand. There is nothing like a bi!sk labor market to

make a grammar school dropout look useful, an adman look strong, an

unskilled woman skilled, a Negro acceptable, an "unemployable" a good

bet for the next opening, The list of anti-depression weapons available

to an alert adninistration today is long (from variable taxes to actions

of the Federal Reserve System, from unemployment compengation to deficit

spending) .-none of them alien to the American tradition.

For millions, however more specific action is necessary to fit the

talents of the population to manpower needs. The island of depression

in a sea of prosperity (West Oakland; Watts; Pembroke, Geogia; Newburyport,

Massachusetts) can be handled by jadpramE7-aid to our own underdevel.

1. Teohn and th 2eLm2...e=c, VOL 1,':nbriragy, 1966i4. 31.
This repot of the National Commission' on TechnolOgy, 'Automation., and
Economic Progress contains a balanced assessment of theieAtrgent',,hio.
lams along with sensible recommendations for their solution.
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oped areas. Moving 011LIgeson and .voea ona...41W24tdan can encourage

the move to more hopeful places. From'European experience, it is plain

that the United States can do much more to t the with

lekzaarlsekrmsst..p.Lsuirand "'formation, for both young people and

adults.1 And retraii......ms can salvage many an obsolete man on his

way dosm.but only if We create jobs for them.

There is no mystery about how new, useful jobs can be created for

men least able to compete in the labor market: the starving public

ilian sector can generate the jobs whenever we decide to invest the

necessary money in desperately needed services in health, education, and

welfare. The 1966 report of the National 'Commission of Technology, Auto..

oration, and Economic Progress put it plainly: new programs such as the

Neighborhood 'youth Corps "recognise the anomaly of excessive unemploy..

meat in a society confronted with a huge backldg of public service needs

in its parks, its streets, its slums, its countryside, its ^school and

colleges, its libraries, its hospitals, its rest homes, its public build..

ings, and throughout the public and nonprofit sectors of the economy.

They recognize that employing the unemployed is, in au important sense,

almost costless. The unemployed consume; they do not produce. To pro..

vide them meaningful jobs increases not only their income but that of

society. Much of the work that needs doing Calls for only limited skills

and minor amounts of training. Some of it is manual in character; some

of it is subprofessional."2 The Comission estimates that 5.3 million

1. Gordon, Margaret S., Re and Labor Mar e Ad ustment-in
-Manpower Automation search Monograph ,No. 4upiat,.

19 5, Iusti ute of Industrial Relations Reprint No. 267,' Pniverati7
California; Rerkeliri. , , .

(

0eV

2. T chn o , op. cit., p. 36
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jobs can be provided through public service employment in six fields.»

medical institutions and health services, educational institutions,

national beautification, welfare and home care, public protection,

and urban renewal anit sanitation.i

Attacks on the Problem of Job Discontent Among Men with Jobs.2 The

great majoiity of modern populations are men whose information, motiva.

tion, skill, and education enable them to find a solid place in the

economy Their job satisfactions, however, vary. Is this a problem for

public policy? Should it be?

Job discontent is not high on the list of American social prdblems.

Surely in importance, the population explosion as it affects the quality

of daily life and nuclear weapons as they affect the prospects of civil.

ized survival, rank higher. Work is instead like the second major user,

of time, television: the dominant feeling about it is ambivalence,

4/01/100/MINW/IIII IMIN11113121111111MINCSIRIN

I. 11110 pp. 35.37. One promising development in recent experiments
in community self -help is the creation of new roles for indigenous non.
professionals and for semiprofessional social service workers, a new
army of helpers in education and social welfare. The first group are
people who came originally from the disadvantaged areas they serve and
who have personal understanding of the kinds of people and problems in.
volved. They fill a crucial gap in welfare manpower: social work pro..

fessionals are scarce and they are often reluctant to work with the poor;
the new indigenous welfare workers serve as a bridge between agencies or
schools and the poor. Their backgrounds match their functions: Youth
for Service in San Francisco trains older gang leaders to become street.
workers; the New York State Division for Youth uses former juvenile
offenders in interviewing delinquents and in related research tasks;
Howard University's Community Apprentice Program trains delinquent youth
to be recreation, child welfare, and research aides; Puerto Rican infor.
mal Leaders act as liaison between the schools and the Spanish..speaking
community; Mobilization for Youth employe such nonprofessionals as com.
munity action organizers, case aides, parent education aides, hogework
helpers. To transform the welfare case into a homemaker, the delinquent
into a research assistant, the impoverished student into a teacher is to
make welfare services more effective and at the same time provide employ..
vent for the poor. For discussion and references, see Wilensky, "The

Problems and Prospects of the Welfare State," opa.si.t., pp. xxxvii ff.

2. For elaboration, see H. L. Wilensky, "Work as a Social Problem," in H.
Becker, ed. Social Problems, New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966.
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strong alienation is rare, more pleasant alternatives serving the same

functions the same cost are not readily available; without a vision

of a better way of doing things, there is a tendency to accept the world

as it is constituted.

Insofar as intellectuals or workers have become concerned about work

(not the lack of, it) as a problem, they have advocated three major types

of solution: (1) Develop. patterns of creative, challenging leisure to

compensate for an inevitable spread- of stultifying labor; (2) offel

vastly better compensation for those condemned to alienating work situ-

ations; -(3) redesign the technology aid workripace to invest work with more

meaning, and hence enhance the quality of leisure. The first solution

is unrealistic; labor which requires little investment of self tends to

go together vdth leisure which if full of malaise. As I have shown else..

where,1 the leisure, style of Short.hours men at every level (engineers,

blue-collar workers) is like that of men who have no work at all: its

main theme is the compulsive absorption of gargantuan amounts of shoddy

televiriiion as a time filler: Generally men whose time at work is liAted

have.time on their hands; they cope with restless malaise by an unpatis

fying retreat to violent, escapist prOgrams; the detective, western, ad..

venture .triumverate dominates their leisure hours.

One qualification: whatever their' work situation, a great majority
. .

of men with a very high.quality college education'display high leiSure

competence (if we can take their uses ot the. miss 'media, is a clue). But

these fortunate'men tend overwhelmingly to won' k long hours at gratifying

work-..and- their letstrecoMpetenee is acCordinglygh.
, , 4 6

To Solve the' problem of leiiure we musttsolve'the pioblem onfork:
y

1. See H. L. Wilensky, "Hass Society and Mass Culture: Interdependence
Or IndependenCe?fl American Socio o Review, 29, April, 1964, pp: 173-197.
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what is necessary is a heavy investment in institutions Which prepare

people for both. However; I do not think that this implies any new voca.

tional emphasis in the curriculum or anything so specific as "training

for leisure." I am sympathetic to Donald Michael's demand that we ar..

range the educative environment to provide experiences in the self..

cultivation of leisure, and to Gardner Murphy's call for "pluralism" in

work norms and styles (the disciplined violinist who is also a spare

time amateur flautist),-but we must' face the fact: those who lack a pri-

vileged education and the opportunity to make work a way of life ....the vast

majority of men of every time, including ours --do not adopt these rich

styles of life.i Unless we can arrange things so that many millions of

college graduates are exposed to the educational atmospheres that now

characterize a handful of elite liberal arts colleges, and unless these

same millions then move into remarkably challenging jobs, we can expect

present leisure patterns to persist.

The second solution is the trade union strategy af more money for

less working time..pay and play within the framework of existing techno-

logy. Testifying to the popularity of this solution are the provisions

of the typical union contract: scores of ways of compensating for un-

pleasant work..from rest periods to vacation pay, from premium rates for

dangerous work, or night work to renegotiation when job content is

changed (it is usually assumed that any change is for the worse and ought

wililliMMOSIO01011111W 11.01111111NOMIMIIIIM

1. The image of coherent yet versatile-styles-of-life for the masses is
recurrent in the history of social thought. In the early writings of Marx
and Engels, during their humanistic stage, world" in the utopia of"the class-
less society would acquire the free, fluid character of leisure: "Society
regulates' the general prodUaton and thus makes it possible forme to' do.-
one thing today and another tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the
afternoon, hear cattle in the evening, criticise after dinner, just asvI
have a mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, shepherd or critic."
Karl Marx and Friedrion Engels, 1.......eoloiaThe'Germa, New Yorks International

Publishers, 1939, p. 22.
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to be paid for). Managerial variations on the theme include (1) plant

tours to give the over-specialized worker an overview of the plant or pro..

duct, (2) participation programs to give workers a sense of belonging

(e.g., suggestion plans, profit sharing), (3) training of supervisors in

human relations to secure a less strainful acquiescence to authovlty.

Such c luttons have in common the attempt to increase the rewards of ad..

mittedly.frustrating work without changing the work itself.

Left to their own devices, workers often find the "compensation" solu..

tion wanting; they say they could reorganize the technology and task more

efficiently on their own or they in fact do so. One survey of production

workers in heavy industry reports that two in three of the respondents

felt that their work could be done better if they had more chance to make

suggestions about such matters as the design, layout, or set..up of their

on work The traditional ingenuity of machinists who invent and h:11.13 cut.

ting tools that do the work more efficiently than the official ways, and

thereby permit more worker control of the pace, is matc:hed by the exquisite

genius of men who are moved to sabotage machine-paced operations. The

autoworker on an old-fashioned assembly line throes a few botis inside the

door panel and auto dealers are mystified by a rash of customer complaints

about, loud rattles in their new cars. Lately the phenomenon has appeared

among tabulating machifre operatives and other office workers threatened by

EDP. The trick is to restrict the flow of information to be fed to the

computers, fail to meet deadlines, let errors go through, and announce that

the job just can't be done :_lat way."

The third strategy includes attempts to (1) enlarge the jcb--e.g., by

combining the work of skilled sat-up men and inspectors with that of routine

machine operator, and (2) rotate Jobs- e.g., by shifting teams of operators

one set of jobs tc another daily, increasing the individual' s pay aE
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he masters each new block of operations. ihere is some evidence that

job enlargement or rotation can not only reduce job discontent but can

also increase efficiency through improved quality and quantity of out.

put, a more flexible workforce, and, less surely, reduced labor turnaver.

But these programs are rarely adopted in American Industry and

then mainly in smell plants hea&'d by latter -day Owenites. To fit machine

systems to the man is an idea strange to most employers. Those who con-

sider it are repelled by the training costs and managerial effort re-

quired and are doubtful about the gains to be won; complete mechanization

that eliminates the vagaries of human labor is far more attractive and,

together with consolation prizes for the surviving workers, remains the

main strategy of the change-prone modern manager.

Im.lications for School Curricula and Counm

In California well over half the population of college age (18.24)

is in college, a pattern spreading fast; nationwide, generally speaking,

all but the poor finish high school. Leaving aside the issues of poverty

and unemployment, let us consider the upper three.quarters of the educa.

tional distribution and how they might better become oriented to the

world of work and better equipped to enjoy leisure. I assume that the

poor--i e..tha aged poor, deserted woman poor, the welfare poor, the

Negro poor, the dropout poor--present a series of special problems re-

quiring vast programs only hinted at in the skirmish on poverty, I assume

f,wther that much of what we should do about the well off applies to the

poor, too. A wider difrIsion of occupational information for instance,

would help everyone.

Placement and Guidance i.:achition. How can the school,

the employment service, and other social agencies supplement the informa..

tion and .rlotivqtion v :ungster derives from direct contact (with peers,
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with adult occupational models such as his father or older brother) and

from the mass media (from ()coup: Alone' heroes such as Perry Mason)?

In exploring that question it helps to separate two problems: (1)

nigh school

1.1.4 fu 441A hAillf. ?Walla bla inha, Hare we dal with (a) ignorance of the

occupational structure and (b) the organization of placement effort..

testing and placement procedures, empOoyment interview tactics, and the

like; vocational counseling; the relations of universities and colleges

and the employment se-vice to high school guidance and tracking arrange.

ments. these mechanics seem to me to have no close relation to the second

problem (2) .....Thematureoftehichool. or callagl.prgdastjUsIgt.

Here we deal with curriculum (how "vocational," how "liberal," etc.), with

student relations with parents ("How much does sociology pay to start?"

or "What can you do with history?") and with the ideals invoked by

Gardner Murphy, Aaron Levensstein, Donald Michael and other authors of

papers in this report. (Check context of publication) .

In discussions of education, these problems are too often seen as

one. It is readily observed, for instance, that what the youngster is

willing to do in his courses often depends on his or his parents' short..

run occupational stereotypes and, so, the curriculum is f1,4-pted to the

stereotypes. But the policies appropriate to the improvement of career

guidance and those appropriate to the improvement of education are quite

different. The case for their intellectual separation rests on three

familiar facts, already mentioned:

1. Occupations and the skills they demand, continue to change very

rapidly, with new occupations, new specialties, are new Jobe emerging

continually. The conservative estimate that beginning with his first

full.time job held at least six months, the average an holds 12 different
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jobs in a 46ayearworklife also indicates that most of these job shifts

involve a change in both occupation and industry (by the census defin.

itions of major categories). Only one man in five remain in the

same major occupational category for his entire worklife.

For the young, then, the problem of "vocational education', is not

to train for the first or second job; it is to provide an optimal base

fo li conic learning.

2. Increasingly that the white collar and professional and even

skilled manual, jobs require are general conceppaler c ©n.tive abilities

(reading, writing, abstract thinking, etc.) and human relations skills--

skills not taught exclusively in any one department and skills which

=players increasingly believe are acquired by the college graduate, what-

ever his major.

3. The undergraduate major or even the first professional degree is

not a good predictor of occupational fate. Some students, hearing about

the growth of technical fields and the general increase in specialization

begin to calculate every choice they make (of an elective course, of a

major) with an eye to some specific job, professional or semi-profession-

al. We might want to make such students aware of the Wolfle report.

This report and other data suggest that it is almost the excertion rather

than the rule for a student to take an undergraduate major (or a first

professional degree) in one field and remain there for the whole of Lis

career. True, at least 9 in 10 of the graduates of medical and dental

schocls practice medicine and dentistry. But the health fields are not

typical. For example, of the living men who had majored in chemistry in

undergraduate years at the University of Michigan and Ohio State Univer-

slty (and who were in the civilian labor force and not in full-time

graduate study), oft:r 7.7 percent, were employed as Chemists in 1953. The
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figure is 21 percent for psychology, 6 percent for the other social ocienoes,

27 percent for the humanities and arts, 59 percent for business and com.

mem, and so on Even in such specialized fields as law, only 68 per.

cent of law school graduates were practising laweeand only 68 percent of

the engineers remained profassinnAl ano4ftwimail

Or if we look at the undergraduate majors of graduate students, we

see frequent shifts between fiads.ethe undergraduate social science of

business administration major moves to a law school, the chemistry or

biology major or even the English major moves to a medical school, the

education major takes graduate work in the humanities, while graduates

in many fields move to schools of education and social work, and so on.

Although good longitudinal studies on this matter are rare, there is

probably even a looser relationship between occupational "choice" in high

school and later occupational fate.2 A Bureau of Labor Statistics follow.

up of high school leavers in 7 labor market areas found that completion

of industrial arts courses by boys had little effect on type of jobs ob.

tabled; dropouts and graduates fared about the same.3

1. Based on Table IV.1 in Wane, Dael. ca a
awl", New *fork: Harper and Bros., 1954, pp. 51ff.

2, Preliminary data from Project Talent's study of the career plans of
15,514 eleventh graders, reported in the press (e.g. San Francisco Chrone
Joie, October 21, 1965), shows that about three in four of all boys grad.
uating from high school change their original aareer goals within one
year after graduation. Even choices for medicine, a profession whose
practitioners are noted for their earl;y commitments, are quite unstable:
half of all young men who plan to become physicians when they are high
school juniors abandon the idea by the time they finish their freshman
year at college. Only one in 16 prospective medical technicians holds to
that career choice. Cf. the consistent findings in John L. Schmidt and
John W. M. Rothney, "Variability of Vocetional Choices of High School
Students," P GieiloiSelmt2. 34 (Nov. 1955). pp. 142-146,

3, M. Plunkett, "School and Early Work Erperience of Youth, 1952-1957,u
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, 1 . (1960), pp. 22.27. Cf. See the ex-
°anent review of similar studie by Martin R. Kate, Decisions and Values,
New York: The college &trance bamination Board, 197a-htTp1W-ffir.---
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From all this flows three observations that I hesitate to glorify as

a "philosophy's of vocational education. First, vocational education should

be basic education, Second, the machinery of counseling and placement

of school and of community should be merged, Third; in supplying realis..

41.4)...ema44^1.. 41.41.4......1% 44m ren-M l .rA caesium-Hats eha
AW ursdWvairMy41.A. 4.114166114VWMONNIINIIii WIM6WM,6114, wft,OW W.Modbowelom

school should not merely guide the early years of the student's career,

it should also innoculate him against premature vocationalism.

Vocational Education as General Education. The best vocational ed..

ucatton is a good general education, accenting basic literacy, disciplined

work habits, and adaptablitty. If half our young people will ea day

hold jobs not now in being, if over his worklife the average man holds

a dozen or more jobs, most of them related neither in function nor status,

if the pace of technological change is at least not slowing down, does it

make sense to increase specific job training in our public schools and

colleges? Aside from a narrow band of a few hundred thousand technicians

and apprentices in the crafts, who is the vocational training for? And

even for that narrow band, haw much strictly vocational education makes

sense?

If we list the frontier progrmms of vocational education in the

those reflecting vocational goals appropriate to modern societyl..we see

that they all build on a solid general education. For instance:

1. lie new ....gr.....UyaeitirarLedeasuofmafeesionalls in such

fields as health, education, and welfare, as well as in science and en-

gineering.men and warren to man what will one day become a more civilited

welfare state. Most of these professionals must begin with a liberal arts

*I. A cogent statement of these goals is in Lester ttmosILAsEala
a $ et Prince on, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1966,

PPft
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education.

EVen in something so "vocational" as engineering, it would be a gds.

take to copy the Soviet Union where the regime finds it easy to train and

control its "engineers" by continual narrowing and redivision of tradi.

tional engineering curriculums.1 Such fragmentation would assure the

repeated obsolescence of engineering skills, which, to be useful over the

worklife, must reflect a common core permitting quick retraining and re-

freshing.

2. We need much shorter periods of special traininglotasilLtyngso-

sionsrai.chnicalsoe ("technical and kindred" is the fastest

growing segment of that fast..growing census slice, "professional, +echni.

cal, and kindred"). The best laboratory tec4ician or draftsman has had

a good background in mathematics, reading, and writing; the best steno.

grapher or practical nurse, a good general high school education followed

by brief specialized training.

3. We need to shorten ourrjethtiaeaRa-enticeshipi in

such trades as painter, carpeater, cement mason, or book binder.-these

and many more expanding trades could train men in a year, even less, As

it is, our long apprenticeship systuns reach only a minority of those

who practice: "over three.fifths of the workers employed in skilled

trades with apprenticeship programs have never enrolled in any formal

training programs ;" they have learned through work experience.2

1. N. DeWitt,' Mucation.and o ent in the U R.,

Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 19E75712 ff. reports
that there are programs for metallurgical engineering specialists in copper
and alloy, in lightweight metals or in ferrous metallurgy; for mining engineer-
ing specialists in the drilling of petroleum and gas wells or in the explora-
tion of coal deposits; for civil, engineering specialists in bridge desigb, in
builder large.scale hydroteOhnicel structures or in erecting industrial build-
di.. "rhie fragmentation," he awn, "is characteristic of every field of

eering."

Lester, op cit. , p. 161. CALI- lengthy apprenticeship programs apparently
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Apprenticeship in the U.S., in contrast to: apprenticeship in E' ors,

is only loosely connected with the public schools. 2oth high school

graduates and high school dropouts haro bypassed it; they can 10 n b(7.

doing once they have elsewhere learned basic literacy and work habits.

Our apprenticeship systems not only fail tdrsch most cf the'people who

do the work; they are the enemy of flexibility, the very citlitywormst

educate for.

4. WelleedmoreITOZ'OaMS. Let youngsters wao fool dsmoan-

ed or bored by the school curriculum learn work orientation on a job rart-

time, let them experiment with a variety of jobs, while they 1-earn history,

English, and mathematics in school.

The advantages are obvious. Part-time work helps keep potential

dropouts in school. Host school leavers figure that the good jobs

school leads to are not for them--that they have no chance to make out- -

so they drift out of school, get casual jobs or hang about the street.

Part-time jobs as part of the school program - -work in hospitals, in city

offices, in the police department, in industry--can give them a glimpse

of their job chances, provide spending money, and above all, give them

work orientation and habits that will help them both in school and in

the labor market. The academic side of school becomes more meaningful,

or at least more tolerable, the transition from school to work is made

smoother, the world of work comes alive.

In such work-study programs the academic side, far Iron being de-

emphasized, can be intensified, drawing on the strorc-Ir m:tis:atien of

the students.

.........0.1.0...110..........s.r.w

train supervisors and other managers--the core of really
who guide the others. George Strauss, "Apprenticeship:
the Need," in A. ME. Ross, ed., Btalz5Intiolicy and the
Berkeley: University of California Pre m, 1965, p. :313.
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5. Wenee'ciceochanam.s...refresher courses and in..

service, on.the.job training...to adapt individuals to the special re.

quirements of jobs in particular workplaces and to prepare them for pro.

motion :cr to retrain them when skills become obsolete. But here again

this has little to do vith basic education in the schools.1

All this is to say that in its narrowist form, vocational educa.

tion should be left mainly in the capable hands of the industries and

military services who need the labor and can assure the relevance of

the training they finance. The rest of "vocational education" is

basic education for lifetime learning.

If I were a counselo'r talking with a high school sen.6.A. or a college

sophomore who had a sense of irrevocable commitment in. bi.s choice of a

course or college major, I would often try to convey the following idea:

Even if you single mindelly ignore every educational pur..

pose beyond the vocational (development of alert citizenship,
skills in community and family living, capacities of pallor.
mance and appreciation in the arts, etc.), you are badly
advised if you think that every course, every curriculum
can train you for a particualr job. Most jobs are best
learned on the job, and often can be learned no other way.
Many students will get jobs not now in existence, and many
jobs now in existence will be changed by the time the present
crop cf students is ready to move into them. Your capacity
to ,learn a job quickly and do it effectively ono t you have
learned it, your capacity to live a useful and sktisfying
life...this is where your education should count. So, keep
your eye on the clusters of occupations your abilities, mo.
tives and opportunities move you toward, but at the same time
let your intellectual curiosity develop a bit --even if it
takes you in Inanvocationall directions. In the end this
is the most practical and profitable way to play the game.

: L Vocational Education School Guidance Ser-

AL Jtnljahtment Services. If we 1.t, the public schools and colleges

do the job they are best equipped to do-- orient the student to the

I. In Europe, even on-the-job training included a good deal of "theore-
tical" education-- training In mathematics, language, science.
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accumulated knowledge, beliefs, and values of his time.. -.that does not

mean that they should evade the immense task -of vocational guidance

and placement.

It is a scandal that until recently vocational education in the

United-States emphasized training for the short -run, the local area,

or dead end occupations. It devoted itself enthusiastically to training

farmers' sons for nonexistent jobs, farmers' daughters in home economics.

Even under the new Manpower Development and Training Act, the 24

occupations with the largest number of trainees include janitor, farmer

and farmhand, assembler and stibasseMbler, all swiftly declining groups.

Because of a one -year limit on training allowances, the list is very

weak in subprofessional occupations.1

If vocational training is misdirected, placement is virtually

nonexistent. By the standards of rich countries, the process of linking

young people, or for that matter people of any age, to jobs, is casual.

In contrast to Sweden, West Germany, and other European countries, we

have a weak, understaffed employment service, whose operations are only

loosely related to school counseling, testing, tracking, and vocational

guidance and training; occupational information in our schools is sparse;

forcasting of occupational supply and demand primitive.2

The State Employment Services ,rocat._ , for only an estimatt,u 19 per-

cent of all new hires. In 1964 there were only 1,700 persons on Employ-

ment Service staffs who were spending at least half-time on counseling.

Of these only about two-thirds had college degrees. Trair.Ing cf staff

is poor, in most states pay is poor, and workloads are frustrating__

1. Lester, 224._ELL., p, 160.

Cf. Ibid.; Gordun, 22,alL.! and Ir),Tectlx2dthe American

t211.2aLt_aut_21IL
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for the few fully trained counselors as many as 12 or 13 interviews a day

compared with a standard of no more than 6 a day abroad. No wonder these

agencies are still viewed as "unemployment offices."

If the emplcment service is to become a community manpower center,

linking area and national projections of occupational needs to vocational

training programs and school counseling, it will require heavy financing,

federal standards, strong regional offices for mind-stretching training

for top staff, and, not least, active cultivation of employers and of

school personnel.

Such a manpower center would encourage informed movement of workers

and discourage ill-advised moves; it would collaborate with local schools

to provide general orientation and continuous career guidance for students

from junior high school on. It would share its staff with the schools.

Uhat occupational information we have is centered in the Employment

Services, Their figure of about 1,000 full -time counselors must be cam.

pared with the full-time equivalent of 27,000 public school counselors1-.

a ratio of 1 to 27. Uhat do the school counselors do? At the risk of

over-simplification, we can say that they are talent scouts for the

colleges, especially local and state colleges. They are only slightly

attuned to manpower facts and figures.

A fascinating case study of counseling in a big consolidated high

f--.-;hoc,? on the North Shore C:11cago, which can be taken as a model A'

ruture--a high incallo commun.,,ty with a well-developed college panic--

suggosts that counselors taei- position by emphasizing semi-clini-

cal cases. Lacking training in occupational counseling, using social

workers as a reference group, they work kith social-clinical stereotypes

1 Lester, op, cit. , p, 64.



such as "under- achiever," "over..achiever" or that marvelous eupihem...

ism for the low test-ability weak performer, "opportunity student."

If a youngster is in the "in-crowd," has the right personality

characteristics or family background, and has above average test

scores, but medium to low grades, helms a good chance of being de-

fined as an "under-achiever" and his parents will mount a campaign,

often in collaboration with the counselor, to track him into college.

Another boy with better grades, but lower test scores and the wrong

social and personal characteristics has no chance of being labelled

an under-achiever and his good performance will no' assure him of a

chance at coileg0 In neither case will the counselor provide much

career guidance, much solid occupational information.

Apparently the professianalization and spread of school counseling

has begun to take on a case -work clinical character; such terminology

as "sibling rivalry," "overly dependent," "unhappy at home," "girl

crazy," is substitited for the much tougher task of orienting the

child to the world of work. The counselors become surrogate parents for

privileged children, conductors and gate keepers for lees privileged

working-class children.

,d'e need a now type of career counselor who will begin to supervise

the career development of a child in high school, follow him through

his first two or three jobs--for a year or two at least--and provide

a continuing guidance through the maze of school curricula, training

programs, jcbs, and employnent services. Obviously, the case load of

such a counselor must be light, the pay and the training level high,

i. Aaron L. .2icurel and John T. Kituse, The Educat'onal_jk21112n=
Makers, Indianapolis: Bobb5..Merrill, 1963.
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But what a saving of wasted time, what a gain in job opportunity and

satisfactiont

If we need precedents for such a counseling function, we can look

at Sweden, where vocational guidance is shared by specially trained

school personnel and the emplayemnt service. "Career teachers," paid

in part by the employment service, the main arm of a National Labor

Market Board, meet once a month in every county to discuss job infor.

mation and careers. They receive extra pay and reduced teaching loads

for counseling students in their schools, bridging the school and the

world of. work. While Europeans typically can learn a great deal from

the United States about how to develop and run a mass education system,

we can learn much from them about manpower planning.

Occ:ijatiopal Information in Counselin and in the Curriculum. Apro.

gram for diffusion of occupational information through manpower planning..

emphasizing strong ties between vocational education, school guidance,

and the employment service, the preparation of instructional units on

the world of work for every level of the curriculum can slabvert a pro-

gram emphasizing other educational goals. A narrowly vocational mental-

ity is in many ways incompatible with the new humanistic thrust in cur»

riculum development. Would not the introduction of, let us say, 100,000

career counselors in the schools, coupled with the injection of man-

power facts and career development materials into the curriculum

defeat the aim of liberating the student? Would these counselors

understand the aims of general education, be tolerant of the less im.

mediately "practical?" Would they not become merely another pressure

group dedicated to squeezing one more subject into the curriculum,

further eroding its academic substance?

Poorly designed vocational materials in the hands of poorly-trained
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job.-oriented teachers and counselors could, of course, weaken instead of

strengthen the intellectual and social goals of basic education. However,

the kind of occupational information contained in this paper..reflecting

themes in the writings of industrial sociologists, manpower experts, and

labor econonists..shouId emancipate the student by increasing his range

of effective choice, lengthening his time perspective, and encouraging

his exploration of academic subjects. Manpower information can enable

counselors and teachers to pursue three liberating goals:

Z. To combat premature vocationalism..the misguided

"realism" that rivets the attention of the student
on the first job, instead of the 46.year worklife, on
"training" for a job best learned on the job, instead
of an optimal base for lifetime learning.

2. 7o nodify stereotypes of occupations..at least to con-
vey a sense of the wondrous variety of work worlds and
the rapidity of change in them, and to underscore the
typically loose connection between early education and
training, on the one hand, and specific jobs, on the
other.

3. To counter undue concern about job preparation, and thereby.....

encoufage greater concern with academic subjects and the
freer flow of intellectual curiosity.

This message is not at all incompatible with the equally important

message that there are literally thousands of occuaptions with prescribed

entry requirramerits or typical routes of entry and advance. Indeed, in the

little drama where a student, interested in history and the 19th century

English novel, confronts his anxious parents claim that he "will never

earn a good living" if he doesn't "settle down," it mould give the student

strength to resist his parents' unrealistic stereotypes if he could summon

up an example or two from a teacher or a counselor. For instance, "Look

at the mass media of communicationpress, radio, film, and television;

they employ college graduates with majors 44 English and history. And

how about the editing of a company or agency house organ? Or the diplomatic
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service? What's wrong with teaching ? "1 The schools can and should

supply ammunition to offset parental intimidation, while the youngster

goes about his business..upaoring his intellectual heritage, under...

standing himself and society, realizing his occupation potential.

A balanced view of occupational information in counseling and the

curriculum will free the'sdhool for its main academic tasks and at the

same time will guide. the toward a wide range of specific

training programs and, job opportunities and a lifetime of diversified

learning.

1. Teachers and counselors might well note the plans of the 1961
college. graduating class. Spring 1961.interviews with a cross..section of
33,982 graduating seniors in 135 colleges and universities reveal that
threerinctour had 'patirai,to,go on. to graduate school'. (one in three count-

ing on fall entry); that they were highly "professional," "intellectual,"
or serVicemotiVated in =their orientation (only 18 percent were planning
careers in business, while 18 percent were heading for the arts and
sciences, 7 percent for the traditional professions of law and..medicine,
and a whopping 33 percent for education); that half of all these seniors
anticipated'thatone.of-the_p career activities*ould be teaching; .that
the typical student took a "liberal" not a "vocational" view of his
elumation 'James-A.-Davis, Great As irationg,'-Chicago:' Aldine, 1964,

pp. 8.9, 11.13. Altogether this crop o college graduates has a more
sober,grasp.OPtheir:oedupational possihdlities than does the typical
school counselor or parent.
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A NOT TOO EAGER AGENT FOR CHANGE: THE COUNSELOR IN

DR. MICHAEL'S PLAUSIBLE FUTURE

Joseph Semler
Veterans Administration

When we think about what is happening to us, if we think about it

at all, we refer to it as automation, correct it to technological change,

argue about whether after all it isn't the industrial revolution in 20th

century guise, and if we work at it we learn to see it in its own char.

actor as something fantastic and frightening, transforming today not into

tomorrow but into a day next month or next year and ourselves into..what?

Usually its quite a job to take on even technological change and

try to identify some of its characteristics and some of its implications.

I know, I've tried it. However, Dr. Michael identifies four technolo..

reining you of them:

The first is a mammoth management apparatus designed to carry out

large scale research and development programs. If you're in government

you know it as P2BS. The National Commission on Technology, Automation

and Economic Progress sees great promise in it although doubt is ex..

pressed that a sufficient nmMber.pf properly trained analysts will, be

available for some time to come to staff such programs.

The second major technology is, to use the term Dr. Michael father..

ed, "cybernation." Those for whom the term does not trigger breath

taking new vistas, although they,be only hazily seen, simply have not done

required homework. The literature here is considerable and constantly

increasing, is divided and sometimes bitter.

The third technology arises out of, the availability of the second.

Dr. Michael calls it social engineering, and defines the field as "the
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systematic application of knowledge in economics, the behavioral sciences,

etc., to the design, planning, and manipulation of society and in order

to efficiently attaJn specified goals." Edward Gross reports a friend

regretfully saying that no one writes utopias in the grand manner any

more. Indeed why should they? The new utopias will be born out of the

colds of space., with the computer in a cryogenic bath, with bits coming

together at billionths of seconds and tapping the machinets'collective

memory of the species.

The fourth technology is biological engineering. We will alter the

genetic code at will. Once born the organism will be subject to such

change as we order (I all but said "program"). The potential controls

over human behavior out of chemotherapy alone, as the speaker indicated

;) and for other reasons, for example, breakthroughs in knowledge of brain

function, Comprehensive and viable learning and personality theory, will

be part, I assume, of this great technoloo. And to think that only a

handful of years agO we were frightened of Walden 11.

The technologies and their promise or threat are in no way out of

the current issue of AnalogSgLAmozastion. Clear evidence of aJhieve-

ment is now available in all these areas, although whether just these

categories would be used might be in dispute:

As Dr. Michael presents them, a congeries of effects flow from the

operation of the four technologies. SaMe are of particular interest

to us because they deal with man at work, the nature of occupations and

'their future. Some of these no longer seem startling but most in fact

are. .Forexample,- in the years ahead more highly 'skilled people will be

required than our educational system can produce. Great numbers of Un-

.Skilled, many skilled blue-collar workers and in engineers

find their jobs changed or gone. (The resent record low uneigoyment

Idla..1.01.64......1.10,11



rate (of 3.8%), Dr. Michael notes, cannot be depend i on to continuo.)

The middle-management echelons are increasingly beir.g taken over by the

computer. Many individuals will have to change jobs a number of times

in a working life.

At about this point in my work on Dr. Michael's paper, his ideas

41,4,

began to be patterned for me. Important as his ideas about the changing

nature of work are, I felt as I continued to read and feel that to the

writer these were the least important results of what we are up against.

I also felt that the progression that emerged, because there is a pro-

gression, was not necessarily planful or deliberate. This too seamed

quite important to me. We start with new ways of earning a living but

end with a new way of life.

We are referred next, and of course the idea now as before is too

attractive to cite and leave, to the problem of identity when the occupa-

tional core of identity maybe gone. This is a point, therefore, to

which I must return.

The speaker sees a new range of jobs emerging that are interpersonal

in nature and that are supportive and helpful rather than manipulative

and hostile. This is fair point for the vocational counselor to keep

in mind but I think the point is made for keener reasons. He charges us

and others with professional possessiveness and I believe we ,-Jhould ex-

amine the problem if not as an inquiry into the sociology of professions

then to find out what we are about in couraeling.

If this last point, quite important to us, is skipped for the moment,

the progress is to the difficult problem of the kind of school regimen

that brings: the nonexploitive person into being. This is exciting fare.

Out of my own needs perhaps, and taking into account Viet Nam, sex,

nuclear war, man in space, I believe that this is our major problem.
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I must come back to this problem as well.

Work and continuing education are seen as constituting an on-going,

intertwined whole throughout life. Careers, Dr. Michael suggests, really

will mean work-and-education, one presumably as continuous as the other.

If you recpll, the contrast offered is with what now obtains. When educa.

Lion ends, at whatever level, one is set for life. Dr. Michael says that

for more and more people there will -a no more being set for life. That

this is a real issue there is no doubt. However, its applicability to a

great proportion of the labor force seems a fair question.

I keep on having the feeling, and it maybe quite ungracious of me,

that Dr. Michael's last major point on career choice in our transforming

society is really a lead-in toward issues (I hate to say this about out

bread, butter, and even martinis and hors d'oeuvres) that transcend what

we are about. Work, career choice, "happens in a larger context of aotiv-.

ities and values than just those associated with work." The reference

here is only in part to the fact, now understood but really only given

lip service, that work consists of much more than a set of duties. Dr.

Michael identifies two contextual factors which he sees playing an in..

creasingly important role in decisions about work. The first is leisure,

the second is a sense of political potency.

Increasing leisure flows from inorease0 proallotivity from the

new techndlogies or from displacement of the worker by the machine. In

the paper we have heard, only 2, 3 minutes are devoted to this anxiety

fraught area and it is not leisurely enough. I commend to you the more

systematic, eye-opening treatment of the new leisure in a booklet called

gybernation, also as it happens by a fellow named Donald N. Michael. The

problem as encapsulated in the address, is "to weave work and leisure

together AO that leisure is, in whatever form, a meanp'ofoultivating
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and cherishing the self." I believe this task and the problem of organ-

izing the school regimen that brings the non..exploitive person into being

are parts of the same curriculum. I've indicated that I will need to

come back to this problem.

There are other points but I can afford only a limited budget of

items for reaction and so must go on to what seems to me to be Dr. Michael's

insistent and major concern.

We face most serious problems in transforming our society and will

require the use of sophisticated and complex technologies and programs.

This is an issue which Dr. Michael developed at greater length in his

Seminar paper Strl.LationandSocialChane for the Department of Labor

in April 1964. The point is that the controllers of the great and deli-

cate machines, these mental juggernauts of our time with on -line storage

as in the IBM 360, of 50 billion digits, become in fact the controllers

of our destiny. It is not only that there are circuits in the insti-

tutional programs which are self - guarding so that the information which

is provided is self.serving. For various reasons the results will be that

we will have inadequate access to the factors which should go into assess..

ment of given probrams. We will not know what to look for or what

questions to ask. All of this begins to sound most unhappily like

the death march of a political system and a way of life.

It is notable that the even.toned Report of the National Commission

on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress states concerning this

problem that:

"Forecasting the future is not a task for government alone.
In fact, the concentration of forecasting mechanisms entirely
in hand of government, particualrly at a time when such
forecasting becomes a necessary condition of public policy,
risks one- sided Judgments and even supression of forecasts
for political ends."
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In this dispiriting situation ET. Michael asks too sets of questions.

How curious that despite the fact -that Washington is not Athens (sic) and

that despite superficial resedblances the IBM 360 is not the Delphic

Oracle, the questions are age old. How are we to teach people to be

comfortable with, sensitive to, and aware of complexities? How do we

teach people to be comfortable with and embrace change and the process

of change?

These are important questions I do not know how else to understate

them effectively, but they take distinct second place to a thecae which

appears and re-appears in Dr. Michael's paper but becomes dominant only

at the end of the presentation. All ways lead here but the particular

road sign we follow now is that the new potentials for abuse of power

ti

are so great and so readily at hand that some controlling safeguard is

a prime need.

This iteration and reiteration of the problem of ethical living

and I think it has not been posed before invocational counseling or in

the curriculum on career. I know of no chapter in any counseling text

that is titled "Micah and the Nature of Man" but perhaps it'is high time.

If you think I am putting on, I remind you of Dr. Michael's specific

question, "Do we turn our backs on the kind of career 'education' which

includes clarification of the ethical setting for any career and concen-

trate instead on training for work and play, thereby encouraging the

student to ignore the meaning of a career beyond private gain and private

satisfaction?" I can edit the sentence but I cannot touch the issue.

The ethically bound human being, the nonexploitive person, the one

Who is capable of cultivating and cherishing the self.-these seem to be

different ways of describing the mature, the loving and productive

human being, and I believe I will be warranted in treating the problem
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as one. As I think on it, one of the first of Dr. Michael's points, the

problem of identity if occupational identity gives way, must also take

its place as a problem in emotional well being, so this too can be pour-

ed into the same gleaming, many faceted vessel.

After this editorialized recapitulation of Dr. Michael's seminal

paper, I propose as economically as I can to pick up the particu issues

I have identified that itch me enough so that I have to scratch.

The first of these issues 'I invite you to look at has to do with our

zealous professionalism. Dr. Michael talks about the need to bring into

being a series of jobs, aides of various kinds, that depend for their

effectiveness on relationships between the aides and those served. Bow..

ever you feel about his observation. I recall to you that you are not like.

ly to characterize it as an understatnnent. Be sags "Many professions

persist in maintaining an egregious possessiveness about, every aspect of

their activities and a most unbecoming superiority about the prerequisites

for competence which make it exceedingly difficult, often impossible, to

establish the needed occupational rolest"

I have singled this point out, some may be surprised to hear, in

order to agree with it. Perhaps this should be done only among friends

where I hope I am. With others I have listened to the unclear arguments

for and against subprofessional roles and have felt as righteous and de-

fensive as any self-concious professional about what "they" were trying to

do to us. But it won't wash. Despite the temporary victories an edge of

uncertainty remains.

I have grown to feel that our formulization and conceptualization of

our own field iiay not be valid or productive. We have taken it as an arti-

cle of faith that counseling is a good in itself and since it is such is

universally applicable. The professional credo is offered despite avid_

i29
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ence at least of non-acceptance by and perhaps also of its non-applicabil-

ity to specified groups. Characteristically the counseling population is

oriented toward conversation as a prime way of looking at problems and is

comfortable with the personal relationship context of which so much of

our belief in change rests. I've noted elsewhere that mostly the group

that knocks on the counselor's door has some kind of belief that the

service is useful, an expectation that there is a range of choices avail-

able to them, and a reasonably optimistic view of the years ahead. It

seems clear that this cannot describe more than a restricted group.

Could we conceptualize the problem differently as one of learning

to take on work roles and to function productively in work? Counseling

is an important procedure in this general task, at its best facilitating

personal development through vocational development. However, taking the

wide view of a total population and the need to serve many kinds of clients,

it becomes clearer than it has been, that counseling is only one means of

helping people to relate themselves to work, and in helping them to change

when in order to work, change is desirable. That this involves some assump-

tion of responsibility by the counselor is evident and we ought not to

horse around about it. I am enough impatient with the opposite, pious

profession to compel me to note that anyone who maintains a classic (and

impossible neutrality cannot over have worked with the disabled, been

expose' to a rehabilitation workship, or faced the problem of motivating

disabled persons who despite their evident need apparently could not care

less about rehabilitation.

I have i,resented the problem more systematically elsewhere and am not

warranted in presenting a reconceptualization in detail here. So I must

indicate only that a range of client-counselor activities should start

obviously enough with the client's needs in a, context of work related
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behaviors. D: ,gnosis of lacks can be quite specific, for example, in-

ability to follow supervisory order, or lack of knowledge of how to con-

duct himself in the employment interview. Iat is quite clearly loft

out of tho picture is a therapeutic drive, but the why and 1:1-,,refore

of this is another story,

Given identified defle:I.encies, various techniques can be utilized

for correction. Information-giving as for job :rooming can become very

important. Audio Visual aids and programmed texts can be use

dwelopment has its on long history and techniques. Although it scu,Ils

quite horronclous to say, extensive staff collaboration on specific type

cases is for critical examination, as are other carry-overs from the am.

bitious one-to-one counseling relationship.

All of this and more has specific meaning for the kinds of roles that

are established. If a high school graduate can provide specified kinds

of information to clients why use a master's level counselor? If an

experienced employment worker can lead group sessions in role playing

the employment interview, why use more highly skilled personnel? Except

for its contribution to his own growth, why use highly trained counseling

personnel for job finding, setting up OJT programs, assisting persons

in training?

I've already called to attention Dr. Michael's concern for the diffi-

cult times ahead of us and our great need for the ethically bound human

being. Dr. Michael describes him, I remind you again, as nonexploitive,

loving and self-cherishing. How -satisfying to put so clearly not only

the two Critically importent emphases in iMPlementing and safe»

guarding each other,' but also to make quiteplain the central core of

emotions:]. well being, eiinevibable and healthy interest in self.

offer free for nothing .beoaUse it seems so very much In point, Erich



Frommls flyleaf citation (in Etemitcaeste,) from the Ethics of the

Fathers, out of the Hebraic Talmud:

If I am not for myself, who will be for me
If I am for myself only, what an I
If not now, when!

To raise the issue at all, as Dr. Michael does, argues a basic opti

nism. Because no matter how hard pressed we are, how desperate the situ..

ation, to point to what needs to be done is to invest in such possibility

at the very least a hope that surcease, &measure of safety, a way out

will be found. I have already cited Micah and don't want expecially

now to be associated with Jeremiah, because for one thing I have just

exhausted my biblical scholarship. And yet the only reason we continue

to'suffer the way we live is that we have become deadened to malodorous

conditions and are stone blind.

I am not trying to make an academic point. I will remind you of a

few bitter things.

Fifty thousand human beings are killed on our highways annually.

Four millinri moreirre injured each year. Viho gets excited?

Our prison system is an affront to man, does not accomplish its

purpose and in fact reinforces socially inimical behavior.

Although we pull and push in this dreadful area, we (and others)

still wage war.

In the midst of riches there is debilitating poverty; in sections of

the country which particularly claim honor as a birthright the humanity

of other human beings is denied. How can there be honor without humanity?

Even the lowest unemployment rate on record still stands for 2,3/4 million

workers, representing with dependents perhaps more than 4 million persons.

At that there are factors in the employment picture which make the 3.8%

suspect and which in &Ay case includes unemployment rates in particular
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groups which ,are up to five times the average.

Cynicism is widespread. When in many areas of living the choice is

between a human life and a buck or a nrilii on of each, there seems little

choice about which wins. The basic question is whether the competitive

spirit, so deeply rooted in our way of life, can be reconciled with the

cooperative spirit to,tered by the best in education. In many places

there is too often a profound disregard of ethical behavior. It is

difficult to say which is more dispiriting, the lack of ethical behavior,

of the lack of indignation about its lack.

Of course, this is not the entire picture. If it were, Don Michael

and many of us wouldn't have a prayer. If it were, all we could do

would be to sign a petition to the All-high, urging him to start all over

again with some other species, some other type organism, bees maybe or

elephants, or porpoises.

But there are other signs. Perhaps the most important is the idea

that man is no longer at the mercy of economic movements, that depres-

sion and inflation can be controlled; that man and his needs come first.

The aOknowledgment of the centrality of the human being constitutes a

major revolution. Civil rights legislation and a long overdue firm and

unequivocal stand by authority (thereby reassuring many who equate faith

and trust with lack of firm intention) constitute a broad invasion into

the dark land of ignorance and prejudice and hate. The burgeoning of a

service' ideal so clearly evidenced in the Peace Corps, I hope indicates

that the seeds of this great flowering are everywhere viable and need

only a proper climate to bloss6m.,

Contemplating. the'total ,situation I do not see how it is possible

not to be troubled. And yet one cannot prepare for Chaos. We must do

all we can do and maybe' it will be somewhere near .enough.
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Concerned with the production of the loving and competent human

being, and the repair of those who are not, it becomes apparent very

quickly that curative work and reconstruction, and especially so on an

individual basis, is a losing battle: The issue is joined in preven-

tive work on a mass basis. This is an area for curriculum and narticular.

ly at a school level where there is close to a 100 % population exposure.

I do not know anything much about curriculum but it must be safe to

say that it extends beyond the day.by.day lesson plans and the sequence

of subject segments to be covered. Surely it starts with educational

policy at the level of the elected Board of Education. How marvelously

enlightened many such Boards are is only too well known and is attested

to by forward looking policies, encouragement of investigation into

personality, a tolerant attitude about text books, and so on. Curriculum

policy and management surely must include also the atmosphere of the

school and the models provided by administrators in their relations with

teachers and, of course, with the young people on whom the entire enter.

prise is centered.

I may not be true anywhere else, although I do not believe it, but

in a curriculum aimed at achieving Dr. Michaelis healthy human being

perhaps the most critical part is played by the teacher. The work of the

leading teachers in mental health reveal this clearly in the training

Moustakes provides at the Merrill-Palmer School, the program at the Insti..

tute for Child Study an the University of Maryland., the exciting work

done by Barbara Biber and her colleagues at the Bank Street College of

Education, and even in its more intellectualised form in the causal

approaches at Iowa with Ralph Ojemann. Elsewhere I've lad occasion to

note that this kind of training constitutes a basic exploration of self.

I think I am not justified in presenting the actual training program
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in any detail. This also is available elsewhere, as many .know. It if;

proper to say, and this is my central point, that perhaps up to eight, to

ten differing programs are being promoted in helping to make the healthy

'ueacher and through her, the self cherishing, concerned, loving, as well

as competent child. With this child grown to man' s province and making

the hidden decisions that Dr. Michael talks about, I have some hope that

the bases for the decisions will be in part a weighing of what seems

right and what not right. It is not as silly as it may sound because de-

cisions so made do not use as reference points personal gain, political

expediency, making brownie points with the big brass, and just plain co-

vering up. This alone would be a great blow in the battle of man for the

forces of reason.

Given such a human being, moreover, the problem of the lost identity

supplied by work may not be a problem at all. When the individual accepts

himself because he is himself, his self-respect will not depend on his

work as an accountant or auto-mechanic or psychologist, or whatever.

Because self..suffi dew:, and productivity are important to him, work is

also, but it is not the reason for living.

In the context of the problem as Dr. Michael puts it, it is good to

know that there are not only trails but clear roads. On the other hand

there are so few. I woivier how many (or how. few) teachers are affected,

and in turn hoW many or few kids, through training at the centers like

Band Street. How can we increase the number? Mmey helps and perhaps a

great deal of money helps a lot but it isn't the complete story. And

there is the constant opposition, built in, bets en competition in busi-

ness 'mid industry 'and in living," and cooperation and concern for others.

There is one more job to do using the springboard Dr; MiohsiaAs

paper provides.
t
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Something less than two years ago, and in part using some of the

ideas in Dr. Michael's clbernation, I tried to trace the implications of

technological change for vocational counseling. I thought it might be

interesting, at least for me, and possibly also useful, to see whether

with these two years gone by, there are changes in the implications for

counseling, at least as one person sees them. If the implications for

counseling can be seen, perhaps some ideas can be gathered for curriculum.

Out of the 1964 discussion came perhaps a half dozen points important

for the work of the counselor. The idea that the shape of the world is

changing, that new fields and occupations crowd the scene, for example

cryogenics, micro-electronics, ultrasonics, computer technology, and that

the working condition maybe quite different, for example, that the tech-

nician may have to relate to machines rather than people, is of obvious

importance to the counselor as information, and in terms of understand..

ing the emerging world. It is also clear that pupils should be exposed

to, taught, and helped to learn about these changed and changing condi-

tions. They must become background for their own occupational decisions.

Another major point that inevitably developed from the data on

changing occupational demands and the employment and unemployment picture

dealt with the premium on training and skill. As a controlling factor

in securing deeply.felt personal as well as .suburban living types of

rewards, this also should constitute curriculum content as should the

value orientation that what there is in talent is to be used (Mas

Milton).

Even if the shfipe of the work setting were not in :many ways chang-

ing, but especially because it is, our knowledge and appreciation at the

psycho..sooial fac,torp in work should be tiken into account and made part

of the ordinary school training of pupils, We are involved herevin job
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satisfaction; how can it be news and especially to this audience, that

there is considerably more involved in contentment on the jcb than it

comprehended in the information about duties, pay, advancement possi

bilities, and education and training required?

The literature on technological change continues to reflect, as has

Dr. Michael in his paper, the projected instability of tip job, although

most commentators admit that the professional will not be as greatly af-

footed. I have difficulty with the idea because the information I have,

from Miller and Form, Davidson and Anderson and, more recently, Ullensk7,

I can not quite ten what is new about job changing in the course of a

working life. In any case this is really not the issue, which rather

has to do with the help that might-be afforded to those who do change

jobs, perhaps not infrequently. The help we can give is in training in

decision making in a vocational context. This view of vocational coun-

seling is well known although some who see in vocational counseling and

its associated decisionsta critical developmental task feel that educa..

tion in decision making somehow is low class. Both views are valid, de..

pending on the particular problem. If there can be agreement here,

training in identifying a prOblem,'determining the type of information

one should have, in considering the problem, securing it and weighing it,

all of this ought to be part of the larger process we call education.

Surely as an important part of the life of reason in all of its aspect

this needs no defense.

There are other issues which might be examined for continued pertin.

sweat, for' example, the perennial problem in peyohology of motivation.

Its' importance-in context lies in the diffiettityl'of arousing interest in

the displaced for -retraining. It's prettretringe to consider that

motivating men to prepare themselves for:othar'work constitutes a'serious
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problem, but it does. There are still other issues that translate them..

selves pretty readily into curriculum considerations; for example, our

developing ideas and information about the trainability of abilities

including, whatever it is, general intelligence.

There are issues that were not brought forward before but that war..

rant attention. A number of signs show that the computer will be used to

organize at least same of the data that the counselor uses. One thing

about Iron Sam is that he has a faultless memory and that he is incapable

of making his own mistakes. Don't just yet throw away your Manual of

College Freshmen, the Occupational Outlook Handbook, the normative data

on the tests you use, but maybe pretty soon, pretty soon.

I will ccmplete my task with a hazardous venture. In Dr. Michael's

very last point, he offers an idea about ourselves so disturbing that

many protectively may not have heard it. The problem again is the pro..

duction of the ethical human being. We are told here that to say to kids

"do as I say and not as I do" is for the birds; that if we do sq. it

it will subvert what we are about. This refined way of putting it is my

contribution. What Don Michael'. says is that it will. twist it into a

nightmare. He says: "Unless we are prepared to change ourselves .

and our institutions, unless we are prepared to risk status and preferred

perspectives in order to prepare youth to embrace tomormils new oppor.

tunities and cope with its threats, we will fail."

This is a sizable charter and fraught with anxiety. 1Ihether one

enters the commitment by helping with voter registration or joins,the

picket line (and I notice that suddadWI use the depersonal4ed,thirdH,

person, thereby separating myself from the problem), I,cannot.say..who,

can decide for others? I. do note. that this is ,a ,part. of the general issue

of invelvement of the counselor,in social movement. _Our processional.,
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stance argues against such involvement other than as private citizens.

But the new forces pressing upon us raise these questions again and

perhaps we should not play it quite so safe. The question came up at

Greyston and comes up elsewhere. The helping professions are concerned

with the cultural and economic conditions that affect the individual. tie

are enough used to finding OJT opportunites, helping parents to reconcile

their differences in the client's interests, or even, mind you, offering

ideas on the school currieulum, as not to regard them as environmental

manipulation. If using our influence to make available greater sdholar

ship aid is OK, why not other social action which is in pupils interests?

Are kids who are ill-housed, ready to work, study, develop? What is our

stand about discrimination in employment? Should we not do more than

look regretful in talking of quota systems in professional schools?

Should we lobby for increase in the number of supported jobs in the

hospitals, schools, recreation centers? Why should we not? What else

should we do?

I do not know for sure that we should. I feel that the forces that

move us are new, a different value orientation prevails, and that a new

role awaits us.
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The purpose of this paper is to' summarize the conference presenta.

tions and discussions with respect to the implications of the field of

career development for curricular change. It should be understood that,

although the ideas and suggestions presented herein have stemmed from the

conference dialogue, they have been interpreted and evaluated in light of

the writer's educational and vocational background. It should also be

recognized that because of the difficulty involved in giving credit to

the appropriate conference participants for the various ideas expressed

in this report, little attempt has been made to do so.

If any one significant outcome of the conference can be singled out,

it is the general agreement that emergedAmmong the participants that

career development is an important factor in the education of the individ..

ual. It wan also brought out clearly and emphatically throughout the

conference that career development extends well beyond the acquisition

of occupational information. One's values And attitudes toward work are

of equal, if not of greater, importance than the possession of knowledge

related to a given vocation. Throughout the conference it was made evi-

dent that one's orientation to the world of work is a vital element in

his attainment of a rewarding and ego.fulfilling style of life.

Murphy (1966) discussed the classifications of incentives to whiCh

the individual responds in the world of work and pointed out the need for

a new approach to finding meaning' from one's persOnal effOrt. 'According

to Murphy, man's motivation to engage in work itemitrom (1) the' personal



satisfaction that he gains from the products of his won efforts, e.g. the

pride that a craftsman experiences as a result of a job skillfully done;

(2) the competitive types of rewards that one receives according to his

degree of success in his chosen vocation or profession, e.g. recognition,

special privileges, prestige, and honors; and/or (3) the material rewards

that the individual can purchase from his earnings as a worker.

Although man may be motivated in his work by various incentives, the

deep-seated ego-fulfilling experience needed to become a well-adjusted

personality and contributing member of society can stem only from the

intrinsic motivation that is realize from his pride in his own produc-

tivity. Motivation that is based on competitive or material incentives

is extrinsic to the individual's work and less satisfying to one's ego

than the personal rewards gained from.intrinsic motivation.

Our present-day society which has resulted largely from technological

and scientific advancements has diminished the opportunity for the in..

dividual to realize the intrinsic motivation that comes from the products

of his own efforts. Levenstein (1966) pointed out that the fragmentation

of work resulting from new methods of production tends to remove the in-

dividual farther and farther from the end product. and thus reduces the

individual's self-concept as a producer. As automation increases, the

alienation of the worker and the product is certain to increase. If the

producer is to have pride in his work, "new concepts of meaningfulness
,

will have to be evolved;" According to Levenstein (1966), the problem is

to restore "the individual's involvement in the tasks he performs but with
,

a new understanding of their nature." Men have to be persu4 2. through

education and through the mores of our culture to broaden theirperpep-

:tion of their role in society and to develop social, re!ponsibill.ty. It
is impirative that new ways be found to magnify the paychological Amen..
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tives of the world of work and career development.

Murphy (1966) also pointed out that the task of developing in.

trinsic motivation becomes more difficult as appropriately work-oriented

models tend to diminish in the homes of certain strata of society. As

this occurs the school must Provide compensatory experiences to offset

this void.

Because of the increasing*amount of leisure time for people engaged

in many types'of vocations, there is a need for a broadened concept of

career development. Instead 'of confining its meaning to gainful employ.

went, the idea of considering career development to include any type of

purposeful activity has gained considerable-support. This expanded de..

finition of work includes leisure-time pursuits that have educational

implications for career development.

As-one gains more free time from his job, his need for worthwhile

avocational interests increase. Both'Michael (1966)--and Wilensky (1966)

pointed out that the segments of our'population having the greatest amount

of leisure time are normally the least prepared to utilize it in a whole.

some manner.

Leisure time properly. used-dan be as ego-fulfilling as one's gainful

employment, but the shoddy use'-ofleisure:time becomes detrimental to the

personal and social well.biing of the individual. 'The individual's self.

concept depends on both his vocational an avocational activities. lrhe

fusion of the use of leisure time with one's orientation to the world of

work as integral aspects of'careek, development has important educational

implications.

The midi,* changing natvAl'of'vdcations'is another factor that

gives impetus to the ikPortance'Of career development as' a component of

the curricula of our schools: The increlsed'rete'of technological
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development calls for a continuous renewal: of knowledge and skills on

the part of the individual if he is to remain, employed. Automation dis-

places certain types of workers, particularly the semi-skilled. If

schools aarve:our societal needs and educate youth to be productive

citizens, they must find ways of preparing youth,to be psychologically

and mentally receptive to retrainIng in order to cope with the changing

world of work. Virtually all vocational, and professional...workers must

periodically participate in educational activities-to renew their voca..

tional competencies. The need far continuous.education throughout

adulthood is rapidly becoming a reality.

The many obstacles confronting youthin their career;developrent

necessitate improved curricular provisions in our schools.. Cognizance

must be given to leisure-time activities asyell as to vocational in-

terests and to attitude development as ?well as, to the acquisition of

knowledge and skills. In fact, career development is an excellent

example of an interdisciplinary curricular area that encompasses all

three classifications of educational_goalspresented by Bloom and others

(1965)--cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. If youth are to realize

the important relationship between .the. world of,wo#,,and their personal

well -being with respect to self..concept.and an ego - fulfilling st"le of

life, the efforts of educators,must be coordinated to achievothisioal.

202012LABLEttiSategletka -

Throughout the conference it.was evident that:the-representatives,lf.

the various areas of:specialization:were having difficulty .communicating

with each other. The vocational counselors and counselor educators wore

asking the questiono.oHoludome,:ipcorporate.carserAprolopment into the

school's curriculum ?" Some had,ratber-fixed.ideas as to how-to proceed;

others were receptive to any aniggestions.



The curriculum specialists were responding, "How do you incorporate

what into the curriculum?" Their concept of career development was a bit

vague and, in general, they tended to wonder if there was an identifi.,

able body of knowledge comprising, the field.

The vocational educators seemed to view, both the counseling and the

curriculum specialists with a degree of bewilderment if not distrust.

They were implying, "What's the fuss all about? Send us the students,

and we will provide them with an orientation to the world of work." The

misgivings that vocational educators have of_counselors and curriculum

workers is understandable since there has, been a tendency to use vocational

courses as dumping grounds for slow learners.

Although there is an element of facetiousness in the preceding ques:.*

tions, they characterize the need farimpraved communication between the

various educational specialists. The discussion sessions of the confer-

ence undoubtedly clarified many issues and contributed to a delineation

of the mutual problem.

The conference participants representing the field of counseling, all

apparently well-informed .in the _field of vocational guidance and counsel:.

ing, were seeking ways of making curricular. provisions to. reach the desired

behavioral goals, of.career development. Being knowledgeable.,of:the re-

search and related published material, theuwere agreed that career de.

velopnent should be a component of the school's curriculum., It was

clearly brought out that the major problem confronting vocational counse-

lors is how to incorporate this field of learning into the .achool's,pro.

gram in an effective manner. Some,indicated that a special courage was

needed at the high school level., At least one counselor educator took the

position that the desired outcomes could not beattained.aort qt ,a se.

quence of required courses throughout fach4ear of the high school .pro-
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gram. Others felt that a sequentially planned series of instructional

activities perieating various subject fields in grades one through

twelVs would provide thimost plausible solution.

The curriculum specialists, possessing little knowledge of career

development research and related literature, were apprehensive about

the nature Of the content of curriculum development. They were in agree-

ment with the counseling specialists that a proper orientation to the

world of work is of bulb importance to the individual's .life style. But

they were skeptiCal as to whether or not' the vague generalities that were

being tossed about could adequately serve as the basis for 'curricular

change.

Being well indoctrinated in the need for structure, the curriculum

specialists saw the need for deriving basic concepts,- generalizations, or

teatiing objectives in order to establish a fOOthold for formulating

meaningful instructional 'activities. There was some confusion as to

what the behavioral outcomes of career development should be. These

have not been precisely identified 'and verbalised except in a general

and somewhat vaeite manner. MuCh of the literature to which the par'w

ticipants were reteried preparing fox; the cOnterende*, "although help..

ful In broadening onetth knowledge of the probleis of career 'development,

was much too intangible for curriOulval workers to utilize as a basis for

developing a curriedui.'
f

A partial toluticacto the probleen of faulty cameunication would dzbye

a progriut of training for the 'ini011red in fo sting

a curiicuima for career derviloteetit: NoCationarldoUniielor tor el:ample,

need 'to have .an''understanding -of' the. theory -and priapic' of curriculine

devalocisent; `vcitiationit'eludattirs'need a -knoiled*(of the Contributions

of counikcirs and' curriculuk-ipeCialiate to` tis.)oer 'development; and

110(
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curriculum workers need a better understanding of career development and

the role of counselors and vocational educators in attaining its objec..

tives. Increased mutual understanding of each other's role in developing

an improved program of career development would give impetus to launching

a major project in this field as well as to improving communications.

Currie a Problems and Implications

For many years schools have devoted attention to vocational develop-

ment in one form or another. However, because of present day trends in

home and family life, revolutionary changes in the world of work, so-

cietal changes,. and maw other factors, the curricular provisions of the

traditional. school for vocational .counseling and. career development will

no longer. suffice. Units of .instruction and courses pertaining to occu-

pations have met, with only limited success, .and will be even less ef-

fective in .the future. Foomerly, the school's program was supplemented

by an ,erly introduction of ,youth to.work and adequate models of adult

cers at home. Since an increasing number of today's youth have little

or no exposure to work at hone and since many youth are without a, satis-

factory model of an adult worker at home, schools have acquired the

major. .responsibility. for providing young people with an orientation to

the world of work. .

Programs of compensatory education for career development will like-

ly not be provided, however, unless the counseling .staff provides leader-

ship in this area of. the curriculum. Since many.school counselors are

not especially interested in vocational counseling nor vocational, develop-.

ment,,..the needed .leadership will not.. be forthcoming An many schools unless

a planned program of arnational scope Aa undertaken to call attention

to this need. Vocational counseling?. 'particularly-for _terminal students,

tends to ,be regarded* as one ot.thet-less..glamorous, tasks t.of the school
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counselor. It was brought out In the discussion sessions that counselors

devote an undue amount of time to helping college capable students gain

admission into the "right" college--serving as "talent scouts" for

colleges--at the expense of the terminal students.

In order to accomplish the desired goals of career devOppsent,

planned programs of inservice education for both counselors and teachers

are needed. A major purpose of such programs %i4ould be to bring about

an awareness of the need for career development in the curriculum.

Even when there is an awareness of this need, the professional staff of

the school often lacke the know-how for implementing an effective program.

Throughout the course of the conference various ideas were discussed

that have curricular implications for schools interestediil undertaking

a program at career development. Some of the ideas were based more or

less on conjecture or perhaps folklore, but some were based on sapiri-

cal evidence. In either case, the stessary reports of the ciiscussion

groups contained the following items which may be regarded as guide-

lines for implementing a curricular program for career development.

1. ProViding a quality general eduoation"program that will .serve as

an optimal base for the individual's career improvement and vocational

change is of fundamental importance in a curriculum designed for career

development.

2. Curricular provisions for career do/v*1016*ft must inoorporate

knowledge of the individual's abilities and aspirations together with

an imderetinding of-the intrinsic satisfactions that.-may be gained from

various types of careers that are within his' interest and ability range;

The student should be provided an opportunity to 'sample then-satis-

factions in real Or simulated sitting

3. The indiVidual needs. to-understand.how ths differences enable

via
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him to make a contribution to society. He must know himself and under.

stand his vocational potential in order to attain self-realization

and to be a contributing nether of society.

4. To achieve the desired goals of career development, a develop.

mmieft+A1 dwassmir.ma. 0.4%
wwwimmonwer Ag. 4.4um.s.ory a". winwibob ova,* Aasia us-W. 1.4.16,681111.11. NA; W.WII. IMMO OLE= 4i; Minat11a

ing is necessary. Oich information about the individual is needed to

design the most effective program.

5. The career development program should be comprised of inoreas..

ingly complex objectives and instructional activities that are distri.

buted throughout the curriculum in grades one through twelve. The

sequential program should be carefully articulated both vertically and

horizontally for optimum results and should contribute to what Gardner

(1964) ,refers to as "perpetual self.discovery, perpetual reshaping to

realise ones best self." The attainmeAt of these objectives..

cognitive, affective, and psychomotor--should privide a large measure of

intrinsic satisfaction fat the student.

6. The school must provide models of well adjusted workers to dow

pensate for the lack of adequate family models. The teadherls exemgli

fication of an individual who realises satisfaction and ego.fulfillment

from his job serves as a positive indentifying. figure with respect to

the world of work "Teaching by examOle is teaching at its best."

7. Summer school programs should be encouraged that are devoted to

career development. If praperlyistesigned, such programs could be funded

under the Elmaentary and Secondepy7Education Act of 1965.

Experimental programs in te use ofjelectronic computergifor

storing and diseesipiting occupatiOnsforstation,and,for providing,

career development,wroises.and dlocisionTmaking prediems in 4tt,voca4onal

context should be undertaken...lraniarittritro em solvpig,is se/A wen.
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tial ingredient in preparing youth for the world of work.

9. Cooperative work.study programs make a significant contribution

to the career development of some individuals And should be expanded to

reach more students.

19. Secondary 'Schools should provide help for young people in bridg.

ing the gap between !school and employment. Followup' programs under the

supervision of "career counselors" who are prepared" to assist the indivi..

dual with his career development problems after he leaves school are

recommended.

11. Career development programs should encompass activities de.

signed to prepare students to engage in leisure -time pursuits of cul.''.

tural significance.

12. Curricular provisions for Ca:rider development need to include

"second chance" or retraining prograis for young people who have met with

failure in the world' of work or who 'desire(to.ichange vocational fields.

13. Career development should be ~taught 'as self-development. The

student should -realize that a close relitionahip exists between the

educational process and the attainment of firoaational Competence:

It was repeatedly brought out in' the dialogue of the conference

that the attainment of the deitired gotils of career development. will

require the cooperatiie 'effort of all-of the Profeisional workers' of a

school. To solve the prOblem of priding for the ea/4.6w development

needi of youth' will require prohliiiiialtiVedUciaters to fOget) their ,hyper.

specialized roleS'es School Sohio coittiselorti vocational

educators, vocational belnielers, curriculum' spedialiete; "classroom

teachere; and adisinistratorsif te-think-it

as a limber Of si'tiiia of educators that is attacking' the' piobliii'of

caresi development.

t50
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Larategyfor Implementation

Pressure is exerted from many quarters. to incorporate more and more

areas of learning into the curricula of our schools. Because of these

many pressures, school administrators and teachers tend to resist attempts

VV emu new uumeau arena to bug uurra.uulum, ror balm arm ow= reasons,

careful planning will be required to obtain the cooperation of the

various groups of professional educators' who 'are needed for the success-

ful implementation of career development into the educational programs

of our schools. The conference participants, however, were generally

agreed that once professional educators became aware of the need for

career development t'gether idth a knowledge of the desired behavioral

outcomes, their cooperation would-be forthcoming.

An important question at.this point is, 'What strategy should b©

employed in order to make the mist significant impact on the curricula

of the nation's schools?" The answer to this questien is not readily

obtainable nor clear cut. Cur'riculinn specialists would not agree as

to the best approach to use. However, most-woirld agree..thitt the Sporadic

dissemination- of information and an':Ocaasional conference of interested

educators will not adeompliehi the desired goals.

The idea of havinea'National Taik Force for Career Develop lent

emerged from the al.gron p discussions of the conferenceaai plat ible

apprOaCir to attacking the prOblesi. It was felt that the National frisk

Force on' Facon`cmics EdUciation (-1961)- ukids4i prototype'. '0. The,

task force would, of co:tail:1i,- need 'govern-sten

or Private' agetihi.

theOri s'ad'ieseiirch and: a SYntfliiiiis the literattit%

or mor' p aatti flt *had *IA 'Wotild **Ate 'guide.; -1.

lines arid' give lisietizi iriitailletirciUriloultik

tr", 'AC" .
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one through twelve.

The over-all process fop developing a new curriculum of career demi-

opulent for our schools could involve the following stages which have

proved successful in other curriculum development -projects:

1. Arse, su.ent. Any; curriculums develmtent project should be based

upon that which is already knovni....the experience of the past. An at-

tempt should be made to determine the status ,ofscareer development in

today's schools, to identify and study the more successful .programs,

to develop a graded bibliography of available materials and instructional

activities related to career development, and to acquire knowledge of

the problems ,confronting youth in career development. This phase of

the curriculum development process should. utilize lay advisory groups

as well as coamdttees comprised of various types of professional educa..

tors., School, administrators and principals should be included.. Accord.

ing to Brickell 0.961), the undertaking ,of significant .curricular

changes depends "almost exclusively upon administrative.initiative."

2. FMaktai, objectives.dim. A hierapchy of objectives of career

development. is needed: A states ent 9f broad general objectives should

be supplemented by a sequential set of specific teaching objectiver to

serve as guidelines to teachers of the various grade...leviels. .As pre,

viouely .mentioned, the .objectives career development must incorpor..

ate. all three types of Xehaviorali outcomes...cognitive affective, and

peyothanotor.t An al ternat.ive procedure woad hei.tfhe formulation of 7

oceloePt0. or generalliiMt.i. 0P01.Jrtg serve as guidelines.

3.1 MattgaSetifittANSILAWWIVAM, P!4e.PgdY of knowledge that,

is PortAint*. at4#11104t of the obtaogves, of career development

need be Adent4:*-4, selegted-ie.and orP04144: Singe, thiff ocontsne is

intir414P3-141* in natal, Ake eggPere.tin-et:fortit of v°0a4°1344
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counselors, counselor educators, social psychologists, sociologists,

curriculum specialists, vocational educators, and others are imperative

for the accomplishment of this task.

4; DeVelo-t-ora...1....maerials. After surveying the

'available instructional materials, individuals. and teams of specialists

should be recruited to develop needed materials on career development.

Materials for the various grade levels that incorporate the appropriate

body of knowledge and suggested instructional activities are needed.

"Packages" of career development materials of various types including

films, filmstrips, games, tapes, programed booklets, and graphics

should be developed and made available to schools. A lendmard publi..

cation or task force report for educators that clarifies the basic objec..

tives, concepts, or generalizations of career development together with

suggestions for curricular implementation should receive priority.

5. Field testing. The "packaged programs" and other types of

materials should be tried out in a variety of school settings to deter..

mine their strengths and weaknesses and to obtain information for their

improvement.

6. Dissemination. The revised materials should be disseminated

through the use of demonstration projects, teacher institutes, conferences,

and other plausible methods. Fosbay (1966) emphasized the need for

bringing about change in the professional preparation of teachers.

Teacher institutes and other types of inservice education programs have

proved of value in some of the recent, national curriculum studies.

7. Evaluation,. The services of specialists in educational swam.

tion Should be secured to design a continuing evaluation program of the

career development materials and projects. Follow -up studies of students

provide valuable information for curricular evaluation. If youth meet
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with difficulty in solving their career development problems, curriculum

improymeent.is imperative.

Concluding ,Statement,.

From the viewpoint of this summarizer, the major. accomplishment

of the conference was its contribution to the.realization of the narti.

cipants of the significance of. making provision .for career development

in the curriculum. The presentations..and discussions. clearly delineated

that the world.of work in our society is changing,at .4 rapid rate and

will continue to do so, and these changes sigrdfica!Itly, of the

style of life of virtually every citizen. And, further,, as educators

we are confronted with the crucial challenge of providing educational

programs for youth ,that will enable them to achieve a satisfactory

orientation to the changing world of,, work that is commensurate with

societal needs. To accomplish this .task a Ifell.r93ranned strategy and the

cooperative efforts of professional educators .i413. be required.
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SUMMARY: IMPLICATIONS FOR COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Carl Mc Daniels
George Washington University

This summary must be to a great extent personal. Each participant

has his owA. mental and perhaps writtenset of implications of this

Conference. I hope that some of the ideas and concerns each participant

has will emerge though, to some degree, in this supmary.

Through. the diligent efforts of, the discussion group recorders high..

lights of the five smell discussion group _sessions have been prepared.

Each participant .had a part in those reports. Those comments plus the

presentation of the formal conference papers, the reactors views, and

the discussion in the major sessions represent the basis for this summary.

By way of explanation it must be said that the excellent papers presented

here had a two.pronged effect on this summary. lars, they had many

direct implications. for the topic. Second, they had a .substantial in.

fluence on the direction the discussion -.group sessions took.

Time and space do not permit the full enumeration of all conference

implications for counselor., education. I have selected nine that seem

to be most representatiVe of the collective conscious of the Conference.

Three of these seem to be of major importance. The other six are

significant, but, in my: judgment, to a lesser degree.

IMPLICATION NUMBER ONE: 4xecuta any ahanae through Counselors

or Counselor Educators we must be aware of the strategic; for curriculum

change brought up in. the. excellent paper by Arthur W. Yoshay. It will
not be enough, to design, develop, and carry..aut "4.0f. grand strategy the is

"IN HOUSE" or solely in. the counseling, filad.

If we are going to implement career dwalopment theory, and
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through the curriculum, we must bring in local forces: Officials of both

the Community and the School. We must work at the "joints" of education

or at the so-caned positidei Of 'power--to 'really get anything done re-

gardless of how right we may think something is on its own merits.

An example that has application for the counseling field that supports

this point is the advent of the Code of Ethical Standards of the American

PersOnnel and Guidance Association: Thiscode was the result of several

years of diligent effort leading up to its adoption in 1961. But, it

was win house". It has little meaning for educational practice and,

though I cannot cite any studies that measure its impact, it seems to

me heti made no appreciable impact on counselors. Foshay' a, strategies

then' hive clear imillications for us if we really want to bring about

any of the changes discussed at this conference.

The changes coming about due to recent federal legislation regard-

ing education seem to suggest our time will be best spent directing

our activities' to curriculum change at the national level.

IMPLICATION NUMBER TWO: eephasis on the changing meaning of

Work and 'Leisure in our society. The implication here suggests broader

discussion of the -*tell-for their meaning today and over the next two

decades.: -plus an interpretation of the meaning of the terms 'in the past.

Certainly what is called for here is not clestre on the topics, because:

there are differences of 'opinion as to their pisassat and.future meaning.

On balance .. thotigh bii,more agreement than disagreement.

There was a good deal ofl attention* given: to Consideration of these

teris in the papers and in each ditethision group. The current utterer-

ture both potiular and protest:if:dal also terlikste a growing!' interest in

them. Out of this dialogue there seems-tti be a miargin* of as eipanded

anci'litotiiht. Concept of the tithed; bUt iibt wait.teri the final
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defi tions to become firm before we became involved more deeply in the

i es. Just because the character of Work 'and Leisure seems to be in

orbit we do great berm not to teach about them at all or to teach the

concepts as set and fixed, rather than emerging, growing and dynamic.

/ IMPLICATION THREE: Expanded knowledge On the part of the

Counselor (and counselor educator) concerning the Career Development

Process. Presently this is dealt with in a limited fashion in univer

sity training programs. It is often a part of a class taught by a new

staff member in a 2, 3 or 4 hour course with limited scope and content,

usually called Educational-Occupational Information. (See the paper by

Wray Stowing and Phil Perone in Aspects

for further elaboration of this point.)

The work groups were suggesting in here, I believe, that counselor

educators need to get some new ideas on how to best treat Carreer Develop-

ment information. It way be that counselor educators are in need of

treading or re-treading on what goes into this course (or courses) and

haw to teach it.

This means at least a good solid review and integration into class

work of the contemporary writings of Super, Tiedeman, Borow and others,

as well as the array of work in other fields, especially Sociology.

In addition to putting some new meat on the bones of theory, it

also has been strongly suggested that new techniques be used for field

work type experiences. Here the counselor -in- training should get out

into the city, state or regionalempl4ment Market to know first hand about

the entry level jobs, the structure of jobs, expanding job oppo rtunities,

long term career development posstAlttieeand'Oiher related information.

Al final use for career- development theory and research for the count.

selor-in-training is learning ham tOitakethi4infOriiatYLOn a part of the
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total curriculum of the schools. This means more than planning a one

shot program life "Career Day". It means learning how to implement

care;:e information into the entire fabric of education.

IMPLICATION NUMBER FOUR:, Increased use with students of the concept

of progressive mastery. This notion came up in the fine paper by Gardner

M171-phy, and was dwelt upon at some length by the discussion groups. Ad.

iittedly it is really a technique, never the less it seems to merit further

consideration. The concept, if accepted, should provide a bso for some

navel, ways of putting some of the career development theory into practIxe,

A kind of programming of career development information trough fluid

stagessfithplanning of progressive mastery of the stages. The full use

of this idea has not been developed here, but it zives promise for some

worthwhile study and research.

IMPLICATION NUMBER FIVE: Restudy and re-interpretation of needed

worker, attitude. This sometimes subtle point shows a need to be updated

in the modern idiom. Perhaps this attitude has been taken for granted.

The discussion groups here seemed to suggest that it has--and wrongly so.

It came through here, and does elsewhere: that things like: Ethics -.on-

the job, Work habits, promptness, discipline, flexibility on the job, adap-

tabilityand the like need to be stressed to students somehow, somewhere--

but presently they are not! And they remain essential ingredients in

daily work. It is not clear how beet. to develop this point in counselor

education or in counseling practice. It may be that these things can be

stressed in, games or obserfations,or perhaps, in role playing, the use of

skits. or group activities. The use of films, film strips, or other learning

reeources should, also be considered.

ImpLiquoixpop SIC: Stress on ; !?1,ersipTroinling in Counselor

Wootton. This,pol.nt44 kind of a technique "leo, but. it .0 to be an
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under sous that weaved itself through most of the discussion group

ports. The comments here seem to acknowledge the primary task of

counselor education is to prepare practicing counselors, but some group

sentiment olearly called for more training of a leadership nature for

counselors. Donald NW IJAVA 4 mein Avermilla Af +Nis 4n
vo/ WORM IfOrle

group by calling for the counselor to orchestrate career development

activities in the school.

In the paper by Donald Miche.el four directions for change were

given. Then he spoke of badly needed leadership ab boththe Theory and

Policy Implementation levels. This is the place where the counselor can

use this leadership ability. It will not just happen though and nhe

call is to teach for leadership much the same as it is done in management

training.

The possibility was suggested that there be a special staff train.

ing officer in Joint or Intermediate School Districts, or possibly at

the state or regional level to teach leadership skill to counselors. It
can't be left to chance. It must be planned and provided for.

IMPLICATION MEE SEVEN: Continue Widening the dimensions of dia.

logue in counselor education. This surely means developing at the univer.

sity level a greater understanding, appreciation and involvement with a

host of disciplines related to this field. Such as, for two examples,

'Vocational Education and Curriculum Development. Other disciplines and

adminiet, tive areas as well are. important to include.

Thie means at the pre.service level seminars, discussion groups and

the like. Not just behavioralL04monce courses or a course in vocational

education brt a real continuous-and pointed mix.

This dialogue was also .calledcfor bayond oduagtionda.the oommulitzr,

22PacifUr business and indnatry,-to-ioroate /liner lever. opt= understanding
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and communication. The need for dialogue was suggested, then, in edtica..

tion and out. Most eqcpressedthe feeling that the climate for good ctn.

munication now-with other groups it ripe. As referred to in Number Six.

leadership,. to'take advantage of it, must be encouraged.

IMPLiCATION,NUMBER.rIGHT:. :Renewed' 'consideration of the decision

making process in career development. This issue was stated or implied

in several of the papers and brought up in moat of the discussion groups.

There did. not seem to' be any consensus as to how- the decision making pro.

cesse as a. separate issue, should be dealt with...just that it deserved

more attention.than ibis getting.

DELICATION'NUMER NINE: Consideration of involVement in major social

issues.or.the day.

Many of the points brought up in the discussion groups and in the

give and, take of thordiscussion in the main sessions related to what the

counselor's-role (and' counselor's orgainisations) should be in the

of the tines...usually' of a controveriial: nature: For our purposes

seems to speak-ito matters such' as job discrimination; restricted opportun.

ities and unequal pity. This 'idea tookson' life in Sanier's illustration

of counselor's marching on. picket: lines, but in other discussions it was.,

broadened and;.nade-more. coaprohensivsi .Here, of course, are issues that

have maaningsfor each of us and for otir total professional group. It
should be 'aleir.that this point had no real-settlement.. There was more

conversation than consensus: But it was. suggested that 'it be. considered

for possible inelusionlav somirphaies. of the- cotuiseloi4 education program.

There seemed to be none implicationtrifor.:Coutisolor;Bducation groodng. -

out at kthe total. conforence content. They Were: ;:

.Utilising.moderh means oft:brimincabout-adiusational
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2. Updating of concepts of Work and Leisure.

3. &pending attention on Career Development Theory and Research.

4. Building on ideas of Progressive Mastery.

5. Re-studying and interpreting Worker Attitude.

6. Training counselors for leadership responsibilities.

7. Widening of dimension of dialogue.

8. Teaching about the Decision Making Process in career development.

9. Questioning of the role of the counselor in social issues.
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MOM IMPLICATIONS FOR MEMO.

David V. 'Madman
Harvard University

Structure of Remarks

I have enjoyed my particiaption in the Conference. I agree with Dr.

Robert Woods that the Conference has brought realisation both to curricu.

lum specialists that theory in career development presently exceeds

modern use of it and to theorists in career development that the curricuo.

lum represents a concept of complexity greater than their prior considers-

tion of it. These realisations suggest that both groups have something

to do. Furthermore, I agree with Dr. Carl &Daniels that the union of

education and self which gives rise to career represents a concept in need

of considerable revision and augmentation both in our education and in our

re-education of counselors. Here lies a job for us in counselor education.

Despite these realisations which spring from the session which Dr.

Woods, Dr. &Daniels, and I had with the discussion group recorders last

night, I have experienced difficulty throughout this Conference in de.

aiding how I coula summarise and augment the Many ideas for research

which have been inherent in its discussions. My difficulty left me in

doubt until midnight last night when the persuasive necessity of perfor-

mance this morning finally brought me to decide that I would organise my

remarks within an overall framework of my own rather than just in terms

of the specific suggestions generated in the discussion groups. I do

consider myself obligated to include the suggestions you have made in

=

1. A SummariprePared for Invitational Conference on Implementing Career

Deve1411404 and Reeeareh threVISh the Clariekaalk.
Warrenton, Virginia, 1.4 Nay 1966. Summary presented on 4 Nay 1
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Conference; I merely think that we can all progress more rapidly if I do

not limit my remarks to just considerationi raised in Conference.

My decision to use my own linguistic framework to organise these

remarks is not taken Lightly. I realise that speaking from general theory

without detailed reference to specific facts which the theory subsumes

represents activity which makes psychologists uncomfortable. Psycho lo.

gists seem to be most comfortable when limiting general consideration to

just those propositions which subsume immediately available observations.

Nevertheless I decided to throw myself on the mercy of this gathering

because I. have found that theory allows me to see what I am without as

well as to know what I have supposedly explained.

In testing your capacity for mercy, I call your attention to the

fact that my "theory" is merely a linguistic framework. I have certain

outcomes which I think we want. Furthermore, I have certain relationships

which logically seem to be needed among concepts if persons we seek to

help are truly to benefit from our assistance. Within this context of goal

and conceptual. relationships, I shall attempt to portray both what we seem

ingly know at present and what we want to know as expressed in the several

discussions of this Conference.

You will find that my remarks are divided into five sections. In the
.

first two sections I remind us of the Conference structure. I do so both in

terms of its participants and of expectations which its planners set for the

participants and in terms of the existing theory which the planners set

before the participants, i.e. papers coearissioned for the Conference and
c .

ocement offered by appointed specialists. I then turn specifically to my

task of examarising research ideas of relevance to expectation that career
Y,- 4 If:.! 1,., (.6)".'7, 1,1 .1" "

can belaolliteitect throatsiotive aft:ftviardhviiit'

1) analyse the logical restraints presently inherent in research on career
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development; 2) speculate on an ideal educational organization in which
;4*

career can be facilitated in curriculum; and 3) disouss matters which

must be investigated pragiaticall* if the ideal is to become reasonably

possible.

Conference Struts miits
The Conferende bring* togeitherlctrricultak specialists, vocational

educators.; acnumsolor ediadatorri;- And career development theorists. The

expectation is that curriculum specialists will cane into meaningful die.

cussion with vocational and counselor educators as well as with career

deVelopment theortsti in order that improvements along the following

lines can be brought into More careful 'scrutiny:

1) Career development 'theory will be further incorporated into

the curriculum of school, college, business and industry;

Vocational choide will cast into more explicit consideration

at niiimerouts times in the-life;

3) Teachers =can be bought more into responsibility for career

development;

4) Counselor* 'preparation can be reconceived; and

5) Research in 'vocational education will take a new turn.

'Coif e'*......erefic tire: Theory

The Conference Matriieltised 'so. as to oonsider the implications of

career development and'rerietwelm for' the curriculum . I have become

Moire dtring the tollaiselof 'the ICetifeilence that this aim is an interactive

one.` Thies are not oillyndareer devoiloPment implications for the =Ti,

Oulu"; there are alsoliiplitations of the t ottriculut for career develop.

ment theory and rosemitahl" Tlieetlatter'imitsrests were overlookot in

planninglihectrionfistence. T-8114.1.11cailent mire :ixtensivaltral* this

ciimittiedit4ctibit-')of the interaetiotizet alatertisie,: ''Forthe-present,



I wane, to note a further differentiation in the,ppecific prior intentions

for the Conference itself.

Several papers. were mailed toys= beforehand.., Those papers. largely

dealt with career 122glogsg& The papers which were prepared explicitly

for the Conference largelydeelkwitb,.aareer.reeearch, not with career

development researCh, _Thereforer,I.will..W4m*fUrther clarification

of the structureof,:thie Conference,,by,,examining the premises underlying

the Conference papers and comeept. r:

In effect}, :there 'are. three kinds of ideas which, were prepared for

introduction. into.thq.severadiscussion groups.... These, kinds of. ideas

are: 1) career research; 2). oareer development theory and implimentations;

and 3) curriculum modificstion because,of,fcareer research and career

develoment,theory,

The .career research papers prepared at theAireotiokof the planning

committee dealt with the plausible future (the .paper of Donald Michael)

and with the meanings:of,.mpric. .111044ealtUlgsof-wymk.were portrayed

through the eyes of a sociologist, an economist, and a psychologist.

Harold Wilensky laid out a.bit of the sociology of:work and leisure.

Aaron Levenstein dealt,with the feelings of;people:atcwork. Gardner Murphy

dealt with the roles of ,in the of personality.

Murphy's observations make; thetact4A0 the ,keg for person.

alit/ is actilattY ,114t ,j48t, work Awl 1.040Alrog Work and leisure _,are

aspeots'of activity :which need conWeratiqui4nrelation to their.centri-

button to, :the psychological twellgheing..-Af the rPetV4.94 ail be ,fingftas in the

systole. of. collaborating iniktiatives,.whioliArc work and of the 4systims of

collabrratinuand personaLinitiattvesyhi0b.areAeigure.,

:.The primary:vurposevotAble 00144Nren00 NIVITto stsent th..410017,

carear'develoPient ix.AjWariNW* thatiegreOLTINFOArCh. 4394d.' be 1.recii9t4d
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into the curriculum through this theory. The Conference organization

&mat vitt the theory of career deOelopment in 'three ways. In the first

place several papers on career development theory were distributed before..

hand. These papers included: a) Carroll. Miller's general overview of

votational development;
1_ Donald Supe-08 delineation of the stages of

vocational development; c) Robert Havighurst's consideration of several

general tasks of vocational development (particualrly those tasks associ-

ated with the derivation of ego-investment in work) and Martin Katz's

more extended consideration of two of the educational decision points

resident in our organization of secondary education; d) papers on imple-

mentation, particularly, Joseph Samler's suggestions for the incorporation

of psycho4social data into occupational information, David Pritchard's

analysis of the specific phase of exploration in vocational choosing, and

Edward Roeberls commentary on vocational choice and the school curriculum;

and 5) my paper with Eileen Morley which delineates the criterion of voca-

tional competence as different from the more commonly considered criterion

of mere occupational competendik,I4hall speak more to my suggestions

for implementing realization in vocational competence in succeding sections.)

The secoLd way in which the Conference structure dealt with the theory

of career development was through the paper commissioned to Henry Borow.

Borow's paper both outlined the historical threads which have been knitted

together into the concept of career development and suggested ways in

which these threads could be brought into consideration for curriculum

developmei t.

The Conference organization attempted further teasing of the threads

of career research and of career development theory through the specific

consideratIcn of each commissioned paper by a person able to deal imagina-

tively with the curriculum implications of an area. -In this connection,
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the Conference.heard William &hill's statement on ..the implications for

vocational education of Wilensky's remarks,. Donald 11;ocherl a behavioral..

theorist response to Levenstein's -remarks, Robert O'Hara's self-concept

theory remarks to Murphre paper, and Joseph Semler's more existential

remarks to Michael's paper.

The third major area of the Conference plan; was the curriculum im..

plantation of career research through the theory of vocational develop-

ment. The Conference heard both Bernice Roberta specific response. of

this nature to the career development paper of Borow and Arthur Foshars

more general considerations of how a person can influence the curriculum--

if he is persistent and powerful enough that is.

Research: Itopical Restraints,

I have made my review of our positions and roles in relation to the

theory of the Conference in ,order to. makeus starkly aware that only,those

in our positions are the ones within whiCh the purpose of this Conference

must be realised. It is up to us to specify the theory of career research

and of career development which must be brought into the curriculum if we

are to help our society benefit from. fifteen year' 3 work in career develop-

ment which has yet to have general effect upon currivatm reform in the

United States.

Our deliberations in this Conference-bring us two realizations. One

realization is that we theorists in career development need to make much

more explicit prescription of tasks and procedures before our friends in

curriculum can relate the3.r efforts to ours in ways effective for the

specification of our mutual intsreete,in educational curricula. The second

realization is that the curriculum has an interaction with career Arifie.

want theory which has not been allowed for in the ConfaTeire Structure..

I am not able to say much of this interaction but T. .find it advisable to
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acknowledge its potential effect. As the union of career development

theory and curriculum is forged we will need to keep in view the effect

which a new currieulimawi4have. on. career as well as the reverse.

As the discussions- of this conference unfolded, I have mused over

the incapacity of curriculum and career theorists to speak to each other

effectively. It has seemed tome that curriculum theorists have expected

us career theorists to hand over an established set of materials and

routines which are already in optimum sequence for building "good little

careers for good little people." This expectation has disturbed. me; my

expectation for the incorporation of career theory into the curriculum is

only that career choice emerge into curriculum foreground more frequently

in the epistemology of knowledge so that the framing of individually..

oriented direction of work activity can become, more central but not nec-

essarily more determining in consciousness. Because I am disturbed I

have considered it advisable to pause here and to illustrate my point'as

best I can in terms of the paradigm of research with which the audience

of this Conference is familiar.

First consider the formal aspects of research with which we reason.

In research, we: 1) fix conditions; 2) specify alternatives and the con.

ditions of their existence as precisely as we can from theory; and 3)

assemble data intended in a pre-determined manner to illumine the atom.

times: The corollary of the activity of illumination is to have data

emerge which favor a previoual determined alternative in keeping 'with

our research decision .plan. In these circumstances cheiee per se is not

associated with the third; step.. In *ot, in. rase er* it is oonadfirect.

unfair to change the plan before the entire sequence is complete,, The

only deviation in the, Justice of research is that,,assocA.ated

with the logic of sequential anaysis., This login is itself a, pre.
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crystallized form of engaging in experience.

Nov consider the 'researcher who uses the logic of research. The

ideas of the researcher are not ordinarily exhausted by a single experi.

want. The experimenter ordinarily 'publicizes his research in the closed

form of the paradipm of research and then reconsiders goal, plan, and/or

choice as he sees fit. Reconsideration alters the paradigm from that of

research to that of development. In the paradigm of development (i. e. a

researcher doing research), items 1.3 of the above paradigm of research

still exist but there is an.additional. step.- In this additional "progress"

step of development, goals may change, plan may change, and/or choice may

change. In development the logic Of research can be employed but the set

of research .may 'be varied. In varying the Set of research new ideas,

issues, tests, and conclusions can be formed and in turn investigated.

Indiiriaual development through career development may be conceived

as I 'have conceived the 'paradigm of development in a researcher. I hope

it is apparent from my analYsis. that research in individual development

is incomplete if the concept of revision in individual development is

leftfout. Actually, the concept of revision is omitted from most be..

havioral research; it gust is when the act, not the advanced basis for

the act, is the phenomenon under consideration. Since this is the case,

I trust it is clear that a great deal of what we have refereed to as

.

" development' during this Conference has not been development in the sense

here delineatid. "Development" as we have been considering it has re.

ferred "Development" hat also referred to a Scientist's

surmise cOitarning:the. developinent of another- person. However, the re

search irilfdervelopnentni,which so far considered has not included attention
;.:

to the 'idhangicin::the bases' which a person evolves for the Justification

of hit-Vocational behavior under expectation that these bases will be
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modified, in fact might even "progress."

Professor Donald Super and several of his colleagues (Super, eta..

1963) have enunciated this problem. Super has himself 1) defined the

problem, 2) considered some of the logical issues in whether these effects

nnn 1Nn ntimiinA in n inginal mannom (VP WA; 3) dafinma mamma indaras of

vocational maturity, and 4) given expression to several metadimensions

of self' concept. John Crites has additionally produced a measure of

vocational maturity (Crites, 196. Despite the fact that Super and

his colleagues have made these critical advances into this problem, they

seem to have remained interested in occupational competence (Ileum=

and Morley, 1966), not in vocational competence.

My interest invocational competence stems from my work with Robert

O'Hara (Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1963). In a monograph, O'Hara and I have

given definition to the process of 12943... vocationally mature through

successive differentiation in occupational competences, not to an index

of vocational maturation. We have been interested in 1) organization

for change, and 2) of differentiation in the human capacity personally

to direct changes of vocational nature. These two chtracteristics seem

to me and to Morley to be the heart: of vocational competence.

Educational Or anization: An Ideal

Warren Gribbons (1959), Martin Katz (1960), and Robert O'Hara (1958)

are colleagues who started me in search of vocational competence.

bons gave definition to the concept of vocational readiness in his early

evaluation of Katz's manual (1959) for teaching about self exploration

in relation to education and occuaptionaa choices. Gribbons has since

furthertlarified this concept and studied its modification over a period

of teibr41'years. Katz has pushed his own interest forway.d, (see OW;

viciudiPdiatributed.-.excerpt from his monograph) anc1.43 macip Q.onngoop

Ult.::: 13 , .:-; . 173
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of educational and vocational choice with values through the mechanism of

decision. O'Hara has delineated self differentiation in relation to voca..

tional behavior and has indicated how this differentiation relates to

later success in school and college and to broad field of study while in

school and college.

Frank Field (1964) more recently brought me to consider purposeful

action central within my conception of self development through career de-

velopment. Field's original work, although placing the person into a

relationship with states and properties which is proper for the study of

development as herein delineated, nevertheless achieved a measure which is

itself static in. nature. If development is to be studied as the fluid con-

cept it actually is, it must be so studied over a period of time but in

relation to a stipulated context. This conviction has emerged only recent..

ly for me. However, it has haunted me sufficiently so that I have proposed

a considerable research venture in order to bring its liues,.sequences, and

dimensions into bolder relief. I pause here to outline the frame within

which I intend to work. I do so because the frame fills in some of the

background which our curriculum friends in the Conference have missed,

namely a grid of expectations and procedures which might well bring ful-

fillment of expectations. However, the scheme also outlines a theory of

broader perspective that those now available. I ask your indulgence of

my alleged "theory." I offer the "theory" merely to indicate the back..

ground of my remarks.

Posielationshija. We tend to think of the counselor as

an ancillary in education. In this relationship to the teacher, the

counselor is primarily attributed access to the student through the

teacher, or at least through responsibilities ottweived as traditional to

the.poition of teacher. I have argued (Tiedeman, 1964) that the counse-
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for and the teacher must each be conceived as entitled to access to the

student. Icy argument is grounded in my, belief that this access to student

from the understanding of only partical theories of human development

protects the freedom of the student by putting him in the position of

choosing between competing and compelling explanations while both the

teacher and the counselor expect the student to be responsible for those

actions which are reievent to his choices. My linguistic framework for

the development of self through the responsibilities of career as illum-

ined in the curriculum presumes this relationship of teacher and counselor

to student. Teacher and counselor will of course themselves have ln-

creased need for communication when this relationship exists.

Goal. and R_oles. I presume that the prime force for self knowledge

is initiative. It is through the experience of action under guidance of

initiative that a person comes to know himself most fully.

In education, there are two circumstances in which initiative is

expressed by students. One circumstance is when an adult expects the stu-

dent to exhibit initiative. The adult maybe either teacher or counselor.

When the student exhibits initiative in this context he does so in a col-

laborating mode of initiative. The adult expects, the student meets,

incorporates, and, hopefully, accepts responsibility for initiative in

circumstance orginally defined by teacher or counselor.

In circumstances of collaborating initiative, the teacher has re-

sponsibiliby for motivating the student in relation to.hissubject. The

responses of the teacher are bound by this restraint. Furthermore, they

are largely bound by the restraint of immediacy in relation to the expec..

tation for mastery of the subject.

The counselor for his part has responsibility in the mode of col-

laborative initiative for bringing the student into the subject of his
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career. When he is engaged in this endeavor the counselor is similarly

largely bound to the subject of career and is largely limited to edu.

National and vocational choices in immediate consideration.

The student may also express initiative without collaborating with

-4sczelaelleen Alma; Thift in a /441111111211A+AIYICA Wh4tal shall wall +hat ^

initiative. The teacher expects the student to exercise personal initi..

ative in relation to his subject. The counselor expects the student to

exercise personal initiative in relation to his subject, namely the

placing of epistemology into relation with social action so that a pattern

of work and leisure activity will take form in the student's life sphere.

When the student is in the collaborating mode of initiative it is

critical that accuracy exist in communication of adult and student in

order that expectation, fact, and basis for action may become clear to

student as framed from the grounds of the adult. Responsibility for

assimilation can be more adequately passed from adult to student if the

adult offers his knowledge to the student in the mode of discovery. In

the. mode of discovery (Bruner, 1966), the adult offers the student re..

sources at his disposal, expects the student to see the more fundemental

organizing principles whidi were known to the adult when the resources

were offered to the etudents, and encourages the student to criticize

his pertormenoe as he is taught the prodedure of investigation.

As the student is encouraged by teacher and counselor to bring

personal initiative into the collaborating circumstance which is that of

"discovery" learning, the student is offered responsiblity. As the stu..

dent accepts this offer of responsibility he may encounter the problem

of authority in relation to his acceptance of expectation of counselor

ar teacher for his assimilation of the facts and procedures of subject

and/or career. Furthermore, if teacher and counselor are clever in their
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work, they can help a student to bring the procedure of investigation to

bear on the student's processes of incorporation of facts and expecta-

tions. In this more complete condition the student has opportunity to

experience insight. The counselor primarily works to see that this con..

dition becomes known to the student, particularly in the realm of career,

Imaginative teachers may be similarly inclined in order to give students

insight into avenues of 'creativity in their subjects.

As the student is tutored in the procedure of insight by counselor

and teacher he has opportunity to experience awareness of modification

in his actions and pattern of thinking on which he founds action. These

are rudimentary conscious expressions of self as process. As the differ..

entiated condition of awareness of self as process is practiced more and

more integrated experience can ensile and the student can become adept

at assuming responsibility for his action at the same time that he can

keep throught from needlessly interfering with the relatively easy and

playful interplay of intuitionand efffioiency in action.

I have elsewhere (Tiedenian, 1966) rather fully differentiated the

roles. of teacher and counselor in relation to the concepts and inter.

relationships laid out here. Therefore I merely pause now to note that

the teacher and the counselor largely differ in the areas of discourse

in which they apply their pedagogies. Furthermore, the counselor ordin..

arily assumes responsibility for helping the student throughout his life

to lay out the epistemology of his knowledge in action as such a pattern

is continually emerging during his life. The counselor also deals with

the student's authority problem in accepting the responsibility whiCh the

teacher offers him in discovery Of the principles of the teacherls..subject.

Schwab (1962) makes a distinction in science between Static and fluid

inquiries. Static inquiries are those which' lay out the relationships
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of states and properties in relatively narrowly defined areas of phenomena.

Fluid inquiries are those which effectively just reason with the Unita.

tions arbitrarily imposed on states and properties in statio inquiry. It

is interesting to see some of the role relationship' of teacher and °curl.

selor in these tarns, Oridlmelmilyz the taAithar Imulta'a his 1.16AA440.0. on +ile

static inquiries associated with the subtitiiietureS of assimilation and

authority in incorporations The teacher deals in fluid inquiry with the

sub.stritcture of reiriponsibility in incorporation. The counselor for his

part deals with the sub..structures of assimilation and authority in terms

of fluid inquiry and with the sub.struature of responsibility. in terms of

static inquiry. The counselor does these things particularly in the realm

0f career.

Procedures for Ira leraen the Makin of Vocational Decisions

The development of responsibility for vocational activity during the

course of education takes place best, believe, in the context of goal

and role which I have just described, provided teacher- and counselor are

both free to operate in the complimentary relationship to the student

which I noted in the first section. However, these relationships must

take place in a context, and with expectation for mastery of numerous

procedures, as people grow up and assume work responsibilities and conse..

quences. I outline in Exhibit 1 what I presently think must underlie

this curricular system if personal responsibiltty for career is to emerge

through the curriculum.

At the far left in Exhibit 1, I have noted age ranges of the stages

in vocational development which are in the excerpt from Professor Super's

book which was distributed. beforehand, I then presume certain grade

associations with age and list the responsibilities which I would assign

to teacher and counselor alike when I start to assemble ,and test my
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computer based Information System for Vocational Decisions. The grade..

age association should be seen as presently, not necessarily, the mode.

The effect of societal change will be to elongate the grade.age associ.

ation. People will engage in education longer and more intermittently.

T AxplAin 4thA AmtrArAl AnfiviAA of 1 vh4h44.. 1 tvinvla alarwhmimn

(Tiedeman, 1965). Therefore, I refrain from extensive comment here.

However, I do note that the basis of my divibion of the responsibilities

of teacher. and counselor largely hinges on using the good offices of the

teacher for general instruction in computer operation and for using his

subjects to deal with career implications as such can be introduced from

time to time in subjects. I have assigned counselor responsibility in

Exhibil 1, a) for cultivating increased differentiation in self, b) for

making explicit certain relations of past, present, and future which are

essential to the evolution of a thought pattern in foundation to voca..

tional action, c) for dealing with educational choices, and d) for deal..

ing with vocational choices and career progressions.

In order to give the computer a role inwesenting facts/data of an

educational and vocational nature, a number of routines will have to be

developed. I have not progressed far in specifying these routines. How-

ever, I do indicate in a small detail (Tiedeman, 1965) what the basic out-

lines of theseyoutines must be. In brief the routines must first pro.

vide for choice access to data in four contexts, education, armed service,

occupation, and other. The routines must also provide for access to

graphic and printed materials on occupations which are graded from the

general to the specific and deal with speculations on several future

work organizations which are linked with what must be discovered or prom

vided in order to make the change possible; Finally the routine-enlist

provide for the aspects of adjustment and anticipation as 015ara'ana I
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ing of student,icarents,.teacher, principal, counselor, industries, and

associationsle.g. the National Vocational Guidance Association,.the Assoc.

iation for Supervision and 'Curriculum Development, the American :Vocational

Association)?

b. Attitudes. What are the effects of attitudes of incuMbents in

the several positions of the above social network? Specifically, what is

the effect of teacher attitude toward the non-college:bound?

c. Programs. For instance, what is an adequate length of apprentice-

ship in a number of'occupational areas? AID ought to control this ap.

prentieeehip length?

d. Time Lag. In conclusion, I note a final question in the Confer.0

ence which can be posed both as a research issue and as the dilemma in the

minds of each of us upon adjournment. Haw can we reduce the time lag

between generation of a good idea like that of career development theory

and its implimentation through the curriculum? Woods and &Daniels suggest

that many of us at the Conference want to do just this. Foshay and

Roberts give us several ideas about hou we can do so. I have tried to

suggest both a plan for implementation of our intentions and a plan for

research on that implementation. Let's all start cutting to ribbons the

time lag between career development theory and its appearccce in the curri-

culum of our educational organization.

24 Xmly 1966
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national contexts which I consider appropriate for framing research in

career development through the curriculum. Against this framework (or

an alternative framework should one be specified with many of the ele:.

ments which seem to me credible on mere logical ground) I now want to

project some of the stated and unstated research problems which have

arisen in the Conference.

Sociology of then Ideal. Levenstein and Wilensky made a number of

interesting observations about career in relation to sociology. If we

know what we want in the Vayr of a developed capacity for personal re..

sponsibility in leisure and work activities, it then becomes possible to

determine the sociology of the emergence or non..emergence of the develop.

ed condition. NeitheiLevenstein nor Wilensky presume a developed eapa.,

city to be possible for all. However, given no limit on time and effort

in achieving it, I believe that a developed capacity is attainable by

all. In fact, I believe that such a developed capacity represents man's

humanness itself. What in our society is detrimental to the emergence

of man's humanness? How do these deterrents figure in sociological or-

ganization? How can they be modified? Here are some sociological research

questions of considerable interest for the intentions of this Conference.

pucholoufteIdeal. Murphy delineated aspects of child develop-

ment which are relevant to the Emergence of personal responsibility in

leisure and work action. However, Murphy did not deal with the emergence

of this responsibility in a psycho- social framework. Murphy is more

interested in how the unconscious lets the conscious operate than he is

in how the conscious can illumine the unconscious if the framework of

decision and values in the mode of choice is given explicit attention in

a system of education.

a. Choice. For me the question of choice and its influence on
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personal knowledge is a critical issue in psychology at the moment. I

have occasionally wished .in this Conference that we knew more about the

necessity in peFfenal development of choosing itself. I have my wish

because I have heard several speakers and critics recommend the easy

solution to modern dilemmas, namely, merely eliminating the necessity

for choosing from those enrolled in our educational system. Personally,

I think that no action could be more detrimentaltammagaa22212mmt.

However, I wish that we had more studies of this phenomenon and of its

contribution to psychologavc.... wellbeing. How necessary is choice? In

what areas of life activity should choice be expressed fcr psychological

well- being? How frequently should choice take place? How intense should

analyses of choice circumstances be? For whom, under what circumstances,

is ohoice an advantage and a disadvantage? How can we simulate the con..

ditions of actual choice in order to bring a person almost "outside" his

society so that he can bring its very static premises into his own fluid

inquiry as he chooses? What are the implications of this possibility

for "free choice?" For Borowls "subjective occupational foreclosure"?

For cultivating the mergence of sdb.conscious processes into the fore of

conscious processes?

b. Motivation. Motivation is another area of great research im-

portance for our interest in personal differentiation through education,

leisure, and work choices. The Conference has heard reference to the

coping motivation of Lois Murphy, to the achievement motivation of David

McClelland, and to the competence motivation of Abrham Maslow and Robert

White. These motivational modes have different rings of hopefulness

about them. What are the philosophical implications for Guidance inter..

est in the several motivations? How can competence motivation be cultivated?

c. Stages. Super delineates stages of vocational development which
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are subject to the restraints of educational and vocational choices pre-

sen4y characteristic of the several ages. If personal differentiation

can be cultivated through education, leisure, and work choices what are

its stages of development? (This is akin to the development of research

by n rannwrnhAr a c T nnilinad thiA narAdiom of davalonmant in an pArliAr

section,) ghat is the sociology of the several stages of personal dif-

ferentiation?

Education for Self Awareness throullaallm. The Conference

turned up a number of issues of an educational nature which must be in.

vestigated in order to teach us more of the means for cultivation of

personal development through career development. These issues are:

a. Content. There is a great need for content analyses and pre-

scriptions which bear on our problem. A number of efforts already exist

and each is worthy of careful study as we proceed. For instance, there

is Harlod Munson's series of books on the career implication of the

several major subjects of the school. There is the work of Martin Katz

on decisions and alues and of Harry B. Gelatt on the teaching of decision..

making, There is the work of Martin Katz, Benjamin Shimbere, Warren

Gribbons, and Robert O'Hara on the use of abilities and values in self

differentiations. Finally there are the works of Walter Lifton, the United

States Employment Service, and the College Entrance Examination Board which

provide considerable bases for occupational and educational information on

which personal differentiation through education, leisure, and work choice

is even now taking place. We must remember these firm bases as we proceed.

Yet proceed we must if we are to bring into being the computer-based system

for vocational decisions which I and several colleagues have in mdnd.

b. Epistemology. The study of the stnuctuN, of knowledge itself

win be ne,Ided in making personal differentiatior through education, lei-
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sure, and work choices more rational. Bruner has already contributed to

solutions of this nature. The nosologies of curricular and goals which

have proposed will also be most helpful. Ann Martin at the University

of Pittsburgh works in this area as she reaches for:tunctional levels

within which to characterise man's skills, These functional levels will

remove our capacity to reason with possibilities more from the realm of

action and place than capacity More in the realm of subjects 'and con-

cepts. Such a movement is needed to facilitate personal choice, not

determination, in occupational competence.

-c. Stud /Work/Leisure Arrangement. How does one organize for sup.

port of personal differentiation in education, leisure, and work choos..

ing? How do the industrial arts and vocational education fit into voca-

tional choosing and development as these contribute to personal differ-

entiation? What about work.study programs? ghat about the Armed Forces?

These are some of the problems which have interested William Schill at

the University of Illinois. I presume that these problems will also be.

cane central in the work of Robert Campbell at Ohio State University.

d. Timing. How should study, work, and leisure be arranged? What?

When? How often for each?

e. Awareness. Inherent in personal differentiation through educa-

tion, leisure, and work choosing is the experiencing of change itself.

This realization immediately raises issues of intrinsic motivation for

change. It also reminds us of Murphy's reference to the concept of

"progressive mastery." How can we use "progressive mastery" to bring

about intrinsic motivation for change? According to Levenstein, Michael,

and Wilensky such is the truly crucial problem of our decade.

CsLrr I mentioned at

the outset that the structure of the Conference largely- caused us to
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consider the influence of career development theory on the curriculum,

not the reverse. As I proceeded I have said that the curriculum

itself influence career, In short, there is an interactive effect be.

tween career and curriculum. Therefore, curriculum must eventually be.

come a prime term in 'the theory of career development. At the present

time, curriculum is crystallized in the theory of career development at

the level of points of decision for education and work. This is why I had

to take so much time to indicate the way I will try to invade lower

reaches of the curricUlum.career relationship by actually. going into

concepts and processes which I presently consider essential for the mil:.

tivation of the differentiated self awareness which I favor. One of the

members of the Conference :Accurately pointed out that the cultivation of

personal differentiation through education, leisure, and work choosing in.

corporates vocational education into the liberating framework of education.

Therefore, we should more adequately examine the effects of work on person-

al differentiation than we now do. We assume that work is mind.limiting,

not mind.expanding, I have always found work to be mind-expanding. (I

do have to exert care to make work other than life encompassing but I see

nothing restraining about work.) Why don't we research this matter further?

OT anization for Self Awareness in Career Develo ent Facilitated

by Education. My remarks in the prior two sections were restrained by

may own assumptions concerning positions, roles, goal, curriculum and pro-.

cesses probably involved in personal differentiation through education,

leisure, and work choosing. These assumptions can themselves be brought

into the realm of fluid or even static inquiry. As we do so, a new set

of reasarch issues will emerge as follows:

a, Responsibilities. Where are the several loci for change in per-

sonal differentiation which can be arranged in the social system consist.
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ing of student,Tarentsteacher,,principal, counselor, industries, and

associations.(e.g. the National. Vocational Guidance Association, the Assoc.

iation for Supervision.and.Curriculum Development, the American:I/mations];

Association)?

b. Attittdes. What are the effects of attitudes of incumbents in

the several positions of.the above social network? Specifically, what is

the effect of teacher attitude toward the.ncen-college,bound?

c. Programs. For instance, what is an adequate length of apprentice.

ship in a number of"occvational areas? .Who ought to control this ap.

prentieeihip length?

d. Time Lag. In conclusion, I note a final question in the Confer.

ence which can be posed, both as a research issue and as the dilemma in the

minds of each of us upon adjournment. How can we reduce the time lag

between generation of a good idea like that of career development theory

and its implimentation through the curriculum? Woods and McDaniels suggest

that many of us at the Conference want to do just this. Foshay and

Roberts give us several ideas about how we can do so. I have tried to

su est both a plan for implementation of our intentions and a plan for

research on that implementation. Let's all start cutting to ribbons the

time lag between career development theory and its appearccce in the curri-

culum of our educational organization.

24 Itay 1966
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SUMMARY OF TO DISCUSSION

SESSION SUMMARY STATEMENTS

Douglas Sjogren
Colorado State University

Any attempt by a person to summarize a discussion without having

heard the discussion has a low probability of success, and this was.the

task of the writer in preParing this statement. Fortunately for me, the

chairman of the conference had assigned the task of Recorder for each of

the six discussion groups to a very competent person. The summary state..

ments, prepared by the Recorders, of the discussions in their respective

groups were complete and coherent and I hope reliable. Any limitations

of this summary are not the fault of the Recorders but of my inability to

accurately interpret and communicate the content of the discussion group

summaries.

I have attempted first in this summary to list, and in some cases

briefly discuss, the issues raised in the groups a: reported by the re..

corders. Then I have listed some of the suggestions offered in the groups

for implementation of career development theory in the curriculum, and the

final list is of some research questions raised by the group discussions.

Issues

1. How much is known about career development?

This was a basic question raised in each of the groups, and the dis..

cussion revealed that there was a difference of opinion. In some groups

there was enough confidence expressed in the validity of certain career

development theories to suggest that they can serve as a useful basis

for curriculum planning. Opinions expressed in other groups were quite

negative. The basis of the negative opinions was the general inabitlity
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of research to substant ate the hypotheses generated from the theories.

One person made what seems to me to be an important point in this regard.

The point was that research on 'career development has not resolved the

criterion problem of specifying the'behaviors in operational terms of

the sequences of career development, and until this problem has a reason.

ably adequate resolution-the adequacy of the research and the theories

will be suspect.

2. What is the 'place of occupational or career content in the curriculum?

This question apparently occupied the majority of the time in the

discussion groups. One group indicated the divension of the problem as

being what to teach, to whom, by whom, and whet.,.

There seemed 'to be a consensus that occupational material has a place

in the curriculum from K.12, and apparently a fair amount of occupational

material is now in the curriculum. One problem raised often, evidently

by the curriculum resource people, was the difficulty of introducing more

material into an overcrowded curriculum. Many persons expressed a concern

that teachers do not have the knowledge or understanding of the world of

work or of career development theory to provide meaningful teaching of

this content.

A number of individuals raised the question of readiness for occupa.

tional content by students. If career development is a process then

readiness levels'should he identifiable and the content should be geared

to these levels. A related point was raised that this would also imply

that we need to provide "remedial" experience for individuals who are

not at the expected readiness level.

The question of the efficacy of "career guidance," "occupational

information", "career day", etc. activities was often raised. The major..

ity seemed to feel these were of limited value, but there was a substancial
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minority who expressed a belief that this kind of curricular provision

has been used successfully.

Considerable discussion was centered on how curriculums chang.' :11d

the problem of staff continuity in relation to curriculum continuity.

3. Is vocational guidance necessary or desirable as an isolated activity?

This question is related to the one above, but I chose to list is

separately rather than incorporate it into the previous discussion.

Two points were raised in relation to this question. The first

point made was that the world of work is in such a state of change that

it is impossible to provide adequate occ. ttional information, Instead

of including occupational content the curriculum should include experi-

ences and materials designed to help the individual recognize his sources

of self-satisfaction and how work and leisure can provide these experi-

ences. The curriculum should alsc include experiences that increase

the student's ability to make decisions and adjust to change.

The second point was raised by some counselors who suggested that

it was undesirable to isolate vocational guidance as a sepatate activity.

They indicated a belief that the school should be concerned with helping

each student develop an adequate self-concept and the adequacy of his

vocational self-concept is dependent on his total self-concept.

My impression of their reported remarks is that they are not anti-

vocational guidance. Rather they seemed to be saying that vocational

guidance activities can not be done in isolation from other guidance

activities. With respect to the curriculum they seemed to question whether

the child whose self-concept As developed by what are primarily symbolic

or cognitive experiences in school can relate very meaningfully to the L.lcu-

pational information presented if it entails other tnan cognitive abilities.

4. What values can and should be taught in the schools?
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The school as a perpetrator of middle class values was discussed in

most of the grot 1 as well as work and leisure values. One person suggest..

ed that we ' , k 'p dichotomaiming work ,md leisure values and concen-

trate on the s_ f the .individual and hof he can achieve saitsfaction.

Some discussion was centered on approaches to teaching the dignity of

work and that all jobs provide satisfaction. :ae vestion was raised by

some, however, whether it is realistic that the job, per se, is always a

source of satisfaction. Perhaps I am revealing my middle class values, but

I must confess that the attempt to dignify garbage collecting or sugar beet

hoeing seams to be too much of a Pollyanna kind of thing.

5. How can we increase communication among the groups interested in this

problem?

It was suggested in all of the groups that the conference was a use-

ful start toward developing a dialogue among counselors, curriculum per.

sonnel, vocational educators, and industry. There was an indication that

school administrators should be brought into the dialogue.

6. What are the respective roles of the counselor and the teacher in voca-

tional guidance?

Considerable expression was given to the point that counselors and

teachers are not very aware of what the other is doing. Super suggested

that the counselor work very closely with teachers in the area of voca-

tional guidance, but that ultimate responsibility lay with the counselor.

He used the term "orchestration" to describe how the counselor ought to

work with the teacher.

Other questions raised but with little discussion were the following:

7. How can adequate, accurate, up-to-date occupational information, be pro-

vided?

3. What are the occupational role models for children?
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9. How do we resolve the prOblem of the future orientation of education

and guidance versus the now orientation of the students?

Curricular Ideas

The following list is of suggested techniques, procedures, or plans

for providing for more effective career guidance. Some have been alluded

to in the discussion of issues, not all are new or innovative.

1. Design miniaturized occupational experience sequences.

2. Expand on work experience programs. The problem of child.labor

laws was raised in this connection.

3, Provide for more exchange of personal between industry and education.

Provide realistic problem solving or decision making experiences.

5. Use stib.professionals in working with parents in providing exper.

iences related to work in the home.

6. Provide occupational information and instruction in career develo?.

ment theory to teachers both. in pre.service And'in.service classes.

7. Establish formal career guidance classes at the secondary level.

8. Hake up package units on occupations for teachers. Eunsonts SRA.

monograph series might be an example of such units.

9. Suggested content of career material.

a. Ethical implications of work.

b. Occupational Change and mobility.

c. Range of activities in related occupations.

d.' Definitions of work.

e. Perceptions of occupations.

f. Interdependence and relationship of workers.

10. Use field trips.

11. Provide career resource persons in the schools. This could be a

function of a counselor well.trained in careers.
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12. The Richmond Plan and Greater Cleveland Plan.

13. Hold conferences and-workshtps at the state level to work on the

problem.

Suggested research

Many research questions were raised. The following seemed to be

raised most- often but the list is certain ,147 not exhaustive.

i. Career development theory needs much more research. Why are the

hypotheses so often not supported by the data? Are the theories in..

adequate? Are the measures unreliable? Are the samples poorly drawn?

2. Can levels of ;readiness for occupational information be. established?

3. What are the career patterns. of women?

4. Is vocational education performing its function as efficiently as it

might? Do vocational courses need the large blocks of time they now

have?

5. Is future oriented riot for ypung people? Are they

primarily now oriented?

6. What Are possible, sources of satisfaction in various jobs?

7. What is now being done in the curriculum to teach occupational

material?

Obviously the discussion groups did not resolve the question of how

to implement career development theory and research, in the curriculum,

but the groups were successful if one applies. the criterion that more and

better questions were raised as a result of the session than we were

able to raise before the session.
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